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Chapterr 1
Introduction n
Thiss dissertation focuses on a number of issues tiiat are of importance in the current
Europeann bond market. In the past years, the fiscal policy of the Eurozone members,
advancess in the technology of trading platforms and the introduction of a single
currencyy have reshaped the fixed income markets in Europe. These developments
havee resulted in a far going integration of European capital markets.

Moreover,

thee massive amounts of debt issued by Japan and the United States combined with
thee deteriorating stock markets in 2000-2002 have also resulted in an increased
assett allocation to European bonds. Currently, the Eurozone bond market is the
thirdd largest market in the world with the German Schatze, Bobl and Bund futures
contractss among the heaviest traded financial contracts. 1
Thiss dissertation can be divided into two parts. The first part, which is also
thee lion's share of this dissertation, focuses on the microstructure of European bond
markets.. In chapter 2 we start with an overview of some basic market microstructure
topics..

Some of these topics are not necessarily specified towards fixed income

markets.. Chapter 3 focuses on the trading costs of European sovereigns bonds and
analyzess the impact of news on bond returns under a time-varying trading intensity.
Chapterr 4 focuses on the yield differences in European bonds. It questions the role
^Aftrrr Japan and the United States
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off liquidity and default risk as the sole rationale in explaining yield spreads and it
motivatess the role of hedging quality as an explanatory factor. Chapter 5 of this
dissertationn focuses on the growing European inflation-linked bond market.

We

analyzee the yield spread between nominal and real bonds and we propose a method
forr estimating the inflation and liquidity component in these securities.

1.11

Part I: The Microstructure of European Fixed
Incomee Markets

Thee first three chapters of this dissertation focus on the microstructure of fixed
incomee markets. The empirical work on the microstructure of financial markets has
receivedd considerable attention in the academic literature. In the early years, most of
thee empirical work pertains to stock markets. Given the emphasis on stock markets
inn the theory and the availability of data, this is understandable.

On the other

hand,, in terms of both capitalization and trading volume, foreign exchange and bond
marketss are bigger than stock markets. Due to this importance, empirical research
onn the microstructure of bond markets has increased in recent years.

Research

onn fixed income markets is also interesting because of their special structure. It
iss centered around a large number of professional dealers and outside customers
tradee with the dealer of their choice. Volume is high and interdealer trading can be
commonlyy observed.
Interestingly,, European bonds are not regarded as perfect substitutes and this is
reflectedd through the yield differences between bonds of different issuers (countries).
Thesee yield differences are often associated with either a credit risk or a liquidity
premium.. Although the impact of liquidity and credit risk are undoubtedly important,, they do not provide a full explanation for the yield differences observed in
thesee markets. In chapter 4 we show that markets with a lower liquidity might turn
too be equally expensive in terms of yields compared to a more liquid market with

1.1.1.1. THE MICROSTRUCTURE

OF EUROPEAN

BOND MARKETS

thee same credit rating. 2 There may be a number of alternative reasons why yields
differr across European bonds. First, trading costs among European sovereign bonds
mayy be different in the secondary market. In order to calculate these trading costs,
onee can use a number of measures. The quoted bid-ask spread, the realized and the
effectivee spread are among the measures often used. These measures are however
staticc as they do not allow for the study of dynamic effects in subsequent periods.
Takingg dynamic effects into consideration is important for several reasons. First of
all,, order flows exhibit strong autocorrelation as they are followed by additional orderss in the same direction. This effect creates a much larger price impact of trading
thann in a static approach. Moreover, the usage of high frequency data brings additionall problems. For instance, the arrival of news generates time-varying trading
intensityy and this in turn, has a profound impact on the price. Taking these argumentss into consideration, we study the trading costs of European sovereign bonds.
Thee results are reported in chapter 3 and are based on trading data from the MTS
platform.. This platform proved to be very successful in Europe and by now is the
largestt interdealer trading system for European sovereign bonds. Chapter 3 also
providess a study on the impact of news releases and the role of time-varying trading
intensityy on price dynamics. Second, besides trading costs, some importance should
bee addressed to the hedging quality of European sovereign bonds. Hedging Europeann sovereigns often require strategies involving positions in both the futures and
spot-market.. These positions are called basis strategies and the risk associated with
itss payoff is called basis risk. Chapter 4 shows that the quality of a hedge depends
onn the basis risk and is therefore a relevant factor in determining the price of a fixed
incomee security. Using simulations based on a risk-averse model, we show that a
markett maker increases his quoted spread modestly when basis risk increases. If the
basiss risk becomes very large, the quoted spread increases more than proportionally.. This convexity in spread suggests the following: the market maker increases
2

Liquidityy in terms of issuance in the primary market and trading activity in the secondary

market. .

3
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When the basis

volatilityy becomes very large however, the quoted spread becomes even larger indicatingg his unwillingness to trade. In chapter 4 we also estimate the basis risk
forr some Eurozone government bonds using transaction data from the MTS trading
systemm and bund future data from the EUREX. We find that bonds with larger
basiss volatility are traded at a premium. This provides an additional explanation
forr the yield differences in the Eurozone besides credit risk or liquidity.

1.22

P a r t II: The European Inflation-Linked Bond
Market t

Anotherr interesting development in the Eurozone bond market is the growing supplyy of inflation-linked bonds. We consider this market in chapter 5. The recent
commitmentt by the French Treasury to issue inflation-linked bonds almost every
monthh in 2004 and the announcement by the Italian and Greek Treasury agent to
issuee inflation-linked bonds in the coming years reflect the growing importance of
thesee instruments for the Eurozone debt market. Interestingly, most research on
inflation-linkedd bonds is conducted for the UK and US market while little has been
saidd about the inflation-linked bond market in the Eurozone. Given the attention of
issuerss and investors on the Eurozone inflation-linked market, this is not justified.
Accordingg to a survey by RISK magazine^, the Eurozone "z.s now the most advanced
(in(in terms of products and market participants)
andand on the derivatives side) inflation-linked

and most liquid (both on the bonds

bond market in the world." Nowadays,

aa reasonable European real yield curve has emerged, containing maturities varying
fromm 2006 to 2032. Along with this real government curve a relatively liquid and economicallyy significant Eurozone real swap market has evolved. The yield difference
betweenn nominal and index-linked bonds includes an inflation premium as indexee RISK December 2003: special report on index-linked bonds.

1.2.1.2. THE EUROPEAN

INFLATION-LINKED

BOND

MARKET
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linkedd bonds provide a hedge against unexpected inflation. In this paper we analyze
thee inflation premium contained in French inflation-linked government, bonds using
thee extended Kalman filter.
Thee real interest rate and expected inflation are key unobservable variables in
thiss analysis. If real interest rates are reflected through index-linked bonds, it is
commonn practice to use a break-even approach.

The expected inflation is then

thee yield difference between a nominal and an index-linked bond with the same
maturity.. Albeit simple, this method suffers from a number of problems. First, only
thee maturities of nominal and real bonds are taken into consideration so it does not
generatee a complete term structure of interest rates. Second, and more importantly,
thee method assumes that the Fisher equation holds and this implies that the inflation
premiumm is set to zero. This is very unlikely. Knowing the inflation premium is
valuablee for issuers, policy makers and investors. For issuers of debt, inflation-linked
securitiess appears to be a simple and cheap way of reducing financing costs as the
treasuryy can eliminate the inflation premium assigned to nominal securities when
thee inflation premium is sufficiently high. The growing commitment by numerous
Europeann governments to issue index-linked bonds appears to confirm the role of
cheaperr funding to finance government expenditure.

On the other hand, if the

inflationn premium is low, it may be optimal for governments to issue conventional
bondss because real bonds contain a liquidity premium. For policy makers, indexlinkedd bond provide an instrument to monitor the markets perception of expected
inflation.. In the Eurozone, this gives us the opportunity to test how well the inflation
policyy of the European Central Bank is being adapted by financial markets. For
investors,, the main advantage of inflation-linked default free bonds is its hedge
againstt future price developments. For a number of investors like pension funds, the
rolee of liquidity is less important as inflation-linked securities are regarded as typical
buy-and-holdd securities. For these investors, a sufficient hedge against future price
developmentss is more important than the costs associated with infrequent trading.
Forr portfolio managers however, the trade-off between the inflation and liquidity

66

premiumm is still important.
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For example, if the inflation premium is too large,

itt may be non-optimal to hedge inflation as the price associated with a (perfect)
inflationn hedge is to high. Moreover, if an investor expects the inflation being higher
thann the break-even inflation, it becomes more interesting to buy inflation protection
throughh real bonds rather than conventional bonds because real bonds are expected
too outperform. In chapter 5, we estimate the inflation premium by taking liquidity
intoo account. This allows us to study the empirical properties of the term structure
off real rates in the Eurozone bond market. We use data from French index-linked
andd nominal bonds and estimate the inflation and liquidity premium in a state space
frameworkk using the extended Kalman filter and quasi-maximum likelihood.

Chapterr 2
AA Review of the Past
Abstract t
Inn this chapter, we discus inventory and information models. We also turn our
attentionn to a competitive framework and study the role of interdealer tradingg on the formation of prices. We end this chapter with a discussion about
variabless that are strongly correlated with the beliefs of market participants
whilee (relative) easy to observe by the econometrician. Much of the theoriess discussed in this chapter are not specifically developed for fixed income
marketss but are useful for the understanding of chapter 3 and 4.
Accordingg to O'Hara (1995), market microstructure theory explores the price
settingg rules and the market behavior of economic agents under a specific trading
mechanism.. In this chapter, we take a closer look at the formation of prices and the
existencee of a bid-ask spread under different market mechanisms and risk factors.
Noticee that throughout this dissertation, we distinguish between market participants
whoo can set new prices (market makers or dealers) and market participants that can
onlyy take prices (traders).
Inn the first section of this chapter, we provide1 a discussion of the factors that
determiness the price quoted by dealers. These factors are not specific for bond markets.. In section 2, we turn our attention to a competitive market structure including

77
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interdealerr trading. More specific, we discus the determinants of competitive market
makingg and the information effects of interdealer trading. This is important as a
competitivee market structure prevails in the Eurozone bond market. Finally, section
33 analyzes some variables that can be observed by an econometrician and useful to
testt market microstructure topics. We end with a discussion about the results drawn
fromm various empirical papers.

2.11

Determinants of Price Discovery

Thee interaction between investors and the resulting price formation within a financiall system has been the subject of many academic studies. In traditional market
microstructuree theory two fundamental approaches exist. The first approach describess the role of inventory and its impact on prices formed by dealers. The second
approachh describes the role of information asymmetry.

In the latter framework,

somee market participants have better information about future price developments
resultingg in adverse selection when trading among each other.

2.1.11

Inventory Models

Inventoryy models are considered to be the earliest approach to the price formation in
markett microstructure theory. The concept is based on the assumption that prices
inn equilibrium are the result of a dealer's obligation to offer liquidity while facing
uncertaintyy in order flow7. A dealer may end up with a position in which he faces
pricee risk and the bid-ask spread is a compensation for bearing this risk. Garman
(1976)) argues that the uncertainty in the order flow is the main cause of uncertainty
inn the market makers' cash position as buy orders will cost money while sell orders
generatee cash. The bid-ask spread is an instrument used by the market maker to
controll his order flow, the corresponding cash position and the resulting inventory
level.. More specifically, the probability of buy and sell orders are endogenous and

PAST
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itt depends on the quoted bid and ask price. A higher bid price will increa.se the
probabilityy of facing a trader who is selling while a lower ask price increases the
probabilityy of facing a trader who is buying. However, a trade-off is made between
controllingg inventory and the cash position. A change in the spread enables the
markett maker to control his inventory but this in turn changes the cash position. 1
Stolll (1978) analyzes the implications of an investor who is willing to deviate from
ann optimal mean-variance efficient portfolio in order to facilitate trading.

This

investorr can be interpreted as the dealer. The spread is therefore a compensation
forr disutility that arises from this deviation. The Stoll model is closely related to the
Garmann model as both are treating order flows as a random process, which can be
controlledd for by the bid-ask price. Stoll however is more concerned with the costs of
offeringg immediacy while Garman focuses on the equilibrium price under a random
arrivall of trades. Because of the relative simplicity of the Stoll (1978) approach, it
iss worthwhile to consider his model in some detail in order to gain some insights in
thee pricing behavior of market makers in an inventory framework. The assumption
off a risk-averse dealer assures that in equilibrium, the market maker will trade if the
moneyy compensation is enough to offset his loss in utility. Stoll assumes that buy
andd sell trades arrive randomly following a Poisson process. 2 The financing of his
markett making activity occurs through a trading account where the dealer receive
(pay)) the risk-free rate rj in case of a surplus (deficit). In the Stoll model, the
bid-askk spread S set by a dealer is asset i equals two times the transaction costs,
i.e.. S — 2d

C,C,

where

AA Q M
-W-Wtt(l(l++rr!!))

2Qpor,
+

(l+rl)XQ'

Ann outline of his proof is given in the appendix. Equation (2.1) tells us that the
spreadd 2C, depends on the monetary value of the transaction Qi, the dealers degree
off absolute risk aversion A, his initial wealth Wt and the securities' characteristics
'O'Haraa (1995) calls this the ruin problem.
Buyy and sell trades are from the perspective of the dealer.

2

{2A}
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(i.e.. the volatility a,, its covariance with the optimal portfolio a^ and the monetary
valuee of his initial position Qp).

The first term in equation (2.1) is non-negative

whilee the second term depends on the initial portfolio. Any situation that leads to
aa worsening of an optimal (mean-variance efficient) portfolio will lead to a positive
secondd term and hence an increase in the bid-ask spread. For example, if aip > 0
andd Qp > 0, a long position in asset i {Qt > 0). will result in a larger disutility
whenn deviating from portfolio P and an increase in the bid ask spread. Ho and
Stolll (1981) extended this model to a multi-period framework where the solution is
obtainedd using a dynamic programming approach: Ho and Stoll analyze the bid-ask
pricee set by the market maker at time T and analyze the quoted spread set at time
TT — 1. Compared to the one-period model, they find that the bid-ask spreads are
largerr when T increases.
Inn the inventory models suggested by Stoll (1978) and Ho and Stoll (1981), the
markett makers only discriminate between different types of traders based on the
volume.. Another drawback of inventory models is the assumption that order flows
aree uncorrelated with future price movements. This is very unlikely as order flows
containn information about the markets' perception of fundamentals. The earliest
modelss that incorporate different types of traders and the role of information on
futuree price developments are the so-called information models. This is our focus in
tilt?? next section.

2.1.22

Information Models

Thee class of information models provides some important insights of the role of
adversee selection in the price formation process. Copeland and Galai (1983) for
example,, argues that the bid-ask spread formed by dealers can be interpreted as a
balancingg of losses against informed traders through a gain from uninformed traders.
Glostenn and Milgrom (1985) showed that a spread would always exist under informationn asymmetry. This is even the case when the market maker is risk-neutral and
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forcedd to make a zero-profit in a competitive environment. To see how asymmetric
informationn affects the price process, let us start with the simplest case of a pure
rationall expectation model. Although this approach is simple and highly stylized, it
yieldss some interesting conclusions and is suitable as an introduction to information
models.. Let us assume a model with two mean-variance traders (informed I and
uninformedd U). We also assume a single-market maker and a fixed supply ( equal
too X) of the risky asset. Moreover, all traders have the same absolute risk aversion
parameterr 7.
1.. D e m a n d by traders: Both types of traders receive a signal v = v + ev =^>
vv ~ N (v, a2v) while the informed group I receives an additional private signal
ss — v + £,s with s\v ~ N (v,a^).

Using this additional information, trader I

derivess a conditional distribution
E(v\s)E(v\s)

=

==

E(v) +

{l-0)v

Var(v\s)Var(v\s)

=

ZvsY,;sl(s-E(s))

+ j3s

(2.2)

S w - S^SJ^E^

== (l-P)a2v<al
wheree 0 — <J\ [a\ + o\)

(2.3)

. Equation (2.2) shows that the informed trader

expectss a value equal to a weighted average of public and private information
whilee equation (2.3) indicates that I's information is more accurate.
traderss maximize a utility function E{W) — 0.5^var(W)

Both

where wealth W —

D(vD(v — p) and p the price set by the market maker. Hence, the optimal demand
scheduless Dy and D) are given by
lE(v)-vlE(v)-v
-y77 var\v)

DlDl

=

D;D;

=
77

,
(2.4)

l

-^f

var{v\s)

providedd that as ^ 0.

(2. 5 )

..
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2.. Price setting: The total demand observed by the market maker equals D* —
D*D*vv + Dj

and in equilibrium, the price p* is set such that the market clears,

i.e.. D* - X = 0 and
pp**

= v{\-3)

+ 38-[)alX]{\-3)

(2.6)

Equationn (2.6) shows us that the equilibrium price equals a weighted average
off v and s minus a compensation (7of.X - f?) (1 - 3). More importantly, althoughh U does not observe the private signal, he knows that I's trade affects
thee market-clearing price. As a result, the equilibrium price p* depends on the
privatee signal ,s. If U knows the pricing rule, which in this case is linear, he
cann extract information about the private signal from the market price.

Thesee results are taken from Grossman-Stiglitz (1980) and show that a rational
equilibriumm with asymmetric information and (known) price setting rule is fully revealing.. This result is rather striking as it questions the role of superior information
iff it cannot be used to generate extra profit? According to Grossman-Stiglitz (1980).
costlyy information in a fully revealing equilibrium cannot be stable. Intuitively, usingg the above example, this is easy to understand. Superior information can only
generatee some extra return if this information is not revealed immediately. Therefore,, if information is costly and the price system is fully revealing, any equilibrium
willl break because everyone is willing to stay uninformed. However, if information is
freee under a fully revealing equilibrium and everyone prefers to stay uninformed, it
clearlyy pays to become informed. This outcome is known as the Grossman-Stiglitz
paradox. .
AA fully revealing equilibrium is the most important drawback of the rational
equilibriumm model. The easiest way to avoid this problem is to introduce traders
whoo do not act on information.

These are the so-called noise traders.''

Another

'Onee can argue that noise traders always lose money against informed traders and therefore are
nott expected to survive; in the long run. How noise traders survive has been the question asked
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drawbackk of the rational equilibrium model is the non-strategic behavior of informed
traders.. Because the demand of informed traders has a profound impact on the
equilibriumm price, he may behave strategically in order to exploit this impact. The
introductionn of noise traders and strategic interaction of informed traders has been
thee starting point for the Kyle (1985) model. This model is considered to be one of
thee most important models in market microstructure theory and its simplest form
iss considered in here. The assumptions of the Kyle model are
1.. The informed trader has a linear order strategy x(v) = a+j3v while uninformed
andd noise traders have a bidding schedule u ~ /V (0, a\).

The total bidding

schedulee is given by y — x + u .
2.. The market maker has a linear pricing schedule P (y) — ^ + Xy;
Thee liquidation value of the asset is denoted by v ~ N (v, al) and is only known
byy the informed trader. If the informed trader expects the liquidation value to be
equall to v — v, the profit optimization condition is equivalent to
maxx E (ll\v = v) = max [v — // — A (x + u)\ x
XX

(2.7)

X

whichh under the first order condition yields a = ~^^P

= jx- The market maker

onlyy observes the aggregated demand y and will quote a price P (y) — E (v\y) —
\i\i + Xy. Using the projection theory under normality, this is equivalent to
E(v\y)E(v\y)

=

fjLv + ^vyj:^(y-Ey)

II

P vi + o2u

(2.8)
j

pal

+ a\

Summarizing,, the equilibrium in the Kyle model can be written as
x(v)x(v)
PP (y)

= a + 0v
=

a 4- Xy

byy DcLong ct al. (1991). They show that noise traders can trade from an overconfident^ point
off view and therefore are willing to take more excessive risk. More importantly, if noise traders
cannott affect prices, they earn a higher expected return while dominating the market in terms of
wealthh in the long run.
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wheree o = - / / (2A) _ 1 , p = oua~l, A = \oyU~1 > 0 and ^u = ï; - A (Q + 3v). For the
markett maker, the steepness of the pricing schedule (A) gauges the implicit trading
costs.. The more uncertainty about the security value av, the higher the quoted price
andd the more noise trading, the less aggressive is the quoted price unless y — 0. The
informedd trader will trade more aggressively when the number of noise traders is
highh but will trade less aggressively when the uncertainty about the payoff is large.
Moree importantly, the (explicit) market maker learns about the fundamentals from
thee order flow as
E(p)E(p)

= v+ J ^ 2

var(p)var(p) = -Jëf?

2iv-v)

= i(v + v)
(0**1 +ol)

(2.9)

= i*l

Regardlesss of the trading outcome, equation (2.10) shows that the information revelationn in the Kyle model settle at precisely a half of the previous uncertainty.
Althoughh this outcome is unrealistic, it is appealing as it allows the market maker
too learn from his order flow. Kyle also provides a multi-period set-up of his model
andd shows that a fully revealing equilibrium will occur as var(p) converges to zero
whenn the number of trading rounds is large. The Kyle model is considered to be one
off the most important models within market microstructure theory for obvious reasonss of learning and strategic behavior. Interestingly, the Kyle model is often being
criticizedd as ruling out a bid-ask spread in equilibrium. 4 This however is not correct
ass long as dealers observe the direction of a trade. The information structure in the
Kylee model makes it unnecessary for the dealer to quote a bid-ask spread as the directionn of the observed volume is known. The equilibrium results of a strict positive
AA implies that P > \i or P < fi when clients are buying (y > 0) or selling (y < 0).
Hence,, a different price arises for both buying and selling occur and this can be
interpretedd as a bid-ask spread. The Kyle model also faces some drawbacks. First,
thee batch auction approach rules out that a market maker learns from individual
44

Sec e.g. Lyons (2002).

(2.10)
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orders.. It also assumes one informed trader, one risk-neutral market maker and an
infinitee large set of uninformed traders. Some of these drawbacks were solved by the
sequentiall trade model of Glosten and Milgrom (1985). The key assumption in their
approachh is that informed traders are buying under good news and selling under bad
news.. Learning in this model steins from the assumption that the observable order
floww is correlated with the unobservable value of the asset. The price adjustment in
thiss model arises from Bayesian learning. This implies that the updating process is
donee according to Bayes rule. Assume that
P(vP(v = vlow)
PP {sell\v = viov.)

=

I - P(v = vhigh) = {\ - 9)

= pi.P (buy\v = vhigh) = ph

Thee dealer is risk-neutral and is forced to make a zero-profit policy due to market
competition.. In a nutshell, the following steps give the Glosten-Milgrom model:
1.. E(v) = 6viow + {1-6)

vhigh;

2.. The market maker only observes whether the direction of the trade will use
Bayess rule to infer the value of an asset.
3.. The probability of an event given the observed direction (e.g. P(v = vim„\sell))
dependss on two pieces of information.

It depends on P(sell\r

— V[mi.) and

P(sell\vP(sell\v — v^igh)- Using this, we can write:
P(sell)P(sell) = P (sell\v = r w ) P (v = vlou.) + P (sell\v = vhigh) P (v
=higti)
i
higti)

4.. From Bayes' rule we know that
PP {sell\v = virm;) P(v = viow)
P{vP{vlowlow\sell) \sell)
P(sell) P(sell)
Pt0+(l-ph)(l-9) Pt0+(l-ph)(l-9)
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5.. The expected value of the asset is given by
E(v\sell)E(v\sell)

= p(v = viou.lseltyviou + p{v =

vhigh\sell)vhigh

6.. The market maker also considers the chance that he is facing an informed
trader.. Assume that a fraction /i is uninformed and a fraction 1 — yu is informed.. Uninformed traders buy with probability 7 b and sell with probability
7 S .. Informed traders will buy only if v — v^igh and sell if v — vimi:.
P{sell\vP{sell\v

= vim) = (1 - //) 4- /X7„

P{sell\vP{sell\v

=

vhigh) = A*7*

andd the updated probability of a high value is henceforth
PP (sell\v = vim) P(v = vlmv)
=
P(sell) P(sell)

P{vP{v = vi(m!\seU)

( ( l - / x )) + /*7,)0
( ( l - / z )) + / / 7 i ) 0 + j / 7 s ( l - 0 )
whilee P (v = Vhigh\sell) = 1 — P (v = vi^sell).

As in the Kyle model, the

markett maker learns from trading. After a buy, the updated probability of a
highh value is given by
,, *
nn /
P(vP(v
= vhl9h\buy)

=

P (buy\v = vhigk) P(v = Vhigh)
^ ^

(i-9)(i-n)(i-9)(i-n)
9fi9filblb + (i-e)(l-ii)(l-8)(l-fjL)

+

(i-e)mb
+ (l-

9) nlh

7.. Under risk-neutrality and competitive behavior, a non-negative spread S arises.
SS

=
==

Ask - Bid
E(v\buy) - E {v\sell) > 0
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Thee Glosten-Milgrom model exhibits some interesting properties. First, it providess an opportunity to analyze individual orders. Second, the quoted bid-ask spread
inn this model is strictly positive even when the market maker is risk-neutral and
forcedd to make a zero-profit. In contrast to the Kyle model however, it does not
exploitt the strategic behavior of informed traders.
Thee theories presented so far might suggest that determinants of price formation
inn financial markets are addressed either to inventory or asymmetric information and
hencee represents a dichotomy. This however is not correct. For example, Madhavan
andd Smidt (1993) argue that both inventory and information effects play an importantt role in the spread quoted by dealers. Moreover, dealers act not only as liquidity
providerss but also as speculators. Using transaction data from the XYSE on 16
stockss with an entire sample period from January 1987 to 31 December 1987, they
showw that there exist substantial and persistent deviations from inventory means
overr the entire sample period. This suggests the possibility of periodical shifts in
thee desired inventory holding for speculative motives. In addition, Manaster and
Mannn (1996) test for mean-reversion in inventory holding using a cross-sectional
dataa set on futures trading on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) in 1992. As
predictedd by inventory models, they find that the most active sellers (buyers) have a
longg (short) position. Also, market maker tends to widen the spread when volatility
inn the market increases. Interestingly, they also find that the most active buyer does
nott always show price concessions as they often sell at higher prices (instead of lower
prices).. These findings contradict the predictions of inventory models and suggest
thatt speculation is an important motive in the dealer's behavior.

2.22

Multiple Dealer Trading

Thee pricing models presented in the previous section do not explicitly explore the implicationss of a multiple-dealer setup. The Stoll and Kyle model for instance, focuses
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onlyy on a single market maker. Their approach is reasonable for stock exchanges
withh quasi-monopoly dealer structures like the NYSE but it is less applicable for
marketss with an over the counter structure like the options, bond and foreign exchangee market. Some important differences in pricing should be expected when a
markett maker is facing competition. The probability of winning a trade from an
outsidee client against another dealer should be taken into account.

In addition,

theree is also the aspect of interdealer trading as dealers may trade with each other
andd this creates room for strategic behavior among dealers themselves.
Ass we saw in the previous section, the price formed by a market maker depends
onn the price risk associated with an unwanted position (inventory models) or from
adversee selection (information models). Hence, price risk can be reduced dramaticallyy when there is an option to trade with another market maker instead of waiting
forr an incoming customer order. Although modeling multiple dealer trading is complicatedd involving game theory, it provides useful insights into the dynamics of the
market.. Lyons (2002) provides arguments why the analysis of interdealer trading is
important: :
1.. Dealer inventories and customer order flows are sources of private information:
2.. Private information and strategic interdealer behavior reduce the information
capturedd in prices:
3.. Private information and the dealers' risk-aversion reduce the information revealedd by prices.
Itt is therefore important to analyze the price and order strategies in a multiple
dealerr setup. For this we analyze two types of models. The first model which is
originatedd from Ho and Stoll (1980, 1983) focuses on the determinants of the bidaskk spread under competitive trading and the conditions in which multiple dealer
tradingg will occur. The second model is originated from Lyons (1997) and Cao-Lyons
(1999)) and focuses on the information effects of interdealer trading.
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Spread Dynamics under Competitive Market Making

Onee of the earliest attempts to analyze the formation of a bid-ask spread in a multiplee dealer market was given by Ho and Stoll (1980, 1983). Their model analyzes
thee conditions of interdealer trading and spread dynamics when dealers have homogeneouss preferences and expectations. The model generates useful insights and
iss a suitable starting point for the understanding of competitive market making.
Thee authors assume a framework with N dealers who are making the market in one
asset.. All dealers have the same information about the value p of the asset and no
uncertaintyy lies in the variability of p. Uncertainty enters their model through the
inventoryy size, the cash flow and the time until the next transaction. The constructionn of the optimal bid and ask price in a one-period model is comparable with the
Stolll (1978) model.
Thee main assumption of the model is that a risk neutral dealer will set a bid and
askk price such that his utility will not be lowered when he buys at the bid p(l — b)
orr sells at the ask p(\ + a). Ho and Stoll (1980, 1983) show that the reservation fee
(i.e.. the price difference between the quoted price and the true price of the security)
quotedd by dealer i £ N is given by
bibi =
«ii

=

-y^tiQi

+ Xi]

i^WQi-Xi]

(2.11)
(2.12)

Thee dealers' reservation fee is determined by the asset volatility a2, the dealers
constantt absolute risk aversion yt. his inventory level Xz and the value of the transactionn Qr. First of all, the higher the value of the transaction Qi, the larger the fee
demandedd by the dealer. To see how the inventory position affects the bid and ask
component,, assume that dealer i is short, i.e. Xt < 0. As a result, we must have bl
(o,i)(o,i) becoming smaller (larger) resulting in an increase in the bid (ask) price. The
cruciall factor in determining the dealer offering the best bid-ask price depends on
thee interaction between inventory and the constant absolute risk-aversion. If dealers
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havee the same inventory, the dealer with the lowest absolute risk aversion will trade
ass he can offer the lowest buying and selling fee to the trader. On the other hand, if
thee inventory positions differ, the best dealer is not necessarily the dealer with the
lowestt absolute risk aversion. In other words, when all dealers have the same risk
preferencee we must have the dealer with the smallest (largest) inventory being the
firstt buyer (seller). The following propositions are important to gain understanding
inn competitive market making.

Propositionn 1 The dealer with the lowest reservation fee does not have the incentivetive to quote his own fee but rather the fee. of his closest competitor (minus a small
fraction).fraction).

The bid price in a competitive market (N > 2) is always determined by

thethe second buyer while the ask price, is determined by the second seller.
Proof.. Consider (bi2 < b^ < ...) and (an < az5 < ...) which means that dealer
12(11)12(11) has the lowest reservation bid (ask) fee followed by dealer i 3 (i$). We call
dealerr z2 (i\) being the first buyer (seller). By ranking the dealers in ascending
orderr according to their reservation fee we have
l ,s '' buyer
ndnd

22

buyer

6,2
ba

I s ' seller
nd

2

seller

an
a,5

Clearly,, the best quote is [p(l — bl2) ,p(l + an)]- However, the Ist buyer and
sellerr will not quote these prices but the price closest to its nearest competitor
minuss the minimum tick size. In other words, the market price is given by

[p(l[p(l

-bi3

+ £),p(l

+a,5

-£)]

P r o p o s i t i o nn 2 Under a continuous tick size and homogeneous preferences,
dealerdealer trading is only possible when N > 2.

inter-
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Proof.. This follows directly from the previous proposition. If prices are continuouss we have £ — 0 and the market spread is determined by the 2rid dealer. Assume
thatt under N — 2 interdealer trading exists and that dealer 1 is the first seller (i.e.
a,\a,\ < a2). Dealer 1 can now choose to trade with dealer 2 (by paying a fee 62) or
waitt for an incoming trade to sell at a price p (1 + <ii). From proposition 1, it follows
directlyy that the fee p>aid to dealer 2 is set by 1 himself and hence equals b\— e = b\.
Therefore,, dealer 1 will not sell at a price for which he is also willing to buy. When
NN > 3, the buying fee can be set by another dealer and the first seller is not the
necessarilyy the second buyer.
Propositionn 3 Under homogeneous preferences and expectations, the bid-ask spread
SS — (a + b) is given by
SS > jo2Q

when

N = 2

when

N = 3

SS < ~f(T Q when

N > 3

2

SS = -yo Q
2

Proof.. The appendix gives an outline of the proof
Forr N > 2, Ho and Stoll also analyze the decision of a dealer to conduct an
interdealerr trade with certainty or to wait for an incoming market order.

They

calculatee the reservation fee ir* that the first buyer has to pay in case he is buying
fromm the first seller in an interdealer trade. This reservation fee is compared with his
ownn bid price in case he is buying at an incoming market order. As long as the bid
feee from the first buyer is larger than n* the first seller will prefer an interdealer trade
ratherr than bearing the uncertainty of waiting for an incoming market order. This
setupp is identical to the model of Cohen et al. (1980) who analyze the decision made
byy a dealer who is considering placing a limit order rather than a sure execution
usingg a market order at the prevailing market price. Cohen et al. (1980) call this
thee "gravitational pull' effect and arises as market orders are placed rattier than
thee orders are executed at the concurrent market price rather than being listed
inn the limit order book against better limit prices. Note that the Ho-Stoll model
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doess not provide any formal game structure for equilibrium as they assume myopic
dealers.. In a multiple period framework, strategic interaction between dealers is of
importancee as it creates room for strategic behavior. Lyons (1997) and Cao-Lyons
(1999)) analyze a model including information asymmetry for interdealer trading.
Wee examine their results in the next section.

2.2.22

The Informational Effects of Interdealer Trading

Thee Ho and Stoll findings presented in the previous section show the spread dynamicss when dealers have the same expectations and preferences. In their setup,
thee optimal quoting strategy is conditioned on the observable action taken by competitorss (i.e. other dealers). The outcome would change drastically when all dealers
movee simultaneously. In this section, we try to understand the consequences of a simultaneouss move. Lyons (1997) 'hot-potato' model provides us some insights when
aa simultaneous game with asymmetric information is played. In contrast to the HoStolll model however, he assumes that dealers do not quote a spread but just a single
pricee for both buying and selling. Before we start with a formal introduction of the
interdealerr model, let us discuss the main conclusions briefly. The term 'hot-potato*
comess from repeated passing of inventory among dealers. Risk-averse dealers may
passs their inventory imbalance to another dealer without offsetting the receiving
dealers'' position. The intuition behind this stems from the obligation of a market
makerr to quote and he therefore may end up with an unwanted position.

More

importantly,, 'hot-potato' trading creates additional noise in the trading process,
makingg the market less efficient. Lyons (1997) and Cao-Lyons (1999) argue that the
reasonn for this noise effect arises as dealers act as information intermediaries while
att the same time being risk-averse speculators. The combination of risk aversion
andd speculation is enough to motivate dealers to distort the information that they
receive.. The following example shows how dealers may distort the information they
receive: :
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a market in which A > 2 risk-averse dealers are quoting

oneone price for the same asset. At time 0, assume that the market price is given by
PQPQ and dealer A has a long position of this asset bought at a price P0. Right after
thethe purchase of these securities, dealer A receives K private signals SI...,SK
thethe value t\
,,

K.

of this asset at time 1. Hence, dealer A's information

Assume that E{F\\i\)

= j^Yli-i^i

<

^o

an<

about

set is QA =

^ denier A prefers to sell

hishis position in order to limit his loss. Assume that dealer A conducts an tnlerdealer
tradetrade with dealer B.

Dealer A may signal a price e.g. PA^H — 3s\ + 7^ X^_2,s'<

wherewhere E (F\Q) < PA-^B < ^o t° dealer B.'

If dealer A decides to signal 3 = j ^ .

thethe signal is sufficient for E (F\Q) but anything else would give a noisy signal of
E(F\n). E(F\n).
Thee above example shows us that, even in a market dominated by public informationn (as in the sovereign fixed income market), there is room for private information
inn the form of order flows. This private information creates adverse selection because
dealerss are able to distort the price signal towards other dealers easily due to their
directt impact on the price formation process. Let us now construct a formal setup
off the price process under interdealer trading. The proposed model is a simplified
versionn based on the results of the Lyons (1997) model. Let us consider an asset
havingg a stochastic payoff F ~ N(fi. E^) and a market with N > 2 risk-averse dealerss and customers with identical negative exponential utility function defined over
terminall wealth WT- The trading day consists of 3 periods and in the beginning
off each period, the dealer makes a decision. In the first period, when the market
opens,, we have customer trades. In the second and third period only interdealer
tradingg occurs. The timing is as follows:
Inn round one, (outside) customer based trading, dealer 1 decides to
postt a single price Pu:
1.11 The price Pu is for both buying and selling (any amount). The information
'P'PAA .B denotes the price signal that dealer .4 is sending to dealer B.
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sett available at the beginning of period 1 equals ill, — {//. aF] and reflects the
publicc information of the expected value and associated uncertainty at the end
off time 3. This price is valid for both (other) dealers and outside customers:
1.22 Given price Pu, every dealer receives a number of customer orders Ct. These
orderss enter the market only in period 1 and have a distribution C ; ~ N(0. T.c)
whichh is private information (can only be observed by dealer i). If Ct < 0,
customerss are selling while C, > 0 means that customers are buying.
R o u n dd two, only interdealer trading. Dealer i decides his number
off interdealer trades for period 2:
(1) (1)

2.11 Let Ti_!_i be the outgoing interdealer order flow placed by dealer i for period
2.. Let 7_jL, reflects the orders placed by other dealers and received by dealer
i.i. We have
rr

,(2)

I > 0 if dealer i purchases
II < 0 if dealer i sells

rr 42)
— j — nn

I > 0 if dealers — i are purchasing
\

II < 0 if dealers — i are selling
Denotee dealer i's target inventory by D2i (//) and is a function of the expected
valuee at the end of period 3. The information set is given by Q2i = {^hi- Cx}.
Wee assume that the initial position is 0. Because dealer i has to decide his
outgoingg interdealer flow 7',^_ 2 based on the expected incoming order flowr
EE (T_i_j|^2i) we have
T^_T^_xxDD2l2l

(fi) = D2i + ci + E ( 7 l ? _ i | n « )

(2.13)

2.22 At the close of period two, all dealers observe the aggregated interdealer order
floww V = 5Zi!_i ^"-.-i- I n e y cannot address the fraction bought and sold by
individuall dealers.
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Dealer i decides to quote a

singlee price P3} :
3.11 Again, the price P:ii is for both buying and selling (any amount). The informationn set available at the beginning of period 3 equals Q-M — {£71;,f22i- ^ }

3.22 Denote T^_i

as the mterdealer order placed by dealer i and V ' i ' ^ the incoming

orderss received by dealer i.

TJS-iTJS-i = D,t (p) -D2l{^) + E (711,1^) + T[2lt - E ('/l^fi*) (2.14)
Lett us take a look at T_t^.t — E ( T l ^ J f ^ ; )

Because trading will occur

simultaneously,, he can only base his strategy based on the expected incoming
orderr interdealer order flow E ( T . l j f ^ i )
3.33 At the end of period 3, the terminal value F is paid out.
Inn order to find the equilibrium prices (P^, P 3 i ), one must optimize the utility of
thesee N dealers. Because the set-up of this trading mechanism follows a dynamic
gamee with imperfect information, we must work backwards to find (PU-PM).

The

equilibriumm prices are depicted in the following proposition:
P r o p o s i t i o nn 4 Let the trading strategy be linear functions of order flow, i.e. T^_t —
33iiCCll => V — X^=i Pi^i-

The third and first round quoting strategy is a perfeet

BayesianBayesian equilibrium if and only if
PsPs = /^ + A L y o n s l/
Pii

-

fi

wheree \Lyons — TTT;

(2.15)
(2.16)

X

var (F\Q:i). A proof of this proposition is outlined in the

appendix.. Let us take a closer look at the second component of equation (2.15).
First,, in round 1 (where no interdealer trading has occurred) we have Pl — // while in
roundd 3. we have P:J / fi as long as V ^ 0. Hence, interdealer trading creates a price
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thatt is different from the unconditional expectation and depends on the steepness
off the pricing schedule (Xiyoris).

Equation (2.15) reflects the hot-potato effect of

Lyons.. The higher the interdealer flow (V), the higher the implicit trading costs
(AV)) associated with interdealer trading. Second, because all dealers are assumed
too have identical utility functions and risk aversion, we expect their risk aversion
andd interdealer strategy being equal, i.e. 7 ( = 7 and /i ; = ri. Although interdealer
tradingg creates noise, all dealers know that one part of the noise is certain, namely
theirr own part which is determined by p. Hence, we can interpret 7 / 3 - 1 in equation
(2.16)) as a correction factor for its constant absolute risk aversion. Third, the more
dealerss are active in the market, the less uncertainty exist about the asset's value
conditionedd on the information at the beginning of period 3 because uncertainty is
averagedd out.
Itt is interesting to see what the differences are in the pricing strategy in the Lyons
modell compared to the equilibrium results of Kyle (1985). Both dealers have a linear
pricingg strategy in the observable batch order flow (or interdealer flow). From the
previouss section, we know that Kyle's equilibrium (using the same notation as the
Lyonss model) is given by

PKPKVVUU (V) = » + XkyiKV

(2.17)

Comparingg equation (2.15) with equation (2.17) under N — 1. we see that a dealer in
bothh models learns about the fundamentals from its order flow. In the Kyle model,
thee order flow sterns from both informed and uninformed traders while in the Lyons
model,, the order flow is a pure interdealer flow. The main difference lies in the
liquidityy indicator A, which gauges the implicit trading costs. In both models, the
moree uncertainty about the security value (through av and var (F|£? 3 )). the higher
thee quoted price. Note that the liquidity indicator in the Lyons model depends on
hiss risk-aversion parameter 7 because dealers are risk-averse. In contrast, the Kyle
modell assumes that the dealer is risk-neutral.
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Empirical Evidence on Interdealer Trading

Empiricall research on interdealer trading focuses mainly on slock markets. Reiss
andd Werner (1998) provide a detailed study of inventory control among market makerss on the London Stock Exchange1. Using trading data, they test several hypotheses
withh respect to interdealer trading and find that 65% of all interdealer trades are
usedd to reverse positions. Hansch. Naik and Viswanathan (1998) also use trading
dataa from the London Stock Exchange and find that the mean reverting component
inn interdealer trades varies over time. There are periods in which inventory moves
strongerr back to its long run average. Overall, they find that this mean reversion
componentt is stronger compared to the traditional specialist markets as found by
e.g.. Madhavan and Schmidt (1993). These findings suggest (t) market makers use
interdealerr trades mainly to reduce inventory risk and (ii) it is easier to manage
inventoryy using interdealer trading. Reiss and Werner (2001) also studied the role
off adverse selection in an interdealer system. Interdealer trading can be conducted
throughh an interdealer market order or through an electronic interdealer system. In
contrastt to the electronic system, posting dealers are not anonymous through a markett order. Because of the anonymity of the posted trader, informed dealers prefer
too trade in an anonymous system. However, in order to avoid a market breakdown
inn the electronic system, uninformed dealers must participate as well. In order to
inducee noise trading in the electronic system, a smaller bid-ask spread is required.
Usingg this idea. Reiss and Werner compare the spread in an non-anonymous system
(thee Interdealer Market Maker system) with an anonymous system (the Interdealer
Brokerss system) on the London Stock exchange using data on 25 FTSE-100 stocks.
Theyy indeed find better price improvements and lower price impact in an anonymous
system.f>> This finding suggests that dealers will only use a non-anonymous system
whenn adverse selection in an anonymous system is high. Locke and Sarajoti (2001)
''Inn here, price improvement is defined as the difference! between the transaction price and the
bestt bid- or ask price surrounding the1 trade;.
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examinee interdealer trading in the future markets and relate this to the inventory
controll problem. They use 1995 trading data from the Commodity Futures Trading
Commissionn (CFTC).' Using the pricing skill measure introduced by Manaster and
Mannn (1996), they find that pricing skills are worsened when initiated in an interdealerr environment. Also, building a futures position results in paying a premium
whilee unwinding a position results in receiving a premium. Some of their results are
somewhatt surprising. First, they find that pricing skills are negative when buying
andd positive when selling. Second, there exists some pricing skill advantage when
aa dealer has a short position while we expect a priori no difference. Moreover, interdealerr trading is more used when unwinding a position as it gives a better price
execution.. This effect is even stronger when the counterpart is a dealer with an
oppositee inventory position. Manaster and Mann (1996) use CME Futures transactionss and find evidence that futures floor traders manage their inventory on a
dailyy basis. They find that active sellers have most likely the largest long position
supportingg the competitive dealer model of Ho-Stoll (1983). In contrast to what
inventoryy models predict, they find that an increase in the market makers position
iss done at less favorable prices. This suggests that market makers not only provide
aa service to their clients for providing liquidity, but also are active investors willing
too increase their position to speculate. Massa and Simonov (2001) finds that interdealerr trading also generates reputation. They estimate the degree of information
whenn dealer j is trading with dealer i in bond k.

This degree of information is

definess as
APAPkJkJ = -y^Tijkj + eljU

(2.18)

Inn here, the parameter 7- reflects the degree of information of the j t h dealer when
placingg an order Tl3k,t at dealer i. A non-negative 7^ means that the j t h trader is well
informedd as he is consistently buying asset k at time / before the price goes up while
sellingg before the price goes down. Hence, dealer j has a good reputation. Using
'Theyy analyze; Swiss Francs. German Marks, live cattle and pork bellies.
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thee regression results, they separate the traders into five exogenously determined
groups.. The first group is described as confident traders with good reputation while
loww confident traders with bad reputation reflect the last group. Based on these
groups,, they analyze the strategic behavior of dealers in every group by estimating
thee number of trades of a dealer in every posted to other dealers. They find that the
volatilityy created by a trade posted by a smart dealer is higher than a trade posted
byy a bad dealer indicating a different price impact from individual dealers.

2.33

On t h e Information of Variables

Inn this section, we give a review of some empirical aspects of market microstructure.
Empiricall studies are growing due to the growing availability of data. We discuss
somee observable variables that are helpful in testing the importance of inventory
effectss and adverse selection in data. Empirical analysis is by means of understandingg the factors that can contribute in understanding the price movements quoted
byy dealers. There exist a number of variables that are strongly correlated with the
beliefss of market participants while being (relatively) easy to observe by the econometrician..

The conclusions drawn from the theoretical part outlined previously

showedd that an important role can be given to order flow, the volatility of prices
andd the bid-ask spread. In this subsection, we discuss these variables in greater
detail. .

2.3.11

The Information in the Bid-Ask Spread

Thee role and properties of bid-ask prices have been analyzed extensively in academic
literature.. The probability of buy and sell orders are not random but endogenously
determinedd by the bid-ask price quoted by market makers. In order to control for
inventory,, a dealer can use the bid and ask price as an instrument to induce a buy
orr a sell. From the perspective of information asymmetry, a dealer can use the bid-
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askk spread as a natural compensation for the losses that arise when trading against
informedd traders.
Theree are a number of measures for the bid-ask spread and we discuss the average
quotedd spread, the average effective spread and the realized spread. The average
quotedd spread (QS) is given by
TT
iy

QSQS = T- J2(At-nt)

(2.19)

Thiss measure is not always correct for calculating the average transaction costs becausee the quoted bid-ask prices are often indicative. Negotiation and changing markett circumstances may result in a transaction within or outside the quoted spread.
Thee average effective spread (ES) reflects the spread between the transaction price
PPtt and the midpoint mt of the current quoted spread
TT

~ËS~ËS = 2T-1 Y, h {Pt ~ ™t-i) > 0

(2.20)

Wheree mt = \ (At 4- Bt) is the mid-price and It the trade indicator, i.e. It is - 1 or
++ 1 for buying and selling respectively. The effective spread indicates the position of
thee transaction price relative to the midpoint and therefore is capable in analyzing
thee actual transaction price. The average realized spread RS reflects the spread
betweenn the transaction price Pt and the midpoint m t +i of the subsequent quoted
spread d
TT

~RS~RS = 2T-1 Y2 It (mt^} - Pt)

(2.21)

Thee realized spread shows the impact of a trade on following trades. The basic idea
iss that trades will have an effect on future prices and dealers will amend accordingly
dependingg on previous order flow (like the Glosten-Milgrorn model). Chordia et al
(2001)) use these spread measures to calculate the costs of trading NYSE stocks for
thee period 1988 to 1998. They show that trading has become cheaper throughout
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thee years as the effective and quoted spread fell. They also find that ES < QS
whichh is evidence of negotiations and the existence of within trading.
Estimatingg the spread using bid-ask prices used to be difficult involving large
datasetss and these where not available in earlier years. To see how transaction prices
cann be used to estimate transaction costs, consider the Huang and Stoll (1994) model
withh market friction ItC
PtPt = p*t+ItC
pUpU

=

p*t+3It

(2.22)
+ vt+1

(2.23)

Heree pt is the observable transaction price and p*t the unobservable efficient price.
Thee parameter C reflects the cost of trading and is comparable with a time-invariant
Stolll (1978) component. Again, It is the trade indicator with equal probability of
observingg { —1,+1} and vt+\ ~ N (0, a2,) is the information shock in period

t+1.

Inn the Huang and Stoll model a buy trade has two types of impact. Not only does
itt influences the transaction price as the cost impact is C > 0 but it also influences
thee fundamental price as future trades occur at a higher price Ap£ +1 — 6 > 0. If
QQ — 0, we can use the Roll estimator to estimate the bid-ask spread using only the
samplee auto-covariance. To see this, note that under these conditions p* equals a
fixedfixed fundamental price
Pt=P*Pt=P* + ItC
wheree var(Apt)

= 2C2 + a\, Cov{Apt, Apt_k)

(2.24)
— ~C2 for k = 1 and zero otherwise.

Iff we define S — 2(7, we can use the first-order autocovariance to estimate the spread
55 = 2 v / - C t w ( A p t , A p t _ 1 J

(2.25)

Equationn (2.25) is the Roll estimator and provides a method to estimate the spread
basedd only on transaction data. 8 Note that if 3 ^ 0, we cannot use equation (2.25) to
s

Thcc Roll estimator can only be estimated when Ap, exhibits negative serial correlation and

volatilityy even when the efficient price is fixed. This is called the bid-ask bounce.
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estimatee the bid-ask spread as var (Ap ( ) — {3 — C) +C2+a2. and car (Apt, Apt_k) —
3C3C — C2 for k — 1 and zero otherwise. Hence, by using only the sample autocovariancee we cannot identify the parameters. However, by taking first differences
wee can express the price change Apt as
AptApt = Plt-t + C {It - U-u + vt

(2.26)

andd the parameters 3.C and a\ can be estimated in a regression of Ap on It_\ and
A/(.. Glosten and Harris (1988) assume that the spread can be decomposed into a
transitoryy costs component Ct and an adverse selection costs component 3t.

The

pricee dynamics are equal to the general model suggested by Huang and Stoll (1997).
Thee dynamics of the spread components are assumed to be functions of the quantity
QQtt trailed.
0t0t

= bo + b.Qt

QQ

= <* + <:&

(2.27)
(2.28)

Althoughh the basic model cannot be estimated as most components are unobservable,, we can estimate the parameters using a regression of Ap on It, QJt, A/, and
AQAQttIItt. .

ApAptt
--

=

Ap?+6Vt-C,_iA-i

boIt + biQtIt + coAIt + ciAQtlt

+ ct

Glosten-Harriss (1988) estimate the cost components for stocks traded on the NYSE.
Forr this purpose, they use 800 transactions from 20 stocks excluding opening trades
usingg data from December 1981. They assume C\ = 6o = 0. The find that the fixed
costss around 4.44 cent per trade while adverse selection costs around 1.13 cents per
10000 shares. This means that the estimated spread is around 2 x (4.44 + 1.13) — 2 x
5.577 - 11.04 cents per 1000 shares and around 2 x (4.44 + 11.3) - 2 x 15.74 - 31.48
centss per 10000 shares.
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The Information in Volatility

Inventoryy and information models also put an important role aside for price volatility..

Inventory models argue that volatility increases the price risk in a dealer's

position."" On the other hand, volatility may reflect the information asymmetry in
markets.. Wang (1993) for example shows that changing expectations about future
cashh flow and noise trading contribute to price volatility.

Biais (1993) analyzed

thee equilibrium number of traders in a competitive market setup and shows that
thee number of interdealer trades depends on the volatility of the security and the
tradingg activity in the market. He also finds that the quoted spread around the
reservationn price is a decreasing function of the inventory, supporting the findings of
Hoo and Stoll (1980, 1983). French and Roll (1986) analyze the volatility smile and
arguee that this pattern may arise due to the arrival of information (either public
orr private). The authors assume an efficient market (i.e. returns should not be
uncorrected)) and a time proportional variance. In order to test the differences betweenn public and private information, they separate the dataset into days in which
thee markets are open or closed. If information is public, the return variance should
nott depend on trading days. Hence, the return variance does not reduce during
holidays.. On the other hand, if volatility is mainly due to the arrival of private
information,, the fall in volatility should be large whenever the markets are closed.
Usingg daily data from the NYSE between January 1963 through December 1982.
theyy find that the volatility during trading hours is some seventy times compared
too days in which the markets are closed and conclude that the arrival of private
informationn is an important contributor to the daily price volatility. Ito, Lyons and
Melvinn (1997) adapted the French and Roll approach and analyze the existence of
privatee information in the foreign exchange market using data from the Tokyo tradingg floor. Instead of using daily data, they turn their attention to the use of intraday
spott market data running from 29 September 1994 to 28 March 1995 with a time
y

Rix;illl for example the Stoll model.
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intervall of one minute. The authors conclude that the arrival of private information
iss not only an important factor for daily price variation but is also an important
contributorr to intraday price volatility.

2.3.33

The Information in Order Flows

Thee transaction size and its trade direction are also important variables within inventoryy and information models. Indeed, large volumes induce lower prices as it
willl shift the level of inventory towards less favorable positions. See for example
Easleyy and O Tiara (1987) who analyzes the impact of block trading on the transactionn price. Also, large transactions incorporate a form of adverse selection because
privatee information is positive correlated with the traded quantity. This stems from
thee fact that informed market participants prefer to trade larger amounts at any
price.. Another variable that is closely related to volume is order flow and is given
byy the signed volume and therefore more able to capture market sentiment. For
example,, a positive accumulative of order flow over a certain period reflects a buy
pressuree while a sell pressure is being depicted by a negative accumulation of order
flow.. Lyons (2002) argues that order flow will contain no information if one of the
twoo following criteria is fulfilled:

No private information

exist. For the market maker, order flows contain in-

formationn about the market perception of fundamentals as it contains trades
fromm participants who analyze these fundamentals. Also, order flows are in
essencee private information as it is only known by the market maker. Learning
fromm market flows is therefore important.
The interpretation

of a signal by market participants is the same and known

publicly.publicly. Order flows also conceal information to traders even if all information
iss public as one can extract information about other traders' interpretation of
thee information by observing its action, i.e. order flow.
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Thee explanatory power of intraday order flow for daily price changes has been
analyzedd extensively within the foreign exchange markets. Evans and Lyons are
prominentt examples in this field. Lyons (1993) also test for the information and
inventoryy component in quoting behavior and assumes that a market maker is a
speculativee liquidity provider. He finds that trading volume and order flow affects
quotedd prices through inventory and information effects. Evans and Lyons (2001,
2002)) also find that order flows have an important impact on FX markets. Some
60%% of the daily price variation can be explained using order flow data and almost
70%% of public news is transmitted to the prices through order flow. Hence, a part
off the public news is channeled through the prices and expectations based on interpretationss embedded in order flow. This conclusion is very important as it shows
thatt there is room for private information coming from order flow even when market
movementss stems from publicly available news. Existence of information asymmetryy in the foreign exchange market has also been the main objective in De Jong,
Mahieuu and Schotman (1998). In this paper, the authors analyze the price leadershipp hypothesis of German banks in the DM/USD Foreign exchange market. If there
existt order flow information in the foreign exchange market, then some banks must
outperformm in the long run because they face the largest order flows. The authors
indeedd find some banks being market leaders.
Forr US bond markets, the importance of order flow has been shown e.g. by Flemingg (2001) and Brandt and Kavajecz (2004) who conducted an analysis comparable
too Evans and Lyons (2001, 2002). They find that order imbalances and liquidityy are strongly correlated with contemporaneous return. Fleming and Remolona
(1999)) and Balduzzi, Elton and Green (2001) showed that macroeconomic news has
ann important impact on bond prices as the largest price movements arises in days
withh economic announcements. These papers find that before the announcement,
tradingg intensity and price volatility is low while bid-ask spreads are high. Green
(2004)) documented a higher adverse selection component after the announcement of
newss and argues that this arises from an increase in trading activity. He also finds
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thatt prices are more sensitive to order flow in a period of increased liquidity after
aa scheduled announcement and he argues that dealers absorbing a large portions of
orderr flow may have superior information about short-term price directions. This
informationall advantage will result in a dispersion of information among dealers
andd an increase in information asymmetry in the market. The same pattern is also
documentedd by Cohen and Shin (2003). They analyze the impact of an order shock
onn the price and find that (unexpected) order flows have an impact on prices. This
effectt is even larger when news arrives.

2.44

Conclusions

Thiss chapter shows that inventory and information asymmetries are important determinantss in the pricing behavior of dealers in financial markets. The equilibrium
pricee formed by dealers compensates for non-optimal inventory positions and protectss against adverse selection. In addition, this chapter shows that it is worthwhile
too consider the price effects in a multiple-dealer framework. In the latter case, inventoryy and information asymmetry still play an important role because dealers'
inventoryy and customer order flows are sources of private information. This privatee information combined with risk-averse speculation among dealers, will result
inn strategic interdealer behavior. We showed that interdealer trading influences the
implicitt trading costs.
Inn order to test market microstructure issues, we can use many variables that
aree relatively easy to access by the econometrician. In this chapter we have turned
ourr attention to the bid-ask spread, price volatility and order flow. The bid-ask
spreadd is an important instrument for dealers to control the incoming and outgoing
orderr flow. Not only does it compensate the dealer for his market making activity,
itt also serves as a protection against adverse selection.

The bid-ask spread can

alsoo be interpreted as the cost associated with trading and it is therefore important
too find an appropriate measure for these costs.

Based on quote data, one can
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calculatee the average, effective and realized spread. Based on transaction data, one
cann calculate implicit trading costs. An important role is also put aside for price
volatility.. According to theory, the more informed traders we have, the more price
volatilityy will occur as market makers will change their quotes more often to protect
themselvess against adverse selection. The empirical papers indeed support this idea
andd show that the arrival of information is an important contributor to intraday
pricee volatility. Monitoring order flow is also crucial in financial markets. Even if
marketss are driven by publicly available news, there exist information asymmetry in
thee form of private order flow as it can observed only by the parties involved in the
transaction.. In addition, the impact of order flow is time varying. Not only does it
dependd on the size and its direction, but also on the arrival of information in the
market. .
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Stolll assumes in his paper that buy and sell trades arrive randomly following a Poisson
processs with arrival rates Aft and Xa.

T h e financing of his market making activity is

throughh a trading account in which any surplus yields a risk free rate rj. If the dealer is
indifferentt between trading and no trading, we must have

EEtt[U(W;[U(W;+l+l)])]

=Et[U(WU)]

(2.29)

wheree Wt+\ is his / + 1 wealth of his initial portfolio and W^
hiss portfolio after a transaction.

t h e / + 1 wealth of

Price dynamics of this security is given by AS( —

fiifii At + (Ti v AtQ AtQ where Q is standard normal distributed. If no transaction occurs in the
periodd [t,t + 1 ) , then his expected initial wealth at time t + 1 is given by

EE (Wt+i)

Tieree ( 1 + 7 ? )

= Wt(l + R)

-

l + *ft,,

+

(2.30)

$^,+

( l - * - £ ) r , ..

Here k is the fraction of

wealthh in t h e efficient portfolio with expected return Re and Qp the true dollar value of
tradingg account with expected return Rv. However, if a transaction in security i occurs,
thee expected wealth of his initial portfolio changes into

EE (W^)

= Wt (1 + R) + Qi (l + ri)-(Qi-Ci)(l+

rj)

(2.31)

wheree Qt — { — 1, + 1 } is t h e monetary value of security i being traded in period (t, t + 1)
inn case of a sell or purchase. Moreover, r,- is its expected return. C; the cost of trading
thee amount of Q{. Note t h a t Qi— C, can be interpreted as t h e amount the market maker
needss to borrow t o finance a purchase and Qr + d the amount in which he earns interest
onn a (short) sale. Clearly, the objective is to find C\. which is t h e spread component.
AA Taylor expansion of equation ( 2.29) around its expected wealth and dropping terms
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higherr than 2 yields 1 0

+ \u" (H7-,) Et (w;^ - E (WU))2

uu (WU))
--

2
t(Wt^-E(\Vt-1))

U(E(Wt-1)) +

wheree the first order term equals zero as the market maker behaves optimally. Writing
W*W* and W in terms of initial wealth and return yields
VV ( A W + i ) ) + \U" (W;^)
==

V(E{Wt+l))

(W?a2R

+ Q\o]

+ 2WtQiCau

(/?, n))

2
t+1)W?<7 R

+

Thee dynamics of the security allows us to make the following approximations:
U"(E(WU))U"(E(WU))

= U"(E(Wt^))

U(E(WU(E(Wttllxx))-U(E(W))-U(E(Wt+lt+l)} )}
==
E(w;+l)-E(Wt+l]
U'(E(WU'(E(Wtt^)) ^))
whichh means t h a t
U(E(WU(E(WttU))-U(E(W^))U))-U(E(W^))

==

~(Qfó

+ 2WtQicov(R,ri))-[E(W^1)-E(W^1)]

ITTT—rrWt

wheree A —

1 U"{WM)

(

(2.32)

is the index of relative risk aversion.

-- [E (W;+1) - E (Wt^)] = -Qil +
cov(R.rAcov(R.rA =

rrf-Qiin-rf)
k

^+ ^

= \^(^-rf)

+

^api

Here,, the last equality reflects the optimal fraction held in a risky portfolio by a meanvariancee investor with risk-aversion A. Substituting these results into equation (2.32), use
thee C A P M condition r, — ry — aeta~2

(Re — rj) and rearrange gives us the percentage

tradingg costs

10

dd

A \Qi<*\ + QpOp,

QiQi

W,

1 + rf

Thee dynamics in the stock tells us that that terms involving (At)

ii > 2 .

2 2

(2.33) )
is neglectable for
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Appendix: Spread Dynamics under Competitive Markett Making

Thee spread quoted by dealers is the sum of the reservation fees, i.e. the sum of equations
(2.11)) and (2.12). This in turn depends on the dealers' inventory. Under N — 2. assume
t h a tt trader l\ is the first seller and hence the second buyer. The same result (with an
appropriatee change in notation) holds when dealer 2 is the first seller. The ranking is
givenn by
I s '' buyer
ndnd

22

buyer

bl2

l' s ' seller
nd

bü

2

an

seller

al2

andd the spread is determined by the reservation fees of the second dealer, i.e.
5.v=22 = ai2 + ba = Aa2 [Q + (Xu

-

Xl2)\

andd the conditions ax\ < a ^ (^2 < ^1) imply X&. < Xn

and this proofs the condition

forr N = 2. For N — 3, consider the following ranking

1 stt buyer

bbi2 i2

VV11 seller aan n

22ndnd buyer hi hi

22ndnd sellerdi2 di2

3 r dd buyer ba ba

33rdrd seller 0-X 0-X

Again,, the bid-ask spread is determined by the second dealer, i.e.
AoAo

(Xfi — Xl2)
<

6,2 < 6,-3 < bu => Xl2

00

<

an < at2 < ai:i => Xi3

whichh implies Xl2 — X^

< Xl3

<

< Xi2

IIstst buyer bbl2 l2

3

r dd

44

thth

buyer hi hi
buyer bbtt\ \

<

Xn
Xn

and hence 5.v>3 — A<r2Q. The same approach can be used for

NN — 4. Consider the following ranking

2

+

while the ranking conditions yields

00

n dd

5 ^ = 3 — Aa2Q

\\sisi seller
ndnd

22
3

r dd

buyer bblA lA 5"

11

a»i i

sellera24 4

seller

"«3 3

seller

(1(2 (1(2
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andd the bid-ask spread equals S = Aa Q + Aa

(Xl3

— X^)

while the ranking conditions

yields s

00

<

bi2 < &i3 < bn < bi4 =^> -Y,2 < -Xi,3 < X{\ < Xi4

00

<

oil < a,,! < a,-.s < a,2 => - ^ 2 < ^ 3 < ^<i <

^1

andd this implies Xn — X J 4 and X,3 < X/4 with an equality if and only if the inventory
off the second dealers are equal.

2.. A.3

Appendix: Informational Effects of Interdealer Trading g

Forr iiotational convenience, let us drop the asset's expected value at time 3 and rewrite
D31D31 {p.) — D-M and

DÏ% (/i) = -D2i.

The decision of quoting P%% takes place at t h e

beginningg of period 3. Because all traders are quoting one price, we must have P^

=

P33 (Vi) in equilibrium in order to avoid arbitrage. Moreover, all agents have the same
utilityy function and hence 3t — B.

The information set available at the beginning of

periodd 1 equals fio2 — {/i,a v } and is public available information. The information set
inn the subsequent periods are a combination of public and private information. We have
Q211 = \Qoi-,Ci.Ti_;_i.T_iL,i

[-and i}^ — {fior-f^i- V}- Under market-clearing, we must

havee X ^ i E [Vff^ - T ^ l ^ a l

= 0. Using equation (2.14) and the law of iterated

expectations,, one can write this market clearing property as
NN

N

00 = Y, lE ( J W ) - E (D2i\n3)] + Y, [E fë-tfh) - E (T{_2lt\ih)}
i=ll
NN

==

i=\
N

^ [ £ ( 1 ) 3 ^ 3 ) - t:(D2l\ih)\

wheree E ( Y / ^ , | t t 3 ) - E ( ' / l ^ l ^ s )

+ £>;(2)

- T^_t

- T ^

= E™ is the inventory shock

andd non-stochastic conditioned on S2;j. In equilibrium, we must have Yll-i

£

i

^

iiS

tn0

numberr of dealers having a positive inventory shocks must equal the number of dealers
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withh a negative shock. Hence. ^2]_l E (D^}^)
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= ^ j _ l E ( Z ^ i l ^ ) and using equation

(2.13)) we have

Ï - 11

1-1

!"=1

whichh conditioned on f?3 must be non-stochastic. Note that X]j^i

^i—-<

—

-^-i—H ~ ^

ass the number of outgoing trades must equal the number of incoming trades. Hence, the
inventoryy demanded by all the dealers in period 3 must equal the customer order flow
observedd in period 1:
.VV

;V

££(/?3i|n 3 )) = - X >

(2-34)

j-1

i-\i-\

Underr a negative exponential utility function and normally distributed wealth, the optimal
demandd is given b y "

t*iw-z!mi£=»ds& t*iw-z!mi£=»
NN
** J

yvaryvar (F\Qa)

i-ii

'-yvar {F\Q,^)

wheree 7 is the risk aversion of the dealers. Substituting this into equation (2.34) yields

_YL_YL — _ ^r v r
P,P, = (i + jjj

x jvar

(F\ih)

(2.35)

Kquationn (2.35) tells us that the price quoted at, the beginning of period 3 depends on the
expectedd value of the security at the end of period 3. the risk aversion of the dealers 7
andd the uncertainty in the payoff var (F\Q:i).

Moreover, a higher order flow is induced by

eitherr (i) a higher demand D2; from the dealers or (ii) more customer buying C\ or (iii)
(21 1

moree dealers buying T_i_tt\Q2t-

All these have an upward price effect.

Lett us now turn our attention to the quoting decision P^.

This decision takes place

att the beginning of period 1. First of all. we must have Pn = P\ (Vz) in order to avoid
111

As in the rational equilibrium models.
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arbitrage.. The information-set at the beginning of period 1 equals QQ. Under market
clearing,, we have Yli=i E Mi-i-;

—

T^^^QQ

— 0. Using equation (2.13) and the law of

iteratedd expectations, one can write this market-clearing property as
NN

00

=

Y,

E

(D^Q)

+ E te|fio) + E (r^Lil^o) - E ( T Ü J Q O )

i-ll
iV V

==

J2E(D2,\Q0)

ass E (ci\Qo) — 0. Again, under a negative exponential utility function and normally
distributedd wealth, the optimal demand is given by
JV V

VV E (D2l\nQ) = N

^TjT*

*—**—*

"fvar [t |iZ3j

Thiss proofs the proposition.

= 0 = P1 = fi

(2.36)

Chapterr 3
Tradingg European Sovereign
Bonds s
Abstract t
Usingg a unique dataset on the MTS Global Market bond trading system, we
studyy a variety of spread measures for different classes of bond maturities from
differentt countries. The quoted and effective spread are related to maturity
andd trading intensity. Eurozone securities can be traded on a domestic and
Europeann (or EuroMTS) platform. Despite this fragmentation, the markets
aree closely connected in terms of liquidity. We also estimate the price impact
off order flow and control for the intraday trading intensity and the announcementt of macroeconomic news. The regression results show a larger impact of
orderr flows during announcement days and a positive relation between trading
intensityy and price impact. We relate these findings to interdealer trading and
too the structure of European bond markets.

3.11

Introduction and Motivation

Thiss chapter focuses on the trading activity of the Eurozone bond market. In recent
years,, the empirical work on the mierostructure of financial markets has received

45 5
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considerablee attention in the academic literature. Most of the substantial empirical
workk in this area pertains to stock markets. Given the emphasis on stock markets in
thee theory and the availability of data, this is understandable. On the other hand, in
termss of both capitalization and trading volume, foreign exchange and bond markets
aree bigger than stock markets. Research on foreign exchange and bond markets is
alsoo interesting because of their special structure. Both markets are centered around
aa large number of professional dealers. Outside customers trade with the dealer of
theirr choice. Volume is high and interdealer trading is frequently being observed.
Duee to its obvious importance, empirical research on the microstructure of bond
marketss has increased in recent years. 1 In this paper we study the microstructure of
thee MTS Global Market system, which is the most important European interdealer
fixedd income trading system. 2

This system is composed of a number of trading

platformss on which designated bonds can be traded. The trading system is fully
automatedd and effectively works as an electronic limit order market.'5 There are a
feww interesting features of this trading platform.
Thee first interesting feature of the MTS trading platform is its organizational
setup.. Fixed income securities can be traded on a domestic and an European (EuroMTS)) platform. The range of securities being traded on the domestic platform is
^ b rr example, Umlauf (1993). Fleming and Rcmolona (1997, 1999). Homing (2001) Cohen and
Shinn (2003) and Goldrcich. Hanke and Nath (2003) for the US Treasury market. Proudman (1995)
forr the UK bond markets, Albanesi and R.indi (2000) and Massa and Simonov (2001 a,h) for the
Italiann market.
2
Accordingg to the Financial times (January 5, 2005), more than 50 percent of the Eurozone
governmentt bond trading is handled by EuroMTS.
3

Thee structure of the MTS trading platforms arc very similar to the EBS and D2002 electronic

tradingg system for the foreign exchange market, but different from the quote screen-based US
Treasuryy bond trading system. The European bond market contains however a much richer menu
off bonds than the US market. Although the European capital market has integrated considerably
inn the last number of years, mainly through the introduction of a single currency. European bonds
cann still differ in their credit rating. This varies from AA2 for Italy to AAA for Austrian. Dutch,
Frenchh and German bonds (based on Moody's credit rating).

3.1.3.1.
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howeverr much larger than on the EuroMTS trading platform. 4 A dealer on the domesticc trading platform can therefore trade a much wider range of bonds. However,
thee existence of both trading platforms suggests differences and we therefore ask
ourselvess the following question: Why would a market maker with entrance to the
locallocal platforms also operate on the EuroMTS trading platform?

To answer this ques-

tion,, a detailed study on the costs and the dynamics of price formation is needed.
Throughoutt the paper, we provide a comparison of the trading costs and price dynamicss on the domestic MTS markets and the EuroMTS by calculating comparative
measuress of liquidity, such as the quoted and effective spread. We show that despite
thee apparent fragmentation of trading on domestic platforms and EuroMTS, the
marketss are closely connected in terms of liquidity.
Thee second interesting feature of the MTS Global Market system is its pure
interdealerr platform. This allows us to study the price and order flow dynamics under
competitivee market making. We ask ourselves: What are the dynamics of prices in
thethe Eurozone fixed income market under competitive market making and interdealer
trading?trading?

What is the role of trading intensity?

Interestingly, the study of trading

intensityy and its relation to price and order flow dynamics do not explicitly take the
rolee of interdealer trading into consideration. Single dealer models like Kyle (1985)
andd Easley and O'Hara (1992) argue that there exist a positive relation between
informationn and trading intensity as more informed traders are active during large
markett activity. This means that any unexpected trade during active trading has a
higherr impact on prices. Empirical results by Dufour and Engle (2000) and Spierdijk
(2002)) indeed suggests that a higher trading intensity is related to a stronger price
impactt of trades. On the other hand, Diamond and Verrechia (1987) argue that short
salee constraints will lead to a delay of bad news as informed traders are constrained
fromm short selling. The expected price impact of trades arriving after a longer period
'Ass an example, MTS France offers trading in a large range of French debt securities including
thee benchmarks and highly liquid issues. On the other hand. EuroMTS only offers a smaller range
off French debt issues.
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off inactivity is therefore higher.
Wee think that interdealer trading may shed a different light on these results.
Mariasterr and Mann (1996), Hansch, Naik and Viswanathan (1998) and Reiss and
Wernerr (1998) show that dealers use interdealer trading to control their inventory
position..

However, Ho and Stoll (1983) shows that interdealer trading is more

costlyy compared to outside customer trading because dealers have to pay a fee
(too the other dealer) rather than receiving a fee (from an outside customer). In
addition,, Garman (1976) shows that there is less need to adjust the spread as traders
enterr the market on a frequent basis, which by definition occur during high market
activity..

Next to these searching costs, interdealer trading can also result in a

repeatedd passing of inventory among dealers as they have the moral obligation to
quotee prices. Lyons (1997) calls this repeated passing of inventory '"hot-potato"
tradingg and he shows that this creates noise in the pricing process when dealers
aree risk averse and speculative. In other words, a dealer's decision to conduct an
interdealerr trade depends on his ability to offset his inventory using customer order
flow.. Not only is this cheaper compared to interdealer trading; it also avoids the
"hot-potato"" process. This means that the price impact of a trade is much larger
duringg periods where trading intensity is low because customer flows are scarce. Our
dataa provides an opportunity to test this.
Itt is important to notice that our rationale in predicting price movements through
orderr flow is built on inventory control and the costs associated with interdealer trading.. However, market circumstances may create urgency to trade and if this urgency
becomess the dominant factor, our arguments become invalid. Fleming and Remolona
(1999),, Balduzzi, Elton and Green (2001) and Cohen and Shin (2003) show that the
largestt price movements in government bond markets arise after the announcement
off macroeconomic news. We therefore take this announcement effect into account.
Greenn (2004) and Fleming (2001) documented a higher adverse selection component
inn government bond markets after the announcement of macroeconomic news due to
strongerr trading activity. This resulted in an increased information asymmetry. Cao
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andd Lyons (1999) and Lyons (2001) also found the same pattern for foreign exchange
markets.. Because trading intensity is typically high during these periods, one can
arguee that prices become more sensitive to trading intensity because the urgency to
tradee is more important than the interdealer costs. However, even during announcementt days, we can distinguish between periods with active and less active trading.
Greenn (2004) for example states that after the announcement "market
activelyactively watch trading to help determine

participants

the effect of economic news. " Hence, the

moree trading activity, the better signal the dealer receives with respect to the true
impactt of economic news.
Wee document the following: order flows are strongly correlated but the correlationn gradually decreases over time. We also find that the impact of a trade in a
relativee low trading intensive environment has a larger impact on price than in a
relativee high trading intensive environment. This contrast the findings of Dufour
andd Engle (2000) and Spierdijk (2002) for stock markets but confirms the dealers
preferencee to trade with outside customers rather than the more costly interdealer
trading.. When we take announcement effects into consideration, we find the overalll price sensitivity to order flow being stronger and this reflects the information
asymmetryy in order flow. However, this price sensitivity is magnified when trading
activityy is relative low. The latter confirms the important role of order flows to
determinee the true impact of economic newrs.
Thee setup of this paper is as follows. Section 2 starts with a description of
thee European Bond market, the MTS trading platform and our dataset. Section 3
focusess on the study of liquidity, measured by quoted and effective bid-ask spreads.
Sectionn 4 analyzes the impact of order flows and trading intensity on price discovery
inn the domestic and EuroMTS platforms for some important 10-year benchmark
bonds.. We estimate the model (i) using the full dataset and (it) separating the
datasett into days with and without macro-economic news announcements. Section
55 concludes the paper.
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Market Description and the Dataset

Thiss section gives a short description of the organization of the European market
forr sovereign bonds. The institutional environment of this market can broadly be
dividedd into 2 sectors. The primary sector decides upon the finance policy based
uponn the funding requirement of each government. The operational activities for the
implementationn of these strategies is carried out by various treasury agents like the
Bundesbankk for German securities, the French Tresor for French securities and the
Italiann Treasury for Italian debt instruments. The secondary market decides upon
thee trading environment. In particular, it determines the structure of payments
andd settlements and the trading facilities offered by brokers and market makers.
Bothh sectors influence the price dynamics through supply and demand, where the
primaryy sector acts as the ultimate provider of liquidity. It is therefore useful to give
aa description of the Eurozone government bond market based on these two sectors.

3.2.11

Primary Market

Inn a broad sense, the government bond market can be seen as the market for debt
instrumentss with a maturity running from 2 years up to 30 years. Although we focus
onn bonds with a 10-year maturity in this paper, there exist a very active market for
debtt instruments with maturity smaller than 2 years. Here, the primary sector is
speciall as it acts as the ultimate provider of liquidity in a given government security.
Inn the Eurozone money market, the European Central Bank is the ultimate supplier
off monetary liquidity in the Eurozone. In contrast, every member of the Eurozone
cann decide its own financing operations and its supply of debt instruments. Hence,
thee Eurozone bond market is relative heterogeneous compared to for example the
Eurozonee money market. 5 Table 3.1 shows the size of outstanding medium and longtermm debt which differs considerably across countries. Also, despite the differences
inn issue size, governments choose to finance their needs using debt paper with almost
'Hartrnannn et al. (2001) provides an overview of the EU money market.
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Tablee 3.1: Medium and Long-Term Government Debt
Totall amount and average maturity of medium and long-term government debt outstandingg as of January 2002 in billions of Euro's.
Country y

Debtt (billions Euro's) Averagee maturity (years)

Austria a
Belgium m
France e
Germany y
Italy y
Netherlands s
Spain n

6.2 2
6.1 1
6.2 2
6.8 8
6.1 1
6.3 3
5.5 5

81 1
173 3
573 3
599 9
885 5
169 9
225 5

similarr maturities. We now describe the bond market for German and Italian debt
securitiess in more detail. We pick these two markets because both are highly liquid
whilee having different credit ratings. 6
Germanyy The German market is the second largest bond market in the Eurozonee and the fourth largest market in the world, smaller only to the United States,
Japann and Italy. The government bond market has been given a strong boost since
thee unification of the two German states because East Germany required large financingg to modernize its infrastructure.

The issues of public authorities can be

categorizedd in a few groups from which the highly liquid Federal government bullett bonds are the most important ones. In turn, the federal bonds are categorized
dependingg on their maturity. The most popular instruments are the long-term governmentt bonds (Bundesanleihen

or Bunds), which have maturity between 8 and 30

years,, with the 10-year bonds being the most popular. In addition to Bunds, the
federall government issues medium term notes. These securities gained popularity
sincee the beginning of the 1990's when foreigners were allowed to purchase these
notes.. These medium term notes {Bundesobligationen

or BOBL) have a maturity of

55 years. In order to differ between the well-known 5 or 10-year bonds, the German
fl

Inn 2003, the German securities were rated 'AAA' while the Italian securities were rated with

thee 'AA2' status.
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or Schatze) in

19911 with a maturity of 2 years.
Onlyy the Bundesbank is authorized to issue federal bonds and it publishes a
calendarr with the date, type and planned issue size for the next quarter. Federal
bondss are issued on Wednesday using tendering where some 80% of the whole issuancee is sold. The remaining 20% is set aside for market management operations
andd intervention. Only members of the "Bund Issuance Auction Group' 1 are entitledd to participate directly during the auction. The participants have to quote in
percentagess of the par value in multiples of 1 million Euro with a minimum of 1
millionn Euro. The Bundesbank expects members to submit successful bids for at
leastt 0.05% of the total issuance in one calendar year. There are two ways in which a
bondd is auctioned. The first is through an American auction, a competitive bidding
schedulee in which the participants announce the quantity and price that they are
willingg to pay for the security taking a minimum price into account. The participant
withh the highest price will be met first followed by the second highest price, and
soo forth. The second method is through a Dutch auction, a non-competitive bid
inn which the Bundesbank determines one price through the bidding schedule of the
participants. .
Italyy The Italian market remains one of the largest bond market in the world.7
Byy now, the Italian market is by far the largest European Bond market due to its
largee deficit in the government budget. Since its approval of the Maastricht duty in
19911 however, the Italian government tightened its economic and monetary policy to
pursuee an economic environment of stable prices and solid public finances. This had
itss influence on the performance of Italian securities. 8 The most important medium
andd long-term bond issued by the Italian treasury are BTPs (Buoni del Tesoro Poli7

Accordingg to the Italian treasury, the outstanding debt is around 1200 billion euro including

debtt issued by state authorities.
**Inn March 1997, the 10-ycar yield spread between Italian and German bonds was on average
1800 basis points. By 2000, this spread was reduced to 40 basis points.
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ennaliennali ). These are bullet bonds with a maturity of 3. 5. 7, 10 or 30 years with
couponss paid on a semi-annual basis. The vast majority of bonds in the Eurozone
markett are bullet bonds with fixed coupons although some bonds are successful in
thee floating rate market. With respect to the primary auctions, the Italian treasurer
announcess its auction calendar for the next year in September. The way these auctionss are conducted for BTPs and CCTs is through the Dutch auction mechanism,
thee same method also used for German securities. For the Italian markets, members
cann post a maximum of 5 bids where the minimum acceptable spread between the
bidss is at least 5 basis points.

3.2.22

The MTS System

Lett us now turn our attention to the secondary market of the Eurozone. There are
twoo ways in which bonds can be traded in the secondary market. The traditional
wayy is through an organized exchange were trading has been fairly low. The second
wayy is through the OTC market in which the main players are banks, most of
themm also participating in the primary auctions. Of particular interest in the OTC
markett is the MTS (Mercato dei Titoli de Stato) system. This system turned out
too be successful by gaining a considerable market share since its creation in 1988 by
thee Bank of Italy and the Italian Treasury. Nowadays a private company manages
MTS.. The MTS system is an interdealer platform and therefore not accessible to
individuals.. A recent quarterly bulletin by the Italian treasury reports that some 6.4
billionn Euro of BTPs were traded on an average base in 2002 by the MTS trading
platform. 99 According to an older paper by the Italian debt office, this accounts for
somee 65% of all secondary market activities. 10
Thee original MTS market was first introduced in Italy in 1988 in order to enhance
tradingg in the secondary market for Italian government bonds, which already existed
9

Source:: Quarterly bulletin (third quarter 2002).
Thcc Italian Treasury and Securities Markets: Overview and Recent Developments.

10

DebtDebt Management Office. March 2000.

Public
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ass an over-the-counter market. In order to improve market depth and activity. MTS
wass reformed in 1994 and this created the basis of the current MTS trading system.
Privatizationn of the MTS system into MTS Spa took place in 1997 and later in
19999 EuroMTS was created. In 2001. both EuroMTS and MTS Spa merged into
MTSS Global Market, becoming the largest interdealer market for Euro-denominated
governmentt bonds. Since the end of the nineties, the MTS system expanded to
otherr Euro-denominated markets and is now successfully operational in a number
off other Eurozone countries. 11

On these platforms only Government bonds and

billss are traded. In April 1999 the EuroMTS system was launched. This electronic
tradingg platform provides trading in European government benchmark bonds as well
ass high quality non-government bonds covered by either mortgages or public state
loans.. The final stage of development of the MTS platform was the creation of MTS
Creditt in May 2000 where only non-government bonds are traded. Although there
aree different requirements for participants depending on the market of operation, we
cann categorize all participants either as market makers or as market takers. Market
makerss have market making obligations as they have to quote all assigned bonds
inn a two-way proposal for at least five hours a day. Table 3.2 gives us an overview
off the total number of participants and the number of market makers. Table also
shows,, between brackets, the number of market makers who are active on both the
domesticc and EuroMTS platform.
Ass we can see, the largest parts of the participants are market makers creating a
veryy competitive trading platform. The only exception can be found for the Italian
markett where more than 60% of all participants are market takers. Most of the
markett makers are also active on both platforms. With respect to the identity of
thee market makers, large market makers have access to both markets while smaller
traderss tend to participate on the local platform. 12 The large numbers of market
111

MTS is operational in Finland, Ireland, Belgium. Amsterdam, Germany. France. MTS Portugal

andd Spain.
'-'Financiall institutions who are designated as market makers must fulfill some financial require-
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Tablee 3.2: Number of Participants
Thee second column shows the total number of participants on the domestic trading platforms.. The third column shows the number of domestic market makers. The number in
bracketss are the number of market makers who are also active on the EuroMTS system.
T h ee last row shows the the total number of participants on the EuroMTS is 95 from which
799 are dealers.

Market t
MTSS
MTSS
MTSS
MTSS
MTSS
MTSS
MTSS
MTSS
MTSS

Amsterdam
Belgium
Finland
France
Germany
Ireland
Italy
Portugal
Spain

EuroMTS S

Participants s Markett Makers ( EuroMTS)
31 1
28 8
20 0
31 1
60 0
10 0
140 0
23 3
24 4

222 (21)
199 (19)
188 (16)
311 (30)
399 (39)
100 (10)
388 (33)
199 (17)
222 (22)

95 5

79 9

makerss active on both trading platforms suggest no competitive advantages in terms
off quoting rights. In the early years, the system knew full transparency, but in 1997
anonymityy was introduced in order to avoid "free-riding". 15 The maximum spread
off these securities is pre-specified depending on liquidity and maturity. Proposals
mustt be formulated for a minimum quantity equal to either 10. 5 or 2.5 million Euro
dependingg on the market and maturity of the bond. In addition, a maximum spread
off these proposals exists and is pre- specified depending on the liquidity and maturity
off the security. 14 Orders in round lots are executed automatically according to price
meritss which differs among the platforms. For example, market makers for Belgian securities must
havee assets of at least 250 million Euro's. For the EuroMTS. market makers must have assets of
minimumm net worth of 375 million Euro's.
11

'Massa and Simonov (2001b) showed, by analyzing MTS data before and after anonymity was

introduced,, that "free-riding" existed as the reputation of a market maker had impact on the price
process. .
11
'The longer the maturity the higher the spread. The maximum spread is not binding. A market
makerr is allowed to propose a quotation larger than this maximum spread. However, activities
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priorityy and the time that they are sent (first in first out). Odd lots are subject to
thee market makers' acceptance. No obligations apply to market takers (they can
onlyy buy or sell at given prices). The quoted proposals are firm. i.e. every trader can
hitt a quoted proposal and trading is guaranteed against that quote. Effectively, the
MTSS system therefore works as a limit order book. The live market pages offered
too participants show the following functions:
The quote page offered to market makers enables them to insert new offers.
Postedd proposals can be modified, suspended or reactivated:
The market depth page allows participants to see the best 5 bid and ask prices
forr each security chosen together with its aggregated quantity.
The best page shows for all products the; best bid-ask price together with its
aggregatedd quantity:
The incoming order page permits the manual acceptance within 30 seconds of
oddd lots.
The super best page shows the best price for bonds listed on both the local
MTSS and the EuroMTS. This will allow market makers with access to both
marketss to see the best price. A market maker who has access to both markets
cann choose parallel quotation, i.e. simultaneous posting of proposals on the
domesticc and the EuroMTS platform.
Live market pages shows for every bond the average weighted price and the
cumulativee amount being traded so far.
Rememberr that all trades are anonymous and the identity of the counterpart is
onlyy revealed after a trade is executed for clearing and settlement purposes. Every
markett maker can post the entire quantity that he is willing to trade (block quantity)
ba.s(xll on these 1 rades arc not added to his performance record.
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orr a smaller amount (drip quantity) while taking into account the minimum quantity
required.. In the latter case, the remaining quantity will remain hidden to the market.
Forr example, a market maker who has a position of 50 million Euro's in a market
wheree the minimum quantity is 10 million Euro's can construct 5 drip quantities
off 10 million Euro's. If we assume that he is the only market maker that time of
thee day, then the aggregated observed quantity as observed by the market will be
100 million. On the other hand, the market maker can post one block quantity of
500 million creating an aggregated observed quantity of 50 million Euro's. The MTS
tradingg mechanism consist of two trading platforms where bonds can be traded.
Forr most securities, the market maker can post any prices on both the local MTS
(likee MTS Belgium, MTS Amsterdam, MTS Italy and MTS France) but also a
Europeann system (EuroMTS). The latter platform offers trading only in the running
benchmarkk bonds while the local platforms offers trading in non-benchmark bonds
ass well. For example. 55 B T P bonds are traded on the Italian market while just 11
off these bonds are traded on the EuroMTS system. 15 So at first sight, the EuroMTS
mightt seem redundant as all bonds being traded on this market are also traded on
thee domestic trading system.

3.2.33

Dataset

Ourr dataset covers every transaction of Italian. French, German and Belgian governmentt bonds being traded on the MTS platforms from January 2001 until May
2002.. The data records include the direction of the trade (buy or sell) and a very
accuratee time stamp. These data allow us to study a number of market microstructuree issues in detail. Table 3.3 shows us the volume in the various markets including
thee number of transactions.
AA total of 867.901 trades took place reflecting more than 4.9 trillion Euro's of
markett value.
n

The Italian bond market is by any means the largest market in

A ss of January 2003.
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Tablee 3.3: Overview C a s h T r a d e d B o n d s
Tradingg characteristics of dataset. Table shows the percentage of trades on the EuroMTS
andd the local platform. ATS stands for average trading size (both platforms). The Italian
platformm also offers trading facilities for German securities. The right part of the table
showss the percentage of total trades in the 2.5. 5.0 and 10 million Euro's buckets. OLO.
OAT.. DBR and B T P bonds are long-term bonds and the central focus of our analysis.
Otherr bonds have either a medium or short time to maturity.
Market t

Transactions s Volume e
%% EuroMTS ATS S %% Round lot trades
(millions) )
10 0
(%% local)
2.5 5 5 5

Germany y
DBR R
OBL L
BKO O
Total l
Italy y
BTP P
CTZ Z
CCT T
BOT T
total l
France e
OAT T
BTNS S
total l
Belgium m
OLO O

566 (37)
677 (26)
722 (28)

6.1 1 3 3
8.4 4 0 0
8.8 8 0 0

75 5
46 6

2851689 9
230281 1
692324 4
126218 8
3900512 2

177 (83)
00 (100)
00 (100)
00 (100)

5.5 5
5.3 3
55
4.5 5

64 4

10 0

11 1
10 0

88
99

17 7

55

411 (59)
555 (45)

6.1 1 8 8
8.6 6 0 0

66 6
31 1

24 4
67 7

63336 6

207018 8
252045 5
459063 3

43431 1

316857 7

222 (78)

7.3 3 4 4

50 0

44 4

14683 3
9703 3
7128 8
31514 4

62385 5
233602 2

518432 2
43698 8
139615 5
27875 5
729620 0
33864 4
29472 2

90033 3
81184 4

22 2
69 9
66 6
69 9

36 6

19 9
49 9
57 7

o u rr d a t a s e t as some 8 3 % of all t r a n s a c t i o n s c o m e from this m a r k e t . We also have
t r a d i n gg d a t a on t h e two largest A A A - r a t e d b o n d m a r k e t s in o u r d a t a s e t , France a n d
G e r m a n y .. T h e s e countries have a t r a d i n g volume of some 460 billion a n d 233 billion
E u r oo respectively. 1 6
10

A l t h o u g h t h e G e r m a n m a r k e t is a c c e p t e d as t h e b e n c h m a r k

Long-termm French bonds are divided into OATs. fixed coupon bearing bonds with a maturity

betweenn 7 and 30 years and inflation linked bonds called OATi. Short-term bonds have maturity
betweenn 2 and F> years and are called BTANs. All those bonds are calculated on an actual/actual
basiss with annual coupon payments
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forr Euro denominated government bonds due to the large liquidity and its triple
'A"" status, the trading volume on MTS is fairly low. There are a few reasons for
this.. First, the EUREX Bond trading platform is comparable to MTS system and
offerss trading in all fixed income instruments of the federal republic of Germany
andd sub sovereigns fixed income bonds of Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KfW),
thee European Investment Bank and the States of the German Federal Government.
Second,, the existence of successful futures contracts on the EUREX and LIFFE
hass provided investors a low cost margin based trading mechanism for all German
bonds.. For example, the; Bund future is the most traded contract in Europe with an
averagee daily trading volume of some 800.000 contracts on the EUREX reflecting
ann underlying value of 800 billion Euro's on a daily basis. 17 The last bond market
thatt we study is Belgium with a trading volume of 316 billion Euro's. The most
importantt bond of the Belgian treasury are linear bonds, or OLO's as they are
knownn after their combined acronym in French and Dutch (Obligations

Linéairc-

LineaircLineairc Obligaties). These are straight non-callable bonds with fixed coupon and
redemptionn value. Table 3.3 also shows the percentage of trading activity taken
placee on the local and European MTS platform.

German securities are mostly

tradedd on the European platform together with the French medium term notes.
Italiann and Belgian securities are rarely traded on the European platform as most
transactionss take place on the local platform. The average trading size in Belgian.
Frenchh and German long-term securities are quite comparable with more than 7
millionn Euro's per trade while the average trading size in Italian securities stands at
5.33 million Euro's. Because of the requirements with respect to the minimum lots
beingg traded we counted the number of 2.5. 5 and 10 million Euro trades. More than
955 percent of all trades are either within the 2.5. 5 or 10 million Euro bucket with the
exceptionn of the Italian securities, where there is a relative large fraction of odd-lot
trades.. The most important reason for this difference is the relative small size of the
17

Sourcee Eurcx website. Every bund futures contract require* delivery of EUR 100.000 face value

off a bond with maturity between 8.5 and 10.5 years at the moment of delivery.
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participantss on the domestic Italian platform. Now we are ready to calculate some
differentt measures of spread on both the EuroMTS and the local trading platforms.
Iff there are any differences in trading costs between both markets, this may justify
thee existence of the EuroMTS trading platform.

3.33

Liquidity on t h e M T S Market

Ourr first measure of trading costs is the volume weighted quoted spread (VWQS).
Thiss is a measure of the depth of the limit order book associated to a specific
transactionn size, and will reflect the implicit cost for an immediate transaction of a
givenn size. We adapted the indicator of liquidity that Benston. Irvine and Kandel
(2000)) suggested for gauging the ex-ante committed liquidity of a stock market
organizedd like a limit order book. Denote the price schedule of bid and ask prices
forr all prices in the limit order book by B — { . . . < Bh < B/i-i < ... < B0} and
AA — {A0 < . . . < -A/i_i < Ah < . . . } respectively and let the corresponding amount
off bonds offered or requested at these prices be given by Qzk with z =

{bid.ask).

Hence.. B0 and A0 are the inside bid and ask prices with associated quantity of QQ
andd QQ respectively. Given a trading size L of 5,10, 25 million Euro, we can define
ann liquidity indicator Izh as:

'' o

if

L<Y!UQI

(( 1

if £ > l t i Q ?

Expressionss (3.1) tell us that a market is least liquid if the trading size L is larger
thann aggregated demand or supply up to price h in the limit order book. As a
result,, an order cannot be filled at price h and the liquidity indicator is therefore
IfIftt = 1. In the most liquid market however, a trading size L will be filled at the
insidee spread and therefore IQ ~ 0. The associated volume weighted quoted spread
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Tablee 3.4: Volume Weighted Quoted Spread for domestic and EuroMTS platform.
Volumee weighted quoted spread (VWQS) in cents for different classes of maturity from
benchmarkk bonds of Belgium, France, Germany and Italy. Class A bonds have the lowest
maturityy while class D bonds have the highest maturity. Values in parenthesis are the
volumee weighted quoted spreads for the same bonds on the EuroMTS platform.
Classs A
Classs B
Classs C
Mtss Italy (EuroMTS Italy)

Classs D

BTPP 15/07/05
BTP 01/03/07 BTP 01/08/11
1.99(2.25))
2.84(2.90)
2.70(2.80)
2.300 (2.45)
3.00 (3.07)
2.91 (3.00)
2.888 (2.92)
3.82 (3.69)
3.50 (3.63)
Mtss Prance (EuroMTS France)

BTP 01/05/31
12.00(11.78)
13.25 (13.03)
14.89 (14.86)

Tradee size BTANN 12/07/05 BTAN 12/07/06 OAT 25/10/11
55
2.700 (2.48)
2.52 (2.48)
3.08 (2.90)
10 0
2.711 (2.49)
2.56 (2.54)
3.08 (2.98)
25 5
4.466 (2.89)
3.00 (3.10)
3.51 (3.35)
Mtss Germany (EuroMTS Germany)

OAT 25/10/32
12.55 (12.49)
13.73 (13.80)
15.54 (15.76)

Tradee size
55
10 0
25 5

DBR 04/01/31
15.21 (15.23)
16.80 (16.26)
18.11 (17.84)

Tradee size
55
10 0
25 5

OBLL 135 05/05 OBL 138 08/06 DBR 04/01/12
3.077 (3.99)
3.81 (3.80)
3.30 (3.17)
3.433 (3.43)
3.95 (4.00)
3.54 (3.39)
3.93(6.13))
4.91 (4.95)
3.97 (3.74)
Mtss Belgium (EuroMTS Belgium)

Tradee size OLOO 34 09/05
55
2.811 (2.81)
2.899 (2.87)
10 0
25 5
3.933 (3.46)

OLO 37
2.99
3.00
3.39

09/06
(2.99)
(2.99)
(3.44)

OLO 36 09/11
4.11 (4.14)
4.12 (4.16)
4.67 (4.68)

OLO 31 03/28
14.07 (13.86)
15.04 (14.82)
16.57 (16.48)

givenn a trading size L is
22 x

E°cc

Task A Dask

v^oc

jbid r> r^bid]

L{AL{AQQ + B0)

(3.2) )

Tablee 3.4 reports the Volume Weighted Quoted Spread measure for class A, B, C and
DD benchmark bonds for Belgium, France, Germany and Italy, on the domestic and
EuroMTSS platforms. 18 We find that the quoted spread is similar across countries
andd for class A and B bonds, around 2 or 3 cents from the best prevailing mid'Thee estimates are based on data from '4-8 and 11-15 February 2002.
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quote.. For class C bonds, the quoted spread is slightly higher than for the A and B
class.. The Italian market is more liquid than the others for class C bonds, probably
becausee it includes the heavily traded 10-year BTP bonds. The quoted spread is
substantiallyy higher for the longest maturity bucket D (13.5 to 30 years), ranging
fromm 11 to 18 cents, depending on maturity and country. This pattern is consistent
withh the findings in Amihud and Mendelsohn (1991), who show that the bid-ask
spreadd is higher in US treasury notes compared to more liquid US T-bills.

An

interestingg finding is that the market is very deep, i.e. the quoted spread for large
orderss is only marginally bigger than the quoted spread for standard size orders. For
example,, for the Italian 10-year benchmark bond the quoted spread for a standard
55 million trade is 3 cents, for a large trade of 25 million the quoted spread is still
beloww 4 cents. This pattern is similar for the other bond classes and countries. In
practice,, trades larger than 10 million Euro's are rare. Observe that the quoted
spreadss on the EuroMTS platform are always slightly bigger than on the domestic
MTSS platforms, but the pattern across bond classes and countries is exactly the
samee as on the domestic MTS systems.
Thee volume weighted quoted spread includes periods where there is little trading
andd this gives an inaccurate indication of the actual trading costs. In addition, this
measuree does not take negotiations between traders into account. Therefore, we also
calculatee measures of the effective spread. The effective spread is defined as twice
thee difference between the transaction price and the midpoint of bid-ask quotes
11 T
Se/fSe/f = T^Ittih

- mt)

(3-3)

t=i i

wheree pt is the transaction price, mt the prevailing mid-quote at the time of the trade,
andd It the buy/sell indicator (It = +1 if the trade is initiated by the buyer, It — — 1
iff it is initiated by the seller). 19 The realized spread compares the transaction price
pptt and the subsequent mid-quote, mt+i closest to the time t transaction. Here we
19

Inn our dataset, wc do not always observe pt and rn, exactly at the same time and wc select

thee previous mid-quote that, is closest to the time of the transaction.
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Tablee 3.5: Effective and Realized spreads
Tablee offers a comparison of the realized spread and the average effective spread in cents.
Thee T-statistics tests SpreadEMTS = Spreaddamestic- BTP are Italian bonds, BTNS and
OATT are French, OBL and DBR are German. OLO are Belgian bonds. At the moment of
ourr analysis, the OLO 10/04 was not traded on the EuroMTS platform.
Classs

AA

BB

CC

DD

R e a l i z e dd S p r e a d
Effectivee S p r e a d
Domesticc E u r o M T S t-stat. Domesticc EuroMTS t-stat.

Bond
B T PP 07/05
OBL 05/05
BTNSS 07/05
OLOO 10/04

1.800
35.88
3.200
1.00 0

1.80
44.40
1.90

0.13
0.21
0.75

0.000
31.99
1.200
1.30 0

0.50
41.30
0.20

3.54
0.24
1.60

B T PP 03/07
OBL 08/06
BTNSS 07/06
OLOO 09/06

2.600
3.300
3.200
3.400

2.90
2.10
2.20
3.50

0.63
1.03
1.09
0.05

0.300
-0.200
1.600
0.800

0.60
2.60
0.00
1.40

0.11
2.21
1.67
0.73

B T P SS 08/11
DBR 01/12
AOTT 10/11
OLOO 09/11

3.800
4.400
4.600
4.100

4.10
4.40
4.90
6.00

0.67
0.02
1.03
1.38

0.400
-2.200
0.600
1.600

-0.20
0.50
1.00
1.70

0.38
1.63
0.30
0.02

B T PP 05/31
DBR 01/31
OATT 10/32

11.000
14.300
11.100

11.4
13.80
6.00

0.27
0.10
1.38

2.800
2.100
0.700

2.30
-0.50
7.2

0.30
0.87
1.32

usee a similar definition,
11

T

t=l t=l

Itt is obviously not always the case that the trade price is above/below the subsequent
mid-quotee for buyer/seller initiated trades, as the market may have moved. Therefore,, the realized spread measure may be negative. Table 3.5 shows the estimates of
effectivee and realized spread
Thee table shows that the realized spread is always smaller than the effective
spread.. The numbers, however, are sometimes quite large and the estimates of the
effectivee spread are probably not very accurate due to the mismatch in time between
tradess and mid-quote. Table 3.5 also provides the outcome of testing whether the
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Tablee 3.6: Spread for Absolute Price Change
Thiss table shows spread estimates in cents based on absolute price changes for class A, B,
CC and D benchmark bonds as a percentage (xlOO) of the price. We test SpreadEMTS =
SpreaddomesticSpreaddomestic using a standard t-test.
Class s

AA
B T PP 15/07/05
3.35 5
2.02 2
2.06 6

Euromts s
Mtss Italy

BB

CC

DD

B T PP 0 1 / 0 3 / 0 7 B T PP 01/08/11 B T PP 01/05/31
5.50 0
4.96 6
13.26 6
3.38 8

3.20 0

8.39 9
2.29 9
1.18 8
BTNSS 12/07/05 BTNSS 12/07/06 OATT 25/10/11 OATT 25/10/32
Euromts s
4.34 4
10.38 8
6.82 2
17.54 4
Mtss France
4.92 2
5.48 8
7.58 8
35.64 4
t-stat t
2.33 3
1.20 0
0.45 5
1.61 1
OBLL 135 05/05 OBLL 138 08/06 DBRR 04/01/12 DBRR 04/01/31
Euromts s
3.78 8
4.01 1
16.99 9
17.89 9
Mtss Germany
3.09 9
3.76 6
9.16 6
16.18 8
T-stat t
0.79 9
3.04 4
0.53 3
1.44 4
OLOO 34 09/05 OLOO 37 09/06 OLOO 36 09/11 OLOO 31 03/28
Euromts s
5.97 7
4.39 9
9.35 5
26.31 1
Mtss Belgium
4.98 8
5.60 0
7.17 7
28.27 7
t-stat t
1.26 6
0.78 8
0.76 6
0.05 5
t-stat t

1.68 8

effectivee (realized) spread on the EuroMTS is significantly different from the effective
(realized)) spread on the domestic platforms. As we can see, there can be a difference
inn realized spreads but this only occurs for a small number of bonds. We now turn
too a final measure of the spread. We use a measure that is based on transaction
pricess only: the spread based on absolute price changes between two transactions
11

SAPC=SAPC=

n

nn

H

W+i-tfl

wheree j — ask, bid and z — bid, ask. Table 3.6 reports estimates of the spread based
onn absolute price changes for the same menu of bonds as before.
Thee results confirm the pattern that we found for the quoted spreads. Estimatedd spreads are increasing with maturity, and on average are slightly higher on
EuroMTS.. Moreover, the estimated spread of the long bonds is somewhat smaller

(3-5)
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inn the Italian securities compared to the estimated spread in Germany and France.
Figuree 3.1 shows the same information graphically. Table 3.6 also includes a test
too see whether there exist significant differences between EuroMTS and the local
tradingg platform. Some differences exist but the overall conclusion is that spreads
acrosss the different platforms are the same. Finally, we take a quick look at intraday
spreadd patterns. Figure 3.2 shows the intraday pattern of quoted spreads for the
mostt actively traded issue, the Italian 10-year bond. The quoted spreads show a
typicall U-shaped pattern. The trading day starts with a relative large spread around
33 cents in the early morning, falling to 2 cents in the late morning and gradually
increasingg to 4 cents in the late afternoon. Figure 3.3 shows the intraday pattern
off effective and realized spread for the 10-year Italian bond. Again, a U-shaped
patternn is being observed in here as well.
Summarizingg these results, this section provides some insights in the pricing behaviorr of market makers on both the local and EuroMTS trading platforms. We
concludee that the quoted spread across countries is similar for bonds with a short
maturity.. For long-term bonds differences exist. At first sight, the data suggest that
thee quoted spread varies over time while being lower on the domestic platforms.
Effectivee spread estimates based on transaction prices showr a very similar pattern
acrosss maturities. However, when testing differences in spreads between the domesticc and EuroMTS platforms, we find that differences exist for a few bonds and in
general,, both markets are very integrated. Hence, there appears to be no difference
betweenn both markets with respect to the quoted bid-ask spreads. The MTS order
bookk for these benchmark bonds is also very deep as the quoted spreads are only
marginallyy different for larger trade sizes. By analyzing intraday patterns of the
spread,, we find a U-shaped pattern for the quoted spread.
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T h e Price Impact of Trading

Thee analysis in the previous section provides us some useful insights in the trading
costss on the MTS trading platforms. The provided measures of liquidity are however
staticc and a dynamic structure will give us additional information for a number of
reasons.. First, dealers on the MTS are able to extract information from the live
markett pages of the system. Therefore, the actions taken by dealers not only depend
onn the concurrent price and trade but also on the previous changes in price and order
flow.. Manaster and Mann (1996) showed also the importance of lagged effects of
orderr flows on futures prices on the CME. They argue that this is consistent with
active11 position building. Second, previous observations of price and order flow are
alsoo important because the MTS trading system allows the splitting of orders. It
iss likely that the observed volume is the drip quantity instead of the total (block)
quantity. .
Tradingg intensity plays an important role in the study of price and order flow
dynamics..

From the information based approach, one can argue that informed

markett participants want to trade as much and as fast as possible without being
detected.. Hence, informed traders will trade when noise traders are active (Kyle.
19855 and Easley and O'Hara. 1992) and this implies a positive relation between
informationn and trading intensity. 20 This means that any unexpected trade during
strongg trading activity has a higher impact on prices. On the other side. Diamond
andd Verrechia (1987) argue that informed traders always trade as they can take long
orr short positions. If short sale constraints exist, bad news takes more time to reveal
resultingg in lower market activity or trading intensity. Hence, a longer period of
tradee absence increases the probability of facing an informed trader with bad news
2l)

Kvlc'ss (1985) model itself docs explicitly make a statement about time as orders are aggregated.

Hee does however argue that informed traders prefer to trade simultaneously with noise traders in
orderr to minimize the chance of being detected. Kasly and O'Hara (1992) argue that absence of
tradess reflects no-news creating a safer environment for a market maker to lower its spread.
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whoo is constrained from selling short. Therefore, they expect a negative relation
betweenn information and trading intensity (more informed traders will trade during
\ow\ow trading intensity) and hence a negative correlation between price discovery and
tradingg intensity (higher impact of trades arriving after a longer period of inactivity).
Empiricall results so far suggest that a higher trading intensity is related to stronger
pricee impacts. Dufour and Engle (2000) show that trading during busy periods is
likelyy to be an informational event as the market maker increase its bid-ask spread
inn response to trades. Spierdijk (2002) also reports the same results. She shows
usingg NYSE stock trading data that, during trading intensive sessions, a new trade
hass a larger impact on prices. Interestingly, the issue of price impact and varying
tradingg intensity does not take the role of interdealer trading into consideration. We
thinkk that this is important for a number of reasons and we provide some arguments
inn the next subsection.

3.4.11

Trading Intensity and Interdealer Trading

Althoughh the importance of competition between market makers has been known for
aa long time, some influential papers like Stoll (1978), Copeland and Galai (1983) and
Kylee (1985) focus on the behavior of a single market maker. There is however a small
butt important collection of theoretical papers on the behavior of market makers in
aa competitive setting. In these papers a crucial role is played by inventory. Ho
andd Stoll (1983) analyze the impact of inventory on trading behavior and argue that
markett makers having the largest long (short) position are first sellers (buyers). Biais
(1993)) analyzed the equilibrium number of traders in a competitive market setup and
showss that the number of interdealer trades depends on the volatility of the security
andd the trading activity in the market. He also finds that the quoted spread around
hiss reservation price is a decreasing function of the inventory. This supports the
findingss of Ho and Stoll. Empirical documentation suggests that interdealer trading
iss often used to control inventory. Manaster and Mann (1996) use CME Futures
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transactionss and find evidence that futures floor traders manage their inventory on
aa daily basis. They also find that dealers are liquidity providers who are willing
too increase their position to speculate. Reiss and Werner (1998) provide a detailed
studyy of inventory control among market makers on the London Stock Exchange.
Usingg trading data, they test several hypotheses with respect to interdealer trading
andd find that 65% of all interdealer trades are used to reverse positions. This suggests
thatt market makers use interdealer trades to reduce inventory risk. Hansch. Naik and
Viswanathann (1998) use trading data from the London Stock Exchange and find that
thee mean reverting component in interdealer trading is time-varying but stronger
comparedd to the traditional specialist markets as analyzed by e.g. Madhavan and
Schmidtt (1993). This suggests that it is easier to manage inventory using interdealer
trading. .
Althoughh both the Reiss-Werner and Hansch et al. paper analyze the motives
andd characteristics of interdealer trades, they do not analyze the impact of these
tradess on price dynamics. We expect trades in an interdealer system during busy
periodss have a positive but smaller impact on prices than during quiet periods for
aa number of reasons.
Thee first reason is related to the searching costs for a counterpart. 21 For example.
Hansch.. Naik and Viswanathan's argument of a time-varying

mean reversion in

inventoryy depends on the searching cost for a counterpart. Reiss and Werner show
thee importance of trade anticipation in determining the dealer's trade direction. 22
211

The cost of this sure execution is the fact that you cannot soil (buy) at your own bid (aak)

pricee but at other market makers ask (bid) price. These searching costs are already known from
thee limit book literature. See e.g. Foucault et al. (2001) and Parlour (1998) and references therein.
Floodd et al (1999) also pointed this out in an experimental setting.
22

Thcyy note that if a order is anticipated, then "interdealer traden will precede customer trades

hihi the same direction" e.g. if the dealer expects customer flows of buy trades, he will also start
buyingg in the interdealer market. In contrast, if the order now was unanticipated, "follow up trades
willwill move in the opposite direction'' e.g. unexpected customer buy trades will result in interdealer
selll trades.
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Iff a market maker anticipates incorrectly, he can correct his mistake more easily
whenn trades arrive frequently. Ho and Stoll (1983) show that interdealer trading is
moree costly compared to outside customer trading. To control a position, a dealer
cann choose to wait until a trader enters the market (receiving a fee) or conduct an
interdealerr trade (paying a fee to the other dealer). Hence, the dealer's decision
too conduct an interdealer trade depends on his ability to offset his inventory using
customerr order flow and this is easier when the trading activity is high. In other
words,, the searching costs for a counterpart are much lower during periods with
customerr order flow and this is more likely when trading intensity is high.
Thee second reason is the additional noise that arises when inventory is repeatedly
passedd among dealers using market orders. Lyons (1997) calls this repeated passing
off inventory "hot-potato" trading and shows that this creates additional noise in
thee price process if dealers are risk-averse and speculative. Hence, the impact of an
unexpectedd trade in a quiet trading environment may have a larger impact on the
pricee (compared to a strong trading environment) because dealers are more likely
too conduct an interdealer trade.
Thee third reason lies in the information asymmetry in government bond markets.
Privatee information in government bond market however is fairly different from
thee information in stock markets, but comparable with the client based order flow
informationn found by Lyons (1997), Evans and Lyons (2002) and Manaster and
Mannn (1996) show that client based order flows have a persistent impact on prices.
Madhavann (1995) suggests that dealers may therefore narrow their spreads to attract
customerr flows in quiet trading periods.

However, in order to provide a robust

analysiss of trading intensity in government bond markets, we have to incorporate the
announcementt of macroeconomic news. Fleming and Remolona (1999), Balduzzi,
Eltonn and Green (2001) show that macroeconomic news produces an important
impactt on bond prices as the largest price movements arises in days with economic
announcements.. These papers find that before the announcement, trading intensity
andd price volatility is low while bid-ask spreads are high. Green (2004) documented
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aa higher adverse selection component after the announcement of news and argues
thatt this is due to an increase in trading activity. Dealers absorbing large portions
off order flow may have superior information about short-term price directions. This
informationall advantage will result in a dispersion of information among dealers
andd an increase in information asymmetry in the market. This rationale is fully
consistentt with the order flow information models by Lyons and Cao (1999), Fleming
(2001)) and Lyons (2001). Green (2004) also finds that prices are more sensitive to
orderr flow in a period of increased liquidity after a scheduled announcement. Cohen
andd Shin (2003) also documents the same pattern.

Because trading intensity is

typicallyy high during these periods, one can argue that prices are more sensitive to
tradingg intensity (rather than less as suggested by the inventory rationale) as the
urgencyy to trade becomes more important than the inventory control cost associated
withh interdealer trading. However, even during announcement days, we distinguish
betweenn periods with active and less active trading.
statess that after the announcement "market participants

Green (2004) for example
actively watch trading to

helphelp determine the effect of economic news. " Hence, the more trading activity, the
betterr signal the dealer receives with respect to the true impact of economic news.
Summarizing,, order flow and trading intensity play an important role in interdealerr trading. To avoid the costly interdealer trading, we expect prices to be
negativee correlated with trading intensity and this implies a higher price impact of
tradingg under a low trading intensity. However, for government bond markets, the
largestt movements in prices occur when macroeconomic news is announced. In the
specificc case where news is announced, we would expect a stronger effect on prices
duringg announcement days. Subsequently, the observations of trades to determine
thee effect of news in these situations is more valuable and a dealer would therefore
preferr a strong trading intensity during these days. We are now ready to construct
ourr econometric model.
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Modeling Trading Intensity and Prices

Inn the previous section, we argued that the price impact of trading in an interdealer
markett is larger when trading intensity is low. To test this empirically, we have
too model price impact by taking order flow dynamics and trading intensity into
account.. We apply the VAR model proposed by Dufour-Engle (2000). This model
iss a system of two dynamic equations, one for price changes (returns) and one for
signedd quantities, with lagged values of both variables as explanatory variables.
Thiss model allows us to analyze the interaction between order flow and returns
inn the form of impulse responses of a shock (an unexpected trade) to the trading
process.. Following Dufour-Engle. we make the coefficients a function of trading
intensity,, defined as the reciprocal of the number of minutes between two trades.
Wee also make the coefficients depend on the location of the trade, i.e.

whether

thee trade occurred on a domestic platform or on EuroMTS. The trading duration,
TTtt_i,_i, is the difference in seconds between the time stamp for trade t — i and trade
tt — i — l. 23

Intraday data typically contain very strong diurnal patterns. Engle

andd Russel (1998) documented higher volatility at the beginning and end of the day
withh similar patterns for volume and spreads. In order to capture some of these
patterns,, we correct duration for intraday seasonality. The exact procedure is as
follows:: we divide our dataset in 17 intervals running from [8.30-9.00) to [17.0017.30).. Prior to estimation, we skip the durations between market close and the
nextt day's opening. Our indicator for average trading duration in interval r is given
byy TT and trading duration is corrected for diurnal patterns by Tt_iT~l.

Although

wee use the term trading intensity throughout the paper, we must keep in mind that
thiss is inversely related to lnT t _;. In other words, the higher \i\Tt-i,

the longer the

durationn between trade / — i and t — i — I and hence the lower the trading intensity.
Withh these ingredients, the full model becomes
J!

\Vcc add one second to the observed duration because some trades have exactly the same time

stampp but a different transaction price.
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wheree the endogenous variables are rt is the return in basis points and Qt the signed
quantityy (in millions of Euro). 24 Equations (3.6) is a typical vector autoregression
withh the coefficients being linear functions of trading duration l\-iiT and a market
dummyy Z?f_,. which takes the value 1 if the trade at t occurred on the European MTS
andd zero otherwise. Hence, the impact of a trade on the price movement depends
onn the quantity being traded (Qt). the trading duration (Tt-i.TT~x')

and the trading

platformm Dt. Notice that in this reduced form representation, the equation for return
doess not contain the contemporaneous effect of the order flow. We calculate 7Q from
thee estimated covariance of ex t and £2,t-

3.4.33

Empirical Results

Inn the estimation, we truncated the lagged variable at p = 3. In order to avoid
thee problem of heterosked&sticity. we calculate the White heteroskedastic consistent
standardd errors for statistical inference and report the resulting t-statistic. In order
too preserve space, we focus our discussion on the Italian 2011 bonds because the
resultss in this security are strongest. Table 3.7 gives an overview of the estimation
resultss (x 100). Other bond series are discussed afterwards.
24

Hence,, r, — 10000 In(Pi/Pt

1) and Q, is negative when a sell-order occurred while positive in

casee of a buy-order (from the perspective of the trade initiator).
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Tablee 3.7: Estimation Results for the DTP 2011 Bond
Estimationn of the Engle-Dufour model using Maximum likelihood. The t-statistics are
basedd on White standard errors. The 7 0 coefficient is calculated using the correlation
betweenn the error terms. The left-hand side shows the estimation results for the return rt
equationn and the right-hand side shows the estimation result for the quantity Qt equation.
Forr convenience, the coefficients are multiplied by 100.
Parameters s Coefficientt t-statistic Coefficient t t-stat t
Returnn equation
Orderr flow equation
-4.20
0
-2.47
7
0.17 7
0.11 1
ft ft
1.04
4
0.97
7
-4.88
8
-3.19
9
02 02
-0.77
7
-6.05
5
-0.93
3
-3.99
9
03 03
10.50 0
7o o
0.21 1
0.89 9
26.11 1
54.06 6
7i i
0.45 5
2.07 7
6.28 8
12.51 1
72 2
4.64 4
0.35 5
1.83 3
9.46 6
73 3
0.57 7
0.50 0
2.33 3
2.18 8
Zl Zl
-1.63 -1.63 -1.84 4
3.13 3
2.90 0
Z2 Z2
1.23 3
1.69 9
4.38 8
4.07 7
Z3 Z3
4.62 2
15.40 0
To o
-0.60 0
-2.31 1
-4.16 6
-8.55 5
T\ T\
-0.29 9
-1.15 5
-4.26 6
-8.72 2
T2 T2
-0.42 2
-1.87 7
-3.28 8
-6.89 9
T'i T'i
-2.45 5
-9.37 7
So So
-0.37 7
-1.47 7
Si Si
1.69 9
1.94 4
0.18
8
0.63
3
2.83
3
3.25
5
662 2
0.48 8
1.76 6
3.63 3
4.18 8
hh
aa
-0.47 7
-0.56 6
8.48 8
3.63 3

Wee first turn our attention to estimation results of the return equation rt- The
parameterss pl~ and z( gauge the impact of previous price movements on the concurrentt price return. We find 3\ — —0.042 and z\ is insignificant. Hence, returns
exhibitt negative first order autocorrelation and independent from the trading duration.. The z\ parameter relates the change in rt on its own lagged values. Table
3.77 shows us that z2 and 23 are important and significant at a 10% confidence interval.. The most important set of parameters for our investigation are 7^, 6| and
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These parameters gauge the impact of order flows Qt-%- the trading location

DDtt__ll and duration T t _ iiT respectively. First, note that 7Q = 0.105 and this implies
thatt an instantaneous upward (downward) price movement is expected when a buy
(sell)) order occurs. Interesting are also the results for Y — 0.004 and 73 = 0.003
whichh are both positive and significant at a 10% confidence level. These results
showw that (i) previous trades are also important and (ii) the impact of previous
tradess is also in the same direction, i.e. previous buy (sell) orders drive up (down)
thee current price. Subsequently, we also find that <50 = —0.025 is significant while
alll other lagged market indicators are insignificant at 10% confidence level. This
meanss that (all other things equal) the current trade has a lower impact on price
onn the EuroMTS compared to the domestic platform. Moreover, although previous
tradess are important, the location of these previous trades (domestic platform or
EuroMTS)) is unimportant. To see how the trading affects the price on this trading
platform,, consider a typical 5-million buy order entering the EuroMTS platform.
Thee total impact is 5 x (7 0 + 60) — 5 x (0.105 — 0.025) — 0.4 basis point return.
Thee same trade however has an impact of 5 x 0.105 = 0.53 basis points return on
thee local platform. Recall that r\ reflects the interaction of trading duration on
returnn rt. Significant results are found for rr0,T\ and T3. First, rTQ — 0.046 and
thiss parameter gauges the instantaneous price reaction of an order. The fact that
thiss parameter is positive implies that a buy-order after a longer period of inactivity,, i.e. Tt_i^TT~l is large, will have a stronger instantaneous upward pressure
onn prices. Notice also that rri,i=1 S) are negative, i.e. the price impact of previous
buy-orderss is gradually decreasing over time. As an example, consider a 5 million
buy-orderr on the domestic platform at time t* since the previous trade. The expectedd instantaneous price reaction on a local market given this duration is given
byy 5 x (Yo + rT0 In (£*)) = 0.105 + 0.046 In (**). Clearly, the impact of a trade is an
increasingg function in t*. Because we find a positive TQ, this implies that a transactionn arriving after a long interval of inactivity has a stronger impact on trades than
aa transaction after a short interval of inactivity. This result contrasts the findings of
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Dufourr and Engle (2000) or Spierdijk (2002) who both find a stronger impact after
aa short time interval.
Lett us now turn our attention to estimation results of the order flow equation
Qt.Qt. First, notice that the constant in our regression model is positive and significant
differentlyy from zero. Second, the parameters / y and z( measure the impact of
previouss price movements r ( _; on the order flow Qt. As shown by table (3.7), we
findd negative and significant values for 8® and 3®, which means that upward price
movementss in bonds are likely to be followed by sell orders. However, because zf is
positive,, this effect is gradually decreasing when previous orders where dated longer
backk in history. We also find that ^f

is positive and highly significant and this

impliess a strong autocorrelation in order flow, i.e. a buy (sell) order is likely to be
followedd by some additional buy (sell) orders. Hasbrouck (1991a) and Dufour and
Englee (2000) also document the same finding. Negative values for rf however implies
thatt this pattern decreases when duration is longer and activity is lower. However,
becausee the duration coefficients i y are negative and significant, the autocorrelation
effectt is gradually decreasing over time. Notice also the positive and significant öf
parameters,, which shows that the autocorrelation effect is stronger on the EuroMTS
platform. 25 5
Withh respect to the results of the return equation for the other 2011 bond series,, we do find differences between the domestic platform and EuroMTS in these
markets;; the 60 parameter is significant for Belgium (<50 - 0.067) and Germany
(bo(bo = -0.226). 2 6 We do find a positive 7Q for the other bond series, which runs
fromm 0.007 for Belgium to 0.39 for Germany. The lagged variables Yt &re n ° t significant.. We find a significant r 0 parameter for Belgium (r 0 = -0.047) and France
22

'Because the estimation results suggest some interaction between duration, signed quantity and

pricee impact we test whether these coefficient are jointly zero in the return equation using a Wald
testt based on the White estimator, which is \ f 4 ) distributed under the null-hypothesis. \Vc reject
thee null-hypothesis.
J,
'Too preserve space, we do not present their estimation results. They are available upon request
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(T 00 = 0.035). The results for the B T P 2012 are given by r 0 - 0.054 and again,
aa trade after a quiet period has a larger impact on price compared to the same
tradee in a busy period. Also, öo =-0.057 and the total impact of a 5-million 'buy'
tradee on the EuroMTS platform is therefore 5 x (7 0 + 60) = 0.44 basis point return.
Thee same trade however has an impact of' some 0.72 basis point return on the local
platform.. For the other 2012 bond series, we cannot find any significant r () and o 0 .

Thee empirical results so far do not take the announcement effect of macroeconornicc news into consideration. Fleming and Remolona (1999), Balduzzi. Elton and
Greenn (2001). Cohen and Shin (2003) and Green (2004) show that the largest price
movementss in government bond markets arises after the announcement of macroeconomicc news. For example. Cohen and Shin (2003) analyzes the impact of trading
onn price dynamics on the US treasury market. Their VAR estimations are based on
differentt sut>samples of high and low trading intensity. They find that the impact
off trading on return during announcement days is larger compared to days withoutt announcements. Interesting is their analysis of impulse response functions for 3
Februaryy 2000. This date was very volatile day with a lot of uncertainty concerningg future supply of US treasuries. The nature of this shock, which occurred the
dayy before 27 , was so unique that uncertainty still existed several days after.

Our

approachh however does not isolate volatile days. Instead, it averages the trading
intensityy throughout the dataset. It is however interesting to see how trading responsess to news. Green (2004) documented higher information asymmetry after the
announcementt of news because some dealers were able to absorb larger portions of
orderr flows. These dealers may have superior information about short-term price
directions.. This informational advantage will result in a dispersion of information
amongg dealers and an increase in information asymmetry in the market. This rationalee is fully consistent with the order flow information models by Lyons and Cao
J

' 0 nn February 2. ihc Treasury announced the reduction of future supply in the long end of the

curve.. This resulted in a significant flat toning of the term structure.
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(1999),, Fleming (2001) and Lyons (2001). Green (2004) also finds that prices are
moree sensitive to order flow in a period of increased liquidity after a scheduled announcement.. Cohen and Shin (2003) also documents the same pattern. Because of
thiss information asymmetry, one can argue that the urgency to trade becomes more
importantt than the costs associated with interdealer trading. To see how macroeconornicc news affects the price dynamics, we divide our dataset into a sample with no
newss and a sample with macro-economic news announcements.
Wee re-estimate the Dufour-Engle model for the Italian 2011 bond by incorporatingg news with the highest trade impact by following the outcome of Fleming and
Remolonaa (1999) and use the European equivalents of their outcome. 28 We also
includee the US jobless claims. Producer Price Index, XAPM, consumer confidence
andd Fed fund target rates as these events are also awaited anxiously by European
bondd traders and therefore may have an impact on trading.

Let us discuss the

findingss for ^\ (effect of signed quantity on return), <5[ (effect of trading platform
onn return) and T\ (effect of duration on return). 29 Because we focus on the return
equation,, we omit the superscript r. Our data could be divided into days with no
newss announcements (40043 observations) and days with news announcements (105
days,, 20781 observations). The effect of order flow on return is reflected by the 7,
parameters.. First, the instantaneous impact of an incoming order is the largest for
dayss with news announcements and the smallest for days without announcements
(7oo

~ 0.109 versus ^l"^n"ws>

— 0.104). The lagged variables -yt_i are all posi-

tivee but insignificant.50 The impact of a trade on return for the MTS and EMTS
platformm can be analyzed through the <5; parameters. We find that ÓQ is significant
andd smallest during days without news announcements ^^°~n(W!i>

_ —0.0253 versus

ee use the European employment numbers. ECB meetings. Producer Price index. Consumer
Pricee Index. IFO survey, retail sales, gross domestic product, industrial production and consumer
confidence e
29
:i

Thee tables with estimation results are omitted in here but available upon request.

"Thee exception is -y^"'"'^ = 0.0065.
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— —0.0223). All other lagged market indicators appears not to be signifi-

cant.. Because this parameter is negative, it means that the impact is smaller on the
EMTSS trading platform but the difference becomes smaller during announcement
days.. Overall, the estimated magnitudes show that the instantaneous impact of
aa trade on the EMTS during an announcement day is larger compared to a nonannouncementt day and the difference for a 5 million Euro trade is 5 x 0.008 = 0.04
basiss point.' 1 Interesting are also the r, parameters which reflect the impact of durationn on return. Our estimates are positive, significant and larger for days without
newss announcements {T™'

nrw

"' — 0,049 versus T™Uf,> = 0.043). It shows that the

instantaneouss price impact of order flow is stronger in periods with macroeconomic
newss announcements but the impact is even stronger when trading intensity is low.
Ass a conclusive remark, the results for the Italian 2011 bond shows that order
flowss are strongly correlated but this correlation pattern gradually decreases over
time.. In addition, not only does the current order have an impact on the price
processs but also previous orders. More importantly is the finding that orders on the
Italiann platform have a larger impact on prices compared to the EuroMTS although
thiss finding is not supported by most bond series. In addition, the results also
showw that orders have a smaller impact on prices when trading intensity is large
andd this contrasts the findings of Dufour and Engle (2000) or Spierdijk (2002).
Thee impact of incoming orders is also analyzed by dividing our dataset into days
withh and without macroeconomic announcements. We find the overall sensitivity
duringg announcement days being larger and the sensitivity is magnified when trading
intensityy is fairly low. The latter implies that dealers are indeed watching order flow
too determine the true effect of news.

111

Combining the results for fit, and ->0. we find that the impact of a trade on the EMTS

perr 1 million Kuro face value is the largest during announcement days fe 0 " e

- et)nD ""'' , J —
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Impulse Response Functions

Inn this section we focns on the impulse response functions using the estimated coefficientss for the local trading platform. 32 Specifically, we are interested in an unexpectedd shock in the signed quantities innovation and its impact on return and signed
quantityy when an unexpected buy trade of 5 million Euro's occurs in the market.
Here,, we use the average trading intensity for analyzing the systems dynamics and
thee model changes into

pp

P

whichh is the VAR model that Hasbrouck (1991) used. Again, we focus our discussion
onn the impulse response functions of the Italian securities which are given in figure
3.4.. This figure also shows the impulse response function when a trade occurs in a
periodd with high trading intensity (straight line) and in a period with low trading
intensityy (dotted line). In the high trading intensity case, we pick a trade with Tt-itT
onn the 10É/l quantile and, in case of low trading intensity, we pick a trade with Tt-i.T
onn the 90ê/l quantile. As we can see, the initial response at time t = 1 is much
largerr during a period of low trading activity. The appendix gives us some details
off impulse response functions in these cases.
Ann unexpected buy trade results in a positive response as a buy will always be
tradedd on the ask side. Note that the initial impact of a buy trade is much larger
whenn the market is quiet, i.e. the time between trades is large. The lowest impact on
thee price process occurs when trading intensity is high. As we can see inn the figures,
ann unexpected positive shock results in a instantaneous upward price movement
betweenn 0.4 basis points to 0.6 basis points for the I3TP 2011 and 0.4 basis points
'"Thee appendix provides details on the calculation of the impulse response functions.
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too 0.9 basis points for the B T P 2012. The bid-ask bound arises in the second trade
andd this will cause the impulse response function to move downwards. However, the
estimationss suggested a positive correlation between order fiows and a buy order
iss likely to be followed by additional buy orders. The system therefore does not
instantaneouss move back to its equilibrium but it will take approximately 9 trades.
Thee permanent effect of a initial buy on the price process is positive as shown by
thee accumulated response function. As we can see. the permanent impact runs from
0.455 basis points to 0.9 basis points with the highest impact for periods in which
tradingg intensity is low followed by average and high trading intensive periods.

Wee also computed the impulse response functions taking news announcements
intoo account. As we can see in figure 3.5 and 3.6. the accumulated impact of a 5
millionn Euro buy trade has resulted in an 0.57 basis points increase in return in
casee when no news arrives and 0.64 basis points when news arrives. However, the
impactt is larger during periods with a higher trading intensity as the accumulated
responsee stands at 0.65 basis points for no-announcement days and 0.7 basis points
forr announcement days.

3.55

Conclusions

Thiss chapter focuses on the costs of trading European sovereign bonds. It offers
somee insights in the microstructure of the European government bond market using
dataa from the MTS global market bond trading system. This platform is the largest
pann European interdealer system in which market makers are obligated to quote two
sides.. Our analyses focus on the benchmark bonds from Belgium, Trance, Germany
andd Italy. An interesting feature of this market is that we have both a local and
EuroMTSS trading platform where the securities can be traded. At first sight, the
EuroMTSS platform appears to be redundant as the local markets provide a larger
numberr of securities while attracting the largest part of the order flow. We analyzed
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aa number of reasons which might explained the existence of the EuroMTS platform.
Wee first measured trading costs using static measures such as the quoted spread,
thee effective spread and the realized spread. The results show that the spreads in
thee bond market are very small, between 1 and 3 basis points for the issues with
maturitiess up to 10 years. The 30-year issues have somewhat higher spreads. The
spreadss are smallest for the most actively traded issues such as the Italian 10-year
bonds.. For some securities there are small differences between the spreads on the
MTSS domestic trading platforms and EuroMTS. The domestic markets typically
offerr slightly better spreads (both quoted and effective) although differences are
small,, and if they exist, they turn into the local platforms' favor.

Any reason

favoringg the existence of the EuroMTS system cannot be based to differences in
spreadss or price impacts of order flow. We think that this issue traces back to the
requestt of treasury agents to have a domestic platform for monitoring rather than
onee dominant European platform. In addition, although the local systems provide
aa richer menu of bonds, some participants are willing to trade only the benchmark
securities. .

Wee then turned our attention to the price impact of trades and trading duration.. The interdealer literature suggests that a key role is played by inventory control
whichh depends on trading activity. Specifically, we argue that it is more difficult to
controll inventory when trading activity is low, increasing the search cost. Moreover,
thee information content of order flow and the repeated passing of inventory create
additionall noise in the price process. We analyze price discovery by adding parameterss of trading intensity and lagged order flows, using the Dufour-Engle model.
Thee results show that order flow is an important determinant of price

fluctuations

onn the bond market. Also, trading intensity plays a key role. In contrast to findings
forr stock markets, we find a higher price impact of trades after long durations, and
lowerr price impacts when trading activity is high. We also And that the order flow
becomess less correlated after long durations. Finally, we divided our dataset into
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dayss with and without important news announcements and re-estimate the model.
Wee find that the impact of order flows is much larger under days with announcements.. This effect is even magnified under low intraday trading intensity. Finally,
whenn analyzing the price impacts of a trade, we find that the EuroMTS turns out
too be a better channel for trading large trades although the reported differences
aree very small. We therefore conclude that both trading platforms are very much
integrated. .
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3.AA

Appendix to Chapter 3

3.A.11

Appendix: Econometric Details

Thiss appendix provides a discussion on the econometric method used in the Dufour-Erigle
model.. Instead of estimating model (3.6) per equation, we estimate the model as a dynamic
simultaneouss equation model. Following Hasbrouck (1991a). we first rewrite the model
intoo vector notation
P

PP

P
Ë x

YYtt = £ A,Y(_i + a+ J2 * t-« + J2ÖiDt-&t-i

+ GY < + Ëo h l T tQt + £t (3.8)

where e
rt-i rt-i

Y t --

ln(Tln(Ttt..ii,,TTf-f-11)r)rtt..i i

,X t _ ( (

(3.9) )

Qt-i Qt-i

and d
~ rr

0?0? 7?

,c 00 =

C, ,

6? 6?

00

^-T

Bt t

,F0= =

(3.10) )

, GG =
00

00 7o
00

(3.n; ;

0

Heree the Yt variables are endogenous as it contains the output of the system while Xt
containss the observable input variables and therefore being exogenous. The reduced form
off the t-th equation in model 3.8 is given by
pp

Y,,

-

(I

2

YY

-G

p

p

AiY t _i+a 4- Y BjXf_,- + Y CiDt-iQt-i + F 0 In TtQt + et
PP

pp

== ] T A^Yt-i+a 4- J2 Bixt-i

+ Y CiDt-iQt-t + F 0 In TtQt + v(

(3.12)

Wheree the disappearance of the accent above denotes a multiplication with (I — G )
Forr example
ii

11

^ ( I a - G r ' A , --

~Q ~Q

(3.13) )
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. The model as

suchh is not identified as we cannot track the structural parameters using its reduced form
(3.12).. This identification problem arises as the reduced model is not able to identify the
7gg parameter of the original model without some additional restrictions on the model.
However,, we can calculate its value from the relation V\j — Su + 7o^2.t which implies

%% =C'"'{l'T "f

(3.14)

var{vvar{v22.t) .t)
Thee 7Q parameter can be interpreted as the instantaneous impact of an incoming trade on
thee return residual and therefore on return itself. It must be non-negative due to a bidaskk price. Note that this contemporaneous correlation also implies that we cannot analyze
thee dynamics of the system by simply isolating a shock in the order flow innovation as
aa shock in 62,t tells us something about £\j and hence about the dynamics of the total
system.. However, Ltltkepohl (1993) shows that the impulse response dynamics can still
bee calculated by simply multiplying both sides of equation (3.8) with the upper Choleski
decompositionn of the residuals variance-covariance matrix H„. Because or model contains
AR-terms,, it is useful to rewrite model (3.12) compactly in its final form for estimation
purposes s
Y tt

=

--

A ( L ) " 1 [a + B (L) X f + C (L) DtQt

+ F 0 In TtQt + vt]

(3.15)

Z,A + ut

andd we calculate the joint density of the endogenous variables using Maximum Likelihood.
Ann illustration of this method is given in Hamilton (1994). 3,i

3.A.22

Appendix: Impulse Response Functions

Wee now turn to the calculation of the impulse responses for the local trading plati:!

Here,, Z, = ( t 2 , X ( , D,Q,, lnT,Qt). A = vcc[a, * j , * 2 , *:s] and u, = A{hflvt.

operatorss are defined as A(L) = I2 - £i'_i AJJ.B{L)
( 2 x 2 ))

*ii = A (L)

l

(2x2)

B(L) .<J>2 = A (L) ' C ( L ) and <J>:, = A(L)'1

impliess that Yt\At ~ N (z<A,. A (L) ' S,.A (L)

u

)

= YJLx BtL\C[L)

The lag

= E J U / ' . L ' and

(2x2)

F{). The final form representation
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One way of constructing the impulse response function has been suggested by
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Hasbrouckk (1991b). By making assumptions about invertability and covariance stationary
componentss one can represent the VAR(p) model as an MA (ex) model. The coefficients of
thiss MA model are then the emote revision parameters. In our case, we take as a starting
pointt the reduced form model (3.12).
PP

rrtt

=

a''

(3.16) )
QtQt

=

««++ £ ( # + *? In ^)r,_<

Wee assume that the system at time t — 0 is in its long run equilibrium, i.e. no one is
= 0, i = 1.....P)

participatingg in trades (Qt-i

makingg the market (r t _j = 0,2 = 1 ;

- P}-

while market makers are not actively
The impulse response function of a time

seriess r^ due to an unexpected shock in Qt is given by IR and is analyzed at time t + n
throughh the following expression
/ r ( r i , e 2 . ,, = < 5 . f i , - i )

=

tJ[rt^n\E2.t=e.et^

= ... = £^n=0,nt-i}

(3.17)

-E[r-E[rtt--nn\E\E22.t.t

= 0- e<-i = . . . = e,_„ = 0,

U^]

Heree the first term of (3.17) reflects the system when it has been hit only once by a shock b
att time t while the second term assumes that the system stays in its long run equilibrium.
Becausee both terms are conditioned under the same information set f ^ _ i , it analyzes the
realizationn of a system which are identical up to time t. An important aspect pointed
outt by Koop et al. (1996) is that the impulse response function of linear models does
nott depend on the history' of the information set. This aspect is worth considering in
ourr model as one can expect a different impulse response function for rt during different
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tradingg intensity. We therefore apply two methods for calculating the impulse response
functionn as given by system (3.16).
Thee first method is by simply substituting the average trading duration for Tt^^T
whichh is by definition exactly equal to TT. As a result, system (3.16) changes into a linear
VARQyy ) model.

pp

p

PP

P

Thee second method that we apply in here is to compare the price impact of an unexpectedd buy during periods of high and low trading intensity. We analyze the system
underr the situation that one unexpected trade is conducted in a period of high and low
tradingg intensity. To do so. we use the 10-th percentile trade based on the distribution
°ff Tkigh — [10.00 — 10.30) am interval and the 90-th trade based on the distribution
°ff Tl&w — [17.00 — 17.30}pm interval. On average, these intervals have the highest and
lowestt number of trades. In other words, for every bond we select two trades with duration
TTtthhlflfTT and T(™T such that
7j"f^^

=

10/7i—percentile trade in interval r = r^igh

(3.19)

TTtt™™!!TT = 90th—percentile trade in interval r = rimv
Ass a result, the system changes again into a VAR(/J) model

PP

rrtt

=

P

r

a + ^^r,_

i

+ r57r0(3t + 5^7Ï<5t-i + '"u

i - ll
PP

i=l
P

ö

QtQt = Q + ^ ^ r ; _ ! + ^ 7 ? ^ - ! + ^ ,
wheree 7r0 is either In '-',T or In ~^-

plou

(3.20)
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Notee that the dynamics of system (3.18) and (3.20) cannot be analyzed by simply isolatingg a shock in the order flow innovation Z2,t- The reason for this is the contemporaneous
correlationn between the residuals. Hence, as a shock in E2,t tells us something about £ 1-t
andd hence about, the dynamics of the total system. This is an important reason to use the
MA(oc)) model as the orthogonal innovations do not obscure the actual reaction towards
thee system. For example, both (3.18) and (3.20) can be written as Yt = Et + X ^ i @i~t-i
wheree the matrix 9n has the interpretation dYt^n

— 8nÖ£t.

Instead of this MA(oc) ap-

proach,, we continue to use the reduced form of systcm(3.16) and follow the approach of
Lutkepohll (1994), page 51, which requires the use of a Choleski decomposition of the
variancee matrix.
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Figuree 3.1: The estimated spread based on absolute price differencess on the MTS versus the EMTS. Data runs from 4 February
20022 until 15 February 2002.
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Figuree 3.2: Intraday pattern of quoted spread for the B T P 2011.
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Figuree 3.3: The average effective and realized spread.
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Figuree 3.4: Impulse response function for the Italian 2011 bond
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Figuree 3.5: Impulse response function for the Italian 2011 bond (No news announcements) )
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Figuree 3.6: Impulse response function for the Italian 2011 bond (News announcements) )
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C h a p t e rr 4
Yieldd Differentials and Basis Risk
Abstract t
Hedgingg and speculative motives of market makers often require basis strategies.. The risk involved in the payoff of these strategies depends on the basis
riskk arid cannot be diversified away. Using simulations based on a risk-averse
model,, we find a convex relation between quoted spread and basis risk. This
convexityy suggests the following: the market maker increases his spread as
aa compensation for the increased hedge difficulty. When basis volatility becomess very large however, the quoted spread becomes even larger indicating
hiss unwillingness to trade. Based on these findings, we study the basis risk for
fourr fixed income securities in Europe. We estimate the basis risk volatility
andd find that bonds that are traded at a premium, like Germany and France,
havee lower basis volatility. These findings shows that, next to credit risk and
liquidity,, basis risk is an important factor in explaining why some European
bondss are traded at a significant premium.

4.11

Introduction and Motivation

Thiss chapter analyzes the impact of basis volatility on the pricing of Eurozone
sovereignn bonds. Hedging and speculative motives of market makers often require
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strategiess involving positions in both the futures and spot-market. These are socalledd basis strategies and arise from the market makers need to hedge incoming
orderr flow. The payoff of these strategies depends on the basis volatility or basis
risk.. In this chapter we argue that basis risk is a relevant factor in determining the
pricee of a fixed income security.

Thiss chapter has two objectives. The first objective is to analyze the impact of
basiss risk on the price formation when hedging is involved. We show that the basis
riskk (or basis volatility) is relevant as it determines the final payoff of a trader's
hedgedd position. Basis risk is also important due to costs associated with managing
inventoryy and holding a position. 1 These costs are mostly operational costs, waiting
costss or a deviation from an optimal (mean-variance efficient) portfolio. The more
difficultt it is to hedge, i.e. the larger the basis volatility, the more difficult it is to
managee these costs and the higher the required compensation for offering liquidity.
Usingg simulations we find a convex relation between the quoted spread and basis
risk.. More specific, an increase in the basis risk results in a more than proportional
wideningg of the quoted spread. This non-linearity in spread dynamics suggests the
following:: a market maker requires a higher compensation for his services when
hiss exposure to basis risk increases by quoting a larger bid-ask spread. When the
basiss risk becomes problematic however, he widens his spread even more and this
indicatess his reluctance to trade.
Thee second objective of this chapter is to estimate the basis risk for some Eurozone?? government bonds using transaction data from the MTS trading system and
bundd future data from EUREX. Although the bund future requires the delivery of
Germann bonds, there exist a relation between the futures and the cash market even
iff the cash instruments cannot be delivered because the futures and spot market are
drivenn by the same interest rates. If we exclude the futures market in our analysis.
'Secc for example Gannan (1976), Stoll (1978) . Ho and Stoll (1981) or O'Hara (1995) for a
moree general overview.
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theree exists a hedging relation between sovereign bonds through the repomarket. 2
Wee show that bonds with larger basis volatility are traded at a premium.

This

providess an alternative explanation for the yield differences in the Eurozone besides
creditt risk or liquidity premium.
Ass far as we know, we are the first to address the role of hedging quality to
explainn yield differences using trading data. Most papers analyze the determinants
off yield differentials from the perspective of country specific factors, default risk or
liquidity.. For Eurozone bonds, Bernoth, Hagen and Schuknecht (2003) states that
"the"the main analytical problem is whether these interest differentials can be explained
byby default risk and or liquidity risk preniia." The importance of default risk has also
beenn shown by Codogno, Favero and Missale (2003) for the Eurozone area. They
statee "the risk of default is a small but important component of yield

differentials."

andd ''liquidity factors play a smaller role. " Differences in credit rating are eminently
thee case for European sovereign bonds. These securities run from a "AAA " status
inn Germany, France, Austria and the Netherlands to A + for Greek bonds.' Lonning
(1999)) shows that (in the pre-Euro area) the yield differentials are a function of
thee country specific macroeconomic variables like government debt, budget deficit,
currentt account and credit rating. Many studies also argue that illiquid fixed income
2

Too sec this, consider a market maker buying a Belgian treasury bond. In a back-to-back trade.

thiss security could be sold right away to another customer, earning the bid-ask spread. However.
itt is most, likely that this bond is not sold immediately, and the market maker must raise funds
too finance this position through a repo. Besides the financing of this trade, the market maker
mustt also hedge its new position by selling a similar security with the same duration. In this case.
thee market maker may conduct a reverse repo financed using cash from the short sale. Duffie
(1996)) addresses the issue of special repo rates in a theoretical framework. He finds that anyone
whoo holds a special security can borrow at low costs and reinvest this in the general collateral
repoo rate, earning a repo investment. As a result, securities which arc on special (or likely to go
onn special) will carry a higher price than otherwise identical issues. Jordan and Jordan (1997)
providee empirical evidence supporting this idea and find that the liquidity premium associated
withh "'on-t he-run" issues is likely due to repo specialness.
:JJ
Based on S&:P's credit rating system.
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securitiess should provide a higher yield in order to induce investors to keep these
securitiess in their portfolio. See for example Ainihud and Mendelsohn (1991). Warga
(1992).. Chakravarty and Sarkar(1999) and Strebulaev (2001). In the Eurozone, the
operationss conducted by the treasury agents in the primary market for 10-year
bondss vary from 5 billion Euro in Finland to 25 billion Euro in Germany and Italy.
Differencess also exist in the secondary market.

In terms of activity, trading in

thee Italian and German securities is among the largest in the world. Cheung, de
Jongg and Rindi (2004) provide some information about the trading activity on the
MTSS trading system, which is the largest interdealer trading platform for European
governmentt bonds. They find that some 85% of all trading activity in the running
10-yearr bonds stems from trading in Italian BTP securities.
Interestingly,, the liquidity and trading activity story do not fully explain the yield
differencess in the Eurozone. To see this, take a look at figure 4.1. This figure shows
thee yield spread between various 10-year benchmark bonds issued in 2003 in the
Eurozone.. As we can see, the Dutch state loan is traded on average at a lower yield
thann its French equivalent (average spread is -2.2 basis points) while the Netherlands
iss less active on the issuance side. The result is even more interesting for the Italian
10-yearr security, which is the most actively traded security on the secondary market.
Itt is however trading above its Portuguese 'equivalent' (average spread is 7.1 basis
points)) and traded almost at par with the Greek bond (average spread is -0.4 basis
points).. Figure 4.2 gives us a snapshot from the tradeweb platform of prices quoted
byy market makers on the European bond market. 4 Let us take a look at the depicted
quotee for the same Italian 2013 bond. This security is very liquid due to its supply
inn the primary market and its activity in the secondary market but traded at a 13.4
basiss points yield pickup compared to its German 'equivalent'. On the other hand,
thee credit ratings tell a different story. The Portuguese and Italian securities are
equall in credit risk (according to Moody's and S&P) while their Greek "equivalent"

'Tradewebb i.s ihc largest client to dealer trading platform for European bonds.
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iss at one notch below.0 The Portuguese bonds however are trading at a yield pickup
off some 4 basis points pickup while Greece is trading almost at par with the Italian
20133 bond. However, the trading activity in the secondary market for these securities
iss merely a fraction of the activity found for Italian bonds. Favero, Pagano and von
Thaddenn (2004) focuses solely on liquidity and default risk on Eurozone government
bondss but they agree that these two factors are not able to explain the differences
inn yields. The importance of hedging using the bund future is also recognized

"(....)

bondsbonds traded in the cash market are not considered as a perfect hedge for position in
thethe bund future."
Thee fact that yield differences also related to hedging quality has important
implicationss for policy making. A strong fiscal convergence and operations leading
too an increase in liquidity are important for convergence of bond yields but any
measuress that can limit the basis risk should be taken into consideration as well.
Thiss can be achieved by e.g. cash settlement or allowing non-German bonds for
delivery.. Although these measures do not solve additional problems, it would help
inn lowering the 'natural' advantage incorporated in German bonds due to their
physicall delivery.6 We think that these measures can greatly improve the efficiency
off using futures to hedge Eurozone fixed income securities.

Thiss chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an introduction to basis
riskk and its role in hedging and speculation.

We also analyze the role of basis

volatilityy and its impact on the formation of prices. Section 3 outlines the cost-ofcarryy relation between the bund future and spot market securities and describes the
dataset.. Section 4 introduces the econometric model used to estimate basis risk and
providess a discussion of the estimation results. Section 5 finally concludes.
'Portuguesee and Italian securities have a credit rating of Aa2 (Moody's) or AA (SAc-P) while
Greecee is trading one notch below.
''Additionall problems like cash constraints during a roll-over period or the existence of additional
conversionss for the delivery of non-Cennan securities.
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Hedging European Sovereigns

Transactionss in futures are usually either outright or against (forward) bond positionss in the form of basis trades. The basis But represents a combination of the
futuress contract and a spot market security. Buying the basis involves the purchase
off securities and a simultaneous sell of the futures contracts. More specific, the basis
iss given by equation (4.1)
BBuu = Pitt - CiFt

(4.1)

Thee exact opposite holds when we sell the basis. Hull (1997) defines the basis as the
differencee between the spot price of assets to be hedged and the futures price of the
contract.. In the case of bond futures however, the basis is defined on a hypothetical
bond.. We therefore need to multiply the bond future with a conversion factor in
orderr to calculate the basis. 7 A long line of research has analyzed the concept of
thee basis risk, mostly in the context of hedging or speculation, see e.g. Working
(1953),, Ederington (1979), Figlewski (1984), Briys, Crouchy and Schlesinger (1993),
Castelinoo (2000), Mahul (2002) and Draper and Ring (2003). These papers look at
thee existence of the basis risk, its impact on the hedge quality and the payoff of basis
strategies.. Grossman (1988) analyzes the informational role of the basis and argues
thatt the basis does not only unify the futures and spot- market but also reflects the
differentt preferences on both markets. We now take a look at the impact of basis
riskk and the way this affects the investor's position.

4.2.11

The Role of Basis Risk in Hedging and Speculation

Lett us consider a short hedger with a portfolio consisting of a long position of Xs
unitss of an asset with price Pt and a short position of OCXR futures contracts. 8
'' Wo come hack to the issue of conversion factors later.
AA short hedger takes long positions in the basis. This requires a short position in futures and

H

aa long position in cash bonds.
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Thee market maker is free to choose 9 > 0.
equalss XB (PT - Pt)-0cXR(FT

99

The time T profit of his portfolio

- Ft) with variance X2Bo2B + e2c2X2Ba2F +

29cXBaBF.

Withoutt loss of generality, we can normalize XB = 1 and express the expected profit
andd variance in terms of the basis per unit of spot position.

The profit and its

variancee equals
F(TTF(TTSS))

=

==
a\a\
wheree ABT

=

(PT - 0cFT) - (Pt - 0cFt)

EADT

+ (1 - 0) c x EAFT

a2B + [(l-9)c]2a2F

(4.2)

+ 2(\-8)coBF

= I3T - Dt and AfV — FT - Ft.

(4.3)

Although we focus specifically on

thee role of basis risk as a measure for hedging quality, it is also of importance for
investorss who are using the basis for speculative purposes. Working (1953) already
questionedd the view of hedgers being risk minimizers and emphasized expected profit
maximization.. He states
"(The"(The hedqer) buys the spot commodity because the spot is relative low to
thethe futures price, (...), therefore he buys spot and sells the future

" and

usuallyusually in the expectation of a favorable change in the relation between
thethe spot and futures price. "
Working'ss statement is being captured by equation (4.2) and shows us that the
expectedd profit in a hedge consist of two components:
1.. Change in the expected basis component EABT.

If a strengthening of the

basiss occurs (i.e. BT widens as the bond price increases more than the futures
price),, the short hedgers position improves while a weakening results in a
worseningg of his position.
2.. Change in a speculative component

(1 — 9)c x FAFr

which is a function of

hiss control variable 9. If futures prices are unbiased, i.e. EtFt^x

— Ft, than
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thee expected hedge profit is only affected by the expected change in the basis
EM3EM3tt^. ^.

Hence,, holders of a long position in the cash market will (over) hedge if the basis
iss expected to increase and (under) hedge if the basis is expected to fall. Figlewski
(1984)) argues that basis is the risk which arises as the connection between the futures
markett and the underlying is imperfect. For bond futures, a perfect hedge (Bt — 0)
arisess if bond i is the (hypothetical) bond specified in the futures contract. Any other
bondd being delivered will have Bt > 0 to avoid arbitrage opportunities. 0 Equation
(4.3)) tells us that the risk involved in a short hedge is an increasing function of the
basiss risk an which cannot be controlled for by choosing an appropriate 9. To see
this,, let us minimize equation (4.3) with respect to 0 . This gives the minimum
variancee hedge (MVH):
MVHMVH

= ininaj => 6mm = 1 + pBF- °^

(4.4)

C Op

66

Again,, the number of contracts that one chooses is a function if the basis risk GQ.
Byy substituting equation (4.4) into the variance gives us the residual risk:
al(9„al(9„ntlntl))

= a% (\ - p2BF)

(4.5)

Equationn (4.5) shows that the residual risk depends on the basis risk a\ but also on
thee correlation between the basis and futures contract pBF.

Note that this residual

riskk always exists unless the basis and the futures contract are perfectly correlated.
Hence1,, the basis risk influences the hedge quality and the payoff of a speculative
strategy.. Any investor, who is conducting a basis strategy, should take the basis
riskk into account.
u

Too see this, equation (4.1) can be interpreted a,s the cash flow for a strategy with immediate

deliveryy of the cash bond. The expected cash flow that arises equals c,F( — Pl t = —H,j implying
btbt > f) to avoid arbitrage. In here, the trading of the basis often involves repos as both the long
andd short need funds to pay (obtain) for the purchase (delivery) of the securities.
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Ourr next focus is the analysis of a dealer's quoted spread when he faces basis
risk.. One can argue that a market maker can control the basis risk by moving the
quotedd spot price in line with the futures contract. The dealer however, is limited
forr a number of reasons: First, according to Chan (1992), movements in the futures
pricee are a source market wide information while movements in the spot instruments
aree a source of individual news. Hence, the dealer must take individual news into
account.. In addition, a change in the dealer's quoting strategy may induce orders
thatt are not preferred by the dealer. Also, the urgency to hedge depends also on
thee market makers ability to match (unwanted) incoming buy or sell orders with
incomingg sell or buy orders. The volatility of order flow is therefore also important.

4.2.22

Basis Risk and Quoted Spread

Inn this section, we consider the impact of basis risk on the quoted spread. In order to
analyzee this, we propose a two-period model involving a risk averse market maker.
Thee following assumptions are made:

The trading period is given by G] — [to, r ) where at time r.0 the market makers
decidess his bid-price E (PT) — b and his ask-price by and E (PT) + a. No trades
arrivee in period G 2 — [r, T}. The second period can be interpreted as the after
markett hedging period in which the market maker can decide to hedge the
positionn acquired in period Gi.
We have a single market maker framework. The dealer's only stream of incomee arises from the bid-ask spread. No entrance by another market maker is
possiblee (no interdealer trading).
The market maker is only quoting one security and any hedging uses the futuress contract rather than an offsetting position in another security through
thee repomarket. At any time / e [U)/f], this portfolio consist of a trading
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accountt (Yt). a position in the security (Xt) and a position in the hedge instrumentt (Zt).

We assume that Xto — 0 and this implies (i) ZT does not

containn any futures position prior to period 6 ] and (ii) ZT is the change in
thee margin account.
The price of this hedging instrument is exogenous, i.e. cannot be influenced
byy the market maker himself. This means that the futures market is infinitely
large11 and elastic compared to the spot market.
Denote Pt as the price of the security with a conversion factor c relative to a
futuress contract with price Ft. The futures price follows a random walk, i.e.
FFtt —

! + Etj where et.j ~ N{(),a2j). Both securities are correlated through

PPtt

=

Bt + cF,

(4.6)

BBtt

=

(JBt_,+etM

(4.7)

wheree et.b ~ A r (0.a^) and at, denoting the basis risk. The innovations etj and
eett.b.b are allowed to be correlated.
Let QA and QB be the total number of buy and sell orders that the market
makerr is receiving in period 0\.U]

Both are functions of the bid and ask price

sett by the market maker.
QQAA
QQ

=

^a-'+e^u

— t,bb

(4.8)

+ £tmy

wheree Si^ktiy.sdi) ~ -^((haf) distributed.
Let //, describes the hedge ratio of his position and H = h [Qh — Qa) is the
fractionfraction of his position which is hedged using a futures contract. The decision
too hedge is made at time r.
10

Fromm the perspective of the denier.
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Assume that the market maker is risk averse and maximizes the utility of
terminall wealth. The market maker optimizes

maxx

U =

max E (WT) - ha\v

S—a^b.hS—a^b.h

subjectt to EWT

(4.9)

S=a~b

> 0 and S > 0

(4.10)

wheree 7 is his constant relative risk aversion. The inequalities given in equationss (4.10) tell us that a market maker will stop quoting when he expects to
endd with a negative wealth.

Lett us now consider the construction of the optimal hedge ratio h* and the bidaskk spread S — a + b quoted by the dealer.

To solve these problems, we work

backwardss by first solving the problem of the optimal hedge fraction.
S t e pp 1: Terminal wealth WV can be expressed as a function of the value of his
inventoryy XT, a hedge position ZT and a trading account YT:
WWTT

=

XXTT

=

ZZTT

=

YYTT

=

XT + ZT + YT
(Xt0 + Qb - Qa) PT
h(Qb-Qa)AET
[Yt0 + Qa(P

+

a)-Qn(p-b)}(\+r)r-T

Thee time T value of the dealer's inventory equals his initial position Xto plus the
numberr of securities bought (Qb) minus the number of securities sold (Qa).

The

inventoryy is evaluated at price Pr. Because we assumed that Xto = 0, the inventory
att the end of period (-)2 arises solely from his market making activity in period B j .
Thee trading account is given by his initial size Ytll plus the value Qa sold at the askpricee (p + a) minus the value QB bought at the bid-price (p — b). Any borrowing
andd lending occurs at a rate? r and is constant between period 0 and T. We come to
thee following proposition:
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P r o p o s i t i o nn 5 The dealer will hedge a fraction H* — h* [Qb — Qa) of his inventory
level.level. Here H* is given by

H*H* = h* (Qb - Qa]

cov{Bcov{BTT.F.FTT\n\nTT) ) bb
aa
++ c {Q{Q -Q-Q ))
var(Fvar(Frr\n\nTT) )

(4.n;

Proof.. See appendix point 1
Equationn (4.11) shows that an important role is played by the correlation between
thee basis and the futures price. If the basis is independent of the futures price
(i.e.. cov (BT, FT\flT)

— 0), the market maker will take a hedge ratio equal to the

conversionn factor. For example, if Qb > Qa, the dealer will short sell c (Qb — Qa)
futuress contracts." Using the notation of the previous section, we must have 0 = 1,
resultingg in an expected profit equal to
E(TTE(TTSS)=AB)=ABTT

(4.12)

Onn the other hand, if cm) (BT, FT\ilT)

^ 0, the market maker will short hedge — H*

futuress contracts and this implies 0 = "^{F

ill k ^ ^

an<

^ ^ne

ex

P e c t e ( l profit is

therefore e
EE M

= EABr + ^ % ^ « A F

T

(4.13)

Equationn (4.13) shows that an additional speculative component is created in the
hedgee strategy. This component depends on the change in the futures price.
Stepp 2: To see how basis risk influences the quoted price, consider the quoting
decisionn taken at time t0. Note that at time tG the terminal wealth can be expressed
ass a function of the decision variables (a, b) by substituting H* as given in equation
(4.11)) into the wealth function.
111

The decision of choosing (a, 6) depends on the

Provided that the numeraire in the futures contract is the same as the spot position. As an

illustration,, assume for example that c = 0.95 and the total inventory position is 10 million Euro.
Iff the futures contract is specified per 100.000 Euro, the dealer will short sell 950 futures contracts
forr hedging purposes.
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If we denote this function as Wj-

WWTT(H*).(H*).

the

objectivee function becomes
maxEmaxE (W.*r\Q0) -

(4.14) )

^-yvar(W^\i10)

a.b a.b

Wheree the components of WT — (YV + Zr) + XT are given by
XXTT

=

ZZrr

=

YYrr

=

(Qb-Qa)Pr
-c(Qb-Qa)AFT
y t ü (l + r ) T - ' < > + [ Q a a - g ü 6 ] ( l + r ) T ^

Thee conditional expectation and variance of wealth are given by

= tï(a + b)P0 + Xtü(\+r)T-Z(a2

E(W^\%)E(W^\%)
varvar (WT\i\)

=

var (XT\Ü0)

+ var {ZT\Q0)

+var+var {YT\Ü0) + 2cov (YT,

+ b2)(l+r)T-T

(4.15)
(4.16)

XT\Ü0)

Notee that [Qb - Qa) ~ N (£ (b + a). a\ + o2a) and the calculation of the conditional
variancee requires the products of dependent Gaussian random variables and we need
simulationss of Qa and Qb to solve the problem. 12
Thee expected wealth is not only a function of the basis risk but also depends on
thee volatility of the market maker's order flow.1,5 A basis risk equal to zero implies
thatt the outstanding position is perfectly hedged using cFr futures. In this case, the
onlyy source of uncertainty stems from net order flow uncertainty as it influences the
tradingg account of the dealer. Hence, the quoted spread depends on the basis risk
l2

Thee problem stoms from the fact that terminal wealth is function of order flowxprice and both

arcc normally distributed.
simplified..

If the random variables Qt and Pt were independent, things would be

A general case about the product of independent Gaussian variables has been given

byy e.g. Goodman (1960). For an exposition of the probability density function, see Springer and
Thompsonn (1970).
"Recalll that tin1 urgency to hedge depends on the market makers ability to match (unwanted)
incomingg buy or sell orders with incoming sell or buy orders.
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The larger 0 deviates from 1, the more difficult it is to

matchh order flows and the larger the uncertainty in the trading account. Because
off this reason, we take the volatility in the buy {a^y) and sell order flow (asdi) into
consideration.. The exact simulation process is outlined in the appendix (step 2).
Thee outcome of the simulation process is depicted in figure 4.3 and shows that the
quotedd spread is a convex function of basis volatility. This convexity suggests that
thee market maker is controlling his exposure to basis risk by increasing his spread as
aa compensation for the increased hedge difficulty. However, when the basis volatility
becomess very large, the quoted spread becomes even larger indicating his reluctance
too trade. Note also that a 0 different from 1 will result in a higher quoted spread in
orderr to limit the exposure of order flow on the trading account.

4.33

Data

Inn the previous section we saw that the basis risk is important in determining the
qualityy of a hedge and the payoff of any arbitrage strategy. Any investor holding
aa security with a higher basis risk should be compensated through a higher yield.
Usingg this idea, we estimate the basis risk for some 10-year Eurozone government
bondss using transaction data from the MTS trading system and the EUREX for the
bundd future during the period January 2000 to May 2001.

4.3.11

The Cost of Carry Relation

Inn the absence of market frictions and uncertainty, the futures price should equal the
pricee of the underlying bond plus the cost of carry. Any breakdown of this relation
mustt result in an exposure since traders hedge the position in the spot market using
ann offsetting position in the futures market. A large number of studies focus on
thee relation between the; spot and derivatives market. Set1 for example. Stoll and
Whaleyy (1990). Chan (1992). Huang and Stoll (1994). Brooks. Garret and Hinich
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(1999)) for stock and stock futures indices and Bhattacharya (1987) and de Jong and
Donderss (1998) for the stock and stock options market. These studies find significant
lead-lagg relation although this relation is not unidirectional as the cash index may
affectt the futures market too. The rationale between these relations is found in
markett microstructure frictions that break the cost-of carry-relationship and the
leveragee character of futures markets, which creates better trading opportunities for
informedd traders. Subrahmanyam (1991) discuss the role of information and shows
inn a theoretical setup that liquidity traders prefer to trade the basket rather than
thee underlying security. The reason for this is twofold. First, the transaction cost
off basket trading like futures is much lower compared to the individual securities.
Second,, the security specific adverse selection component tends to diversify away
inn a basket. However, this increased activity of liquidity trading also facilitates the
incomingg of informed traders as they can better hide their strategic trades among
thee noise, see e.g. Kyle (1985).

Lett us now turn our attention to the German (Bund) futures contract that is
usedd in this study. This contract is based on a hypothetical bond with a coupon of 6
percentt and a maturity of exactly 10 years starting on the settlement date. Quotationn in this contract is in a percentage of par value carried out in two decimals. The
contractt size is 100.000 Euro and every 0.01 percent of price movements represent
100 Euro. Delivery of bonds takes place on the 10-th day of March, June. Septemberr or December or the immediate following trading day. The last trading day is
alwayss two exchange days prior to the delivery day where trading in the running
contractt stops at 12.30 CET. Trading hours are between 8.00 and 19.00. The daily
settlementt price is based on the volume weighted average price of the last 5 trades.
Iff these trades are older than 15 minutes or if more than 5 trades occurred during
thee last minute, all trades during that 15-minute period are considered. The final
settlementt price is determined at 12.30 p.m. CET on the last trading day and is
basedd on the last ten trades, provided that they are not older than 30 minutes. If
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moree than 10 trades occurred during the last minutes all trades are considered in
thiss period. Although the bund futures contract is based on a hypothetical bond,
deliveryy is based on a tangible asset. In order to avoid any manipulations in the
spott market, one can deliver any German bond with a maturity between 8.5 and
10.55 years and a minimum issue size of 2 billion Euro. 14 Any bond that satisfies
thee contract specifications may be delivered, and this will result in an conflict of
interest.. A holder of a long position hopes to receive a bond with a high coupon
andd significant accrued interest while a holder of the short position hopes to deliver
aa bond with a low coupon shortly after the coupon payment date. In order to solve
thiss conflict of interest, the amount exchanged for the bond (invoice price) will be
adjusted.. Because the investor being short in the futures contract has the delivery
option,, he will receive an invoice amount at date T equal to
CiFCiFTT + acCitT

(4.17)

wheree FT is the futures settlement price, Cj is the conversion factor of bond i being
deliveredd and ACCij

the accrued interest of bond i at time T.

The conversion

factorr is simply the price unit of face value such that every bond has the same yield
iff purchased. The yield selected for calculation is the same as the coupon rate in the
definitionn of the contract. If we denote the coupon of the hypothetical bond by 7,
wee can calculate the conversion factor for bond 1 with coupon 7- maturing at time
MM in a discrete setup as1:>
M-T M-T

)) =

Z T T T ^ + T T T ^

1=1 1=1

11
111

^

7(l + 7)"-T

Because of the relative size of the futures market to the spot market, the futures market is

potentiallyy exposed to priee manipulations. A strategy often depicted as an example is the short
squeeze..

Investors can take a long position in the futures contract and the underlying bond.

Investorss who want to cover their short position will drive up the futures price. At the same time.
anyy investor who wants to deliver the specified contract will drive up the bond price.
11
'In our ease, wc set -S — 6% for the bund futures contract.
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Wee see that if ~( = y. the conversion factor equals 1. If ^ > y. the conversion
factorr is larger than 1 and smaller otherwise. The conversion factor shows us that,
byy adjusting the price, one can provide any investor with the approximately the
samee yield with different coupons. However, conversion factors are not a waterproof
methodd when the term structure is not flat at the notional coupon rate. One can
showw (appendix point 3) that the futures price follows the price of the underlying
deliverablee bond, its repo rate and the time until maturity.

All the parameters

neededd to calculate the fair price of the futures contracts are known in advance. lf)
Benningaa and Wiener (1999) show in a continuous setting that the optimal CTD will
havee either the largest or lowest coupon (given a fixed maturity) as long as there are
noo delivery options in the contract. Intuitively, given a maturity, the duration of a
bondd is determined by the coupon and bonds with the highest duration (i.e. lowest
coupon)) becomes relative cheap compared to other deliverable securities when the
curvee steepens.

4.3.22

Bond Data

Thee bonds that we use in our analysis are the running benchmark 10-year bonds
issuedd in 2001 by Italy, Belgium, IVance and Germany. 17 There are two reasons to
considerr these bonds. First, the number of observations of these bond series is the
largestt and therefore most suitable for statistical inference. Second, the 10-year area
off the European yield-curve is very active in terms of trading activity and issuance
byy government agents. It is also considered to be the most important long bond on
thee yield curve. The trading characteristics of these bonds are presented in table
"'Runningg a cash and carry strategy also involves the paying of a repo rate while at the same
timee earning interest on the coupons. When the coupon rates arc higher than the repo rates, we
havee a positive carry. As a result, future prices with a longer delivery date have a lower price as it
costt less to conduct the strategy. On the other hand, if we have negative carry, the futures price
forr securities with a longer delivery date is higher.
!
'' These bonds were also considered in the previous chapter.
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Tablee 4.1: Trading Characteristics of Spot Market Securities
Tablee reports trading characteristics of the bonds considered for our econometric analysis.. We focus on the 10-year benchmark bonds of Belgium (OLO). France (OAT). Germany(DBR)) and Italy (BTF).
Bondd Type
Totall number of trades
Percentagee EuroMTS trades
Totall volume
Volumee EuroMTS
Averagee local volume
Averagee EuroMTS volume
EuroMTSS / local volume
percentagee 5mio trades
percentagee lOmio trades

OLOO 5% OATT 59f DBRR 5.25% B T PP 5.25%
09-2011 1 10-2011 1
01-2011 1
08-2011 1
5542 2
32 2

1754 4
67 7

2886 6
72 2

62735 5
21 1

18472 2
14585 5
8.99 9
8.22 2
0.91 1
27 7
71 1

32028 8
20875 5
7.11 1
6.55 5
0.92 2
67 7
32 2

17520 0
12905 5
5.71 1
6.21 1
1.09 9
81 1
17 7

354140 0
80758 8
5.52 2
6.13 3
1.11 1
88 8
99

4.11 which is taken from Chapter 3. As we can see, the number of observations is
thee largest (smallest) for the Italian (German) securities. On the other hand, the
averagee trade size is smallest in the Italian securities. Table 4.2 uses equation (4.18)
too calculate the conversion factors for the different bonds considered in our analysis

4.3.33

Bund Futures Data

Lett us turn our attention to the trading characteristics of the Bund futures contract.
Dataa comes from trading on the EUREX, which is an electronic trading platform for
derivatives. 1 "" The sample of intraday futures traded on the EUREX system spans
thee period 2 January 2000 until December 2001. Because our intraday bond trades
runn from January 2000 until May 2001. we limit our analysis up to the June 2001
contract.. This gives us a total of 6 contracts (4 contracts in 2000 and the March
andd June. 2001 contract).
18

Ann identical contract is traded on the LIFFE in London. A comparable contract is traded on

thee ('BOT. In contrast to its European equivalent, this security has a cash delivery rather than a
physicall delivery.
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Tablee 4.2: Conversion Factors

Tablee reports the conversion factors (assuming that these bonds could be delivered). These
conversionn factors are calculated using the following formula:

wheree 7 = 0.0G is the coupon of the hypothetical bond, T is the delivery date and M the
maturityy data of the bond.

March-02 2
June-02 2
September-02 2
December-02 2
March-03 3
.June-03 3

OL055 9/11 OAT55 10/11 DBR5.255 01/11 BTP5.255 08/11
0.9521 1
0.9381 1
0.9377 7
0.9545 5
0.9531 1
0.9390 0
0.9555 5
0.9394 4
0.9542 2
0.9403 3
0.9565 5
0.9407 7
0.9552 2
0.9416 6
0.9576 6
0.9420 0
0.9562 2
0.9433 3
0.9429 9
0.9586 6
0.9572 2
0.9447 7
0.9442 2
0.9597 7

Tablee 4.3 provides an overview of trading activity per contract as found in our
dataset..

We see that the largest part of trading activity is concentrated in the

frontt contract. We also present the most important results graphically for the June
20011 and September 2001 contract (patterns are similar for other series). Figure
4.44 depicts the large trading activity in the June 2001 contract until Ith June (day
1000 in the picture), which is the beginning of the expiration month and 8 days
beforee the final trading day of this contract. In contrast, trading is rather modest
inn the follow up contract as can be seen in figure 4.5, but trading activity picks
upp considerably in the 100-th day while at the same time, the average number of
contractss per trades falls. This increased trading activity in combination with the
smalll number of contracts per trade suggests that bond traders are actively hedging
theirr portfolio as much as they can. The fact that activity is mainly concentrated in
thee nearest contract suggests that this is rather a short-term hedge. Active hedging
off portfolios is a phenomenon widely seen in these markets. Xaik and Yadav (2003)
forr example; provide empirical evidence of bond traders hedging their bond positions
usingg duration measures on the Gilt (UK) market. The analysis shows us that the
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Tablee 4.3: Trading Characteristics Bund Future
Overvieww of trading activity on the KUREX for the Bund future as found in our dataset.
Valuess between brackets reflects the observations in the running months. As an illustration,, let us take a look at the June 2001 contract. The table shows us that a total of 111
tradingg days were observed in our dataset giving a total of 720 thousand trades or 42.2
millionn contracts (this reflects an average of 58.7 contracts per trade). More importantly,
tradingg is concentrated is the period when this contract is front running (1 March until 7
June).. During this period, some 710 thousand trades were observed reflecting 41.5 million
contracts.. This equals 590 thousand contracts per day.
Contract t

Marchh 2001

Junee 2001

Septemberr 2001

Numberr of contracts
Numberr of trades
Average11 Trading Size

33.3 3
0.51 1
65.5 5
49 9

42.22 (41.5)
0.722 (0.71)
58.7 7
111 1
0.59 9

38.2(37.7) )
0.644 (0.63)
60.0 0
176 6
0.54 4

41.77 (41.1)
0.855 (0.85)
48.9 9
179 9
0.60 0

36.88 (36.4)
0.655 (0.64)
56.8 8
173 3
0.55 5

Numberr of Trading days
Contractss per Day (running months)
Contract t

0.68 8
Decemberr 2001 Marchh 2002 Junee 2002

Numberr of contracts
Numberr of trades
Averagee Trading Size
Numberr of Trading days
Contractss per Day (running months)

48.55 (48)
0.833 (0.82)
58.6 6
188 8
0.70 0

followw up contracts starts immediately on the first day of the maturity month of
thee previous contract. Using this information, we construct a single time series of
futuree prices. Every trading day is divided in 96 intervals of 5 minutes and runs
fromm 8.00 and 18.00 GET. We take the volume weighted-price if a trade occurred in
thesee inlervals and use non-available otherwise.
Wee follow Bollerslev. Cai and Song (2000) and model futures return as \nFt

-

Inn Ft-\ where Ft is the volume weighted average price in a 5-minute interval. The
samplee mean of the 5-minute futures series is —0.0001 and indistinguishable from
zeroo at standard significance level giving the sample standard deviation of 0.027%.
However,, the returns are clearly not normally distributed. For example, the skew-
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nesss of —0.93 and a kurtosis of 66.2 are both highly significant. At the same time,
thee maximum and minimum return of 0.50% and 0.66% do not represent any sharp
discontinuitiess in the series. In order to evaluate some of the intraday periodicity of
returns,, we calculate sample mean for the absolute returns. Its pattern is depicted in
figuree 4.6 and reflects a broad U-shape which is closely linked to the cycle of market
activity.. Volatility is gradually increasing until 10.00 CET (interval 24) after which
volatilityy drops with a low around the lunch hours. Market volatility is relative
quiett but starts picking up around 14.30 CET (interval 74) in which market makers
aree preparing themselves for the opening of the US markets. These findings are
consistentt with Ahn, Cai and Cheung (2002) for the Bund future and Scalia (1998)
forr Italian treasuries and correspond with the macroeconomic announcements in the
US,, which are regularly scheduled around 8.30 EST. A large number of studies, e.g.
Flemingg and Remolona (1997, 1999b), Balduzi, Elton and Green (2001) and Bollerslev,, Cai and Song (2000) have linked the intraday volatility of US treasuries with
thee release of macroeconomic news. Andersen and Bollerslev (1997,1998) also dividee their dataset in 5 minutes to analyze the role of macroeconomic announcements
onn volatility. Using high-frequency data, they find intraday volatility being larger
thann daily variation in absolute return. In addition, the effect of macroeconomic
announcementss is strong but short-lived. Ahn, Cai and Cheung (2002) provide a detailedd study of the impact of various macroeconomic variables on the Bund future.
Theyy find the largest impact for the German IFO industry survey, the industrial
productionn and the Bundesbank policy meetings. 19

4.44

Estimating t h e Basis Risk

Lett us now define the econometric model. Denote the price of bond i at time t by
PijPij and the unobserved efficient futures price by F*. In a multivariate setup where
19

Thee US numbers arc also important. The authors find that especially the NAPM and the

unemploymentt figures have a significant impact.
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wee have N bonds and 1 futures contract, the model is given by
P t

= b (( + c F ;

(4.19)

wheree the parameters in boldface denote vectors and in capital boldface denote
matrices.. Here F* is the (unobservable) efficient price. So far no residual term is
introducedd because equation (4.19) reflects a exact relation between the price of a
securityy and the efficient price. We follow Hasbrouck (1993) and use the following
dynamicc structure for the futures price
FFtt

=

Ft* + et

F;F;

=

Ft% + Kt

(4.20)

Thee futures price equals its efficient price F£ plus some measurement error et while
thee efficient price follows a random walk with innovation Kt. The dynamics of the
basiss for bond i is given by b t = b + b t where b is the long run average and b t
followss an AR(1) process
btt - G b 4 _ ! + TKt + ut

(4.21)

Lett us consider the specification of the basis dynamics as given by (4.21). We know
thatt the residual risk depends not only on the basis risk, but also on the correlation
betweenn the futures contract and basis. We therefore include VKt to model the
interactionn between the basis and the futures contract. In addition, dynamics in the
futuress contract depends also on shocks in the cash market, which is denoted by ut.
Usingg these ingredients, we write the full model as
FFtt
pptt

=
=

F;F;
b ((

=
=

F{uF{uttu'u'tt))

Ft*+et
b + bt + cFt*
F^+Kt

(4.22)

Gb(_i + TKt + ut
=

au,var(Kt)

= <r2K
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wheree G is a N x Ar diagonal matrix with Gu—7,-.20 If the eigenvalues of G lies
outsidee the unit circle, these shocks accumulate over time. Clearly, if 7, is small,
thee impacts of previous shocks die out relative fast. If nt is uncorrected with ut.
thee unconditional covariance matrix of the basis (E^.,,,,.) is given by
vecvec [Eba,ls] - (I N a - (G' tt G ) ) " 1 (vec [r' ® r] <x2 + vec [Hu])
providedd that nfi = 1 is not an eigenvalue of G. Hence, the (i, jf

(4.23)

element of "Ebasis

cann be written as
_J_H_J_H

ï£i

tf

Ï

=

j

11 - 7»7j
(4.24) )

^ WW
II

ifi^jj

1 - 7i7j

Noww we are ready to construct our hypotheses and relate these hypotheses to testable
restrictionn in our model:
If bond i is traded at a premium (in terms of yields) compared to bond j does
itt also have a higher basis risk? Specifically, we have to check whether
"0"0

"basis

< — basis

(4-^>J

Thee structure of the model also enables us to detect the impact of any unexpectedd news on the basis volatility. Chan (1992) argues that movements in
thee futures contract are a source of market wide information while movements
inn the spot instruments are a source of individual news. We therefore make a
distinctionn between the following cases:
Type 1 news affects the cost-of carry relation through the bund future as it
enterss the system through the parameter Kt.21 If wre denote E r
2(11

Note that ->, in this section is different than in the previous section (where ~t reflected the

::ouponn of bond /).
211
One can think for example of technical problems on the KUHEX system
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cann calculate the fraction of this impact on total basis volatility which is given
byy the square root of the diagonal elements of r^
ii = " 6 a L

(4-26)

Type 2 news affects the cost-of carry relation through the spot market as it
enterss the system through the vector u,. This is bond specific news. One can
thinkk e.g. of shocks due to change in supply or buy-back operations announced
byy the treasury agent. Because we are working with transaction data, this news
mustt find its way through order flows in the secondary market. If this news is
positivee (e.g. the treasury is planning to issue less bonds due to a lower state
deficit),, then these bonds will outperform the rest of the market. The fraction
off this news on the total basis volatility is shown by the square root of the
diagonall elements of v2:
"22 = S « S ^ a

(4.27)

Notee that the model as depicted by equation (4.22) is a reminiscent of Hasbrouck'ss unobserved component model in a multivariate setting.

If G — 0 and

cc — 1, we get the model proposed by de Jong and Schotman (2003) for price discoveryy of securities in a multiple market setting. We use the Kalman filter to estimate
thee model. One question that may arise is the use of a state space approach for
estimatingg the model. The Bund futures market is one of the most efficient markets
inn the world and the gain by working with the efficient futures price F* rather than
observablee Ft is probably negligible. Therefore we can also run a simple regression
off p , on Ft. However, because we are working with transaction data, there may existt noise due to the bid-ask spread set by dealers. Moreover, the exact relationship
betweenn the fair futures price and the cheapest to deliver bond as given by equation
(4.40)) exist through a cash and carry strategy. But from the economic point of view
thiss makes sense only if the underlying bonds are deliverable. Finally, there is also
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aa problem of non-synchronous trading as the activity in the futures market is by far
largerr than the cash market. This creates problems in terms of spurious correlation
whichh is handled easily by the Kalman filter.

4.4.11

The Kalman Filter

Wee briefly discuss the specific estimation procedure for our model. The reader is
referredd to Harvey (1993, chapter 4) , Hamilton (1994, chapter 13) or Durbin and
Koopmann (2001) for a detailed description of the Kalman filter together with its
applicationss in econometrics. In our case, the Kalman filter is easy to setup as the
structuree of our model is a reminiscent of a local level model. Let ft be the optimal
estimatorr of F* bases on all information up to p t with an associated mean square
errorr 4>t = E [F* — E (ft)} . Consider the Kalman filter procedure for time t to time
(t(t + 1) where ft and (f)t are given. Based on the equations of (4.22) we have
EtUt-i)EtUt-i)

=

ft

EEtt((Pt+1Pt+1))

=

b+Et(bt+l)

M & + i ))

+

cEt(ft+l)

= <l>t + <>l

(4-28)

withh prediction error
M f + ii

=
==

pt+1 -

Et(pt+1)

Tkt+1 + ut+1 + c[Ft^-Et{ft+1)]

Usingg this we can find the conditional MSE of Et(xt+i)
F ^ xx

=

(4.29)
:

Et(Mt+1M'M)
r^a2K + Su + cEt[Ft+1-Et{ft+1)]c'

--

(4.30)

Becausee we assume that ail the parameters are normally distributed, both (4.28)
andd (4.30) are normally distributed and we update the state using
ƒ,_!!
00tt^^

-

Et(ft+i)
=

+ Et(0t_1)tlNF;21(Pt+i~h-Gbt_l-cEt(f^ly)

Et(0t^)~Et(0t^)L'N¥;\Et(0t^)iN

(4.31)
(4.32)
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Equationn (4.28) to (4.32) constitutes the Kalman filter which we apply in combinationn with a maximum likelihood procedure. An important issue here are the initial
valuess /o and (j)0 in order to start the procedure for time t = 0 to time t — 1. Harvey
(1993)) argues that if the state process was stationary, one can use the unconditional
meann to start the procedure. In our case however. F* follows a random walk while
h,h, is a stationary process when the eigenvalues of G are inside the unit circle. We
expectt the efficient price to be closely related to the observable futures price, i.e.
FQFQ = FQ and var(F(*) — 1000 to address the uncertainty. In addition, the deviation
fromm the basis is initialized at b 0 = 0 with an uncertainty of var(bt) — 100.

4.4.22

Missing Observations

Highh frequency time series are typically not observed in regular intervals. This is
clearlyy the case for our dataset where the futures are traded more often than any
off the bonds. In our case, 3 different situations may arise for interval t. The first
situationn arises when no elements of x t are missing and the estimation proceeds in
itss usual way. The second situation arises when all elements of x ( are missing. In
thatt particular case, we set xt+\ — (3 — -yEt (ft+i) — 0 and Et ((i>t+i) t ' ^ F ^ — 0 and
thee updating process becomes
fft+1t+1

=

<f><f>t+1t+1 =

Et(fM)
Et(4>t+l)

(4.33)
(4.34)

Thee third and most occurring situation arises when some, but not all of the elements
off the observation vector x t are missing. In this case, we can construct a matrix
WW whose rows are a subset of the rows of the unit matrix IN and create a new
observationn vector x^ — W x ( . The updating procedure proceed exactly the same
ass in the first situation where at the appropriate time points x t is replaced by x*
changingg the dimension of the observation vector.
Thee state space procedure is closely related to the approach taken by Lo and
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MacKinlayy (1990). 22 They argue that many securities respond to the same news
duee to common factor components. The fact that some securities are traded less
frequentlyy means that these securities responds with a lag. inducing spurious correlationn between the closing price of securities, even if the underlying (true) returns
arcc uncorrelated. Lo and MacKinlay (1990) proposes a model for non-synchronous
tradingg by assuming that the true return generating process Rt is a multifactor
modell with both common and idiosyncratic factors. The latter ones are assumed to
bee uncorrelated amongst the N securities. 2 ^ For every security t (i — 1

N) they

constructt a random (1 x T ) vector v such that vt (t) = 1 when security i has been
tradedd in interval t. and 0 otherwise, they relate the observed process with the true
processs by
R ff = V R T
wheree Rj- — i? ii ...i? 2 t

(4.35)
and V a diagonal matrix with Vj on its diagonal. In other

words,, the observed return is a random sum with a random number of terms. As we
cann see, the procedure of Lo-MacKinlay is also captured by our state space model
wheree the ith rows of W is a subset of v^

4.4.33

Estimation Results

Beforee we start discussing the estimation results, let us consider the quality of the
residuals.. In order to give an economic interpretation to the model, we must have
stationaryy residuals. This means that equation (4.22) incorporates a («integration
relation n
u?? = P; - cF*

(4.36)

J

** There i.s however a difference in approach. Lo and Mackinlay explicitly model rel urn r, and

thiss requires observations t and r — 1. As we model prices, only observation t is required.
-':1Dee Jong and Nijman (1995) generalizes the approach of Lo and Mackinlay by assuming that
thee true return generating process may be correlated.
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Tablee 4.4: Estimation Results
Thee estimated parameters of our state space model for the 2011 bonds with the correspondingg standard errors. For convenience, we multiplied at by 1000.
parameters s DBRR 2011 OATT 2011 OLOO 2011 B T PP 2011
lH lH
('i ('i

Pi Pi

1.730 0
0.969 0.969
0.951 1
0.009 0.009
0.009 9
0.003 0.003

ll ll

0.971 1
0.017 0.017

a,. a,.

6.2 2
1.13 1.13
0.024 4
0.000 0.000
0.032 2
0.011 0.011

<7k <7k

&ui &ui

^basis ^basis

0.16 6

6.312 2
0.909 0.909
0.870 0
0.008 0.008
0.091 1
0.026 0.026
0.994 4
0.001 0.001

0.012 2
0.001 0.001
0.21 1

8.584 4
4.990 4.990
0.836 6
0.046 0.046
0.091 1
0.048 0.048

3.568 8

0.996 6
0.002 0.002

5.340 5.340
0.902 2
0.020 0.020
0.041 0.041
0.051 0.051
0.999 9
0.000 0.000

0.027 7
0.008 0.008
0.60 0

0.010 0
0.001 0.001
0.64 4

Inn addition, the underlying assumptions for the Kalman filter are white noise disturbances.. On these assumptions, the forecast errors are M f ~ N(0,Ft)

and we have

too analyze the forecast errors M* = C ; M t where C is the Choleski factorization of
F, _ 1 .. Basic diagnostics are applied to M* and a plot of these residuals are given in
figuree (4.8). The plots show that that all the series are stationary but they exhibit
aa strong form of heteroskedasticity. It therefore fails the assumption of white noise
underlyingg the data generating process. The Kalman filter can still be used to calculatee the linear projections of x f -j on past observations while a likelihood function
basedd on a multivariate Gaussian distribution can be optimized with respect to the
unknownn parameters. The standard errors however may not be valid and we apply
thee quasi-maximum likelihood procedure as suggested by White (1982) rather than
thee usual second order derivatives of the likelihood function.
Tablee (4.4) provides some details of the multivariate estimation results for the
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20111 bonds. As we can see, the estimated ae equals 0.00062 and is highly significant.
Thiss shows that the bund futures market is indeed a very efficient market where the
observablee price is closely related to an efficient price. The average basis bz are all
positivee and smallest for Germany followed Italy, France and Belgium. This is not
aa surprise as German and Italian securities pay an annual coupon of 5.25% while
theirr French and Belgian equivalent pay 25 basis points less. The key parameter
inn our analysis is the variance of the basis which equals (pfa^. +(r\i)(\
Ass we see, pltaiy

— 7Jf)

is not significant. In addition, the values for 7 are very close but

significantlyy different from one at the 10% rejection level which means that but shows
signss of a close random walk and indicates a weak reversion back to its long run
average.. Because 7, is close to one, we calculate the basis risk not based on the
formulaa but rather take the sample standard deviation of bt.

Figure 4.7 depicts

thee dynamics of the state variables from the Kalman filter.

In here, the FGBL

statee is the efficient futures price and closely follows the observable futures price.
Usingg the sample standard deviation, we find a basis volatility running from 0.16
(Germany),, 0.19 (France), 0.60 (Belgium) and 0.64 (Italy). Hence, the French and
Germann benchmark bonds have a basis volatility that is more than three times lower
thann the basis volatility of Belgium and Italy making the uncertainty in the hedge
payofff using the bund future much larger in the Belgian and Italian sovereigns.
Thiss confirms the hypothesis that bonds with a lower basis risk are traded at a
premium.. Let us now take a look at the other parameters. We argued that the
regressionn coefficient ct could be interpreted as a conversion factor. If we assume
thatt these bonds are deliverable, we can calculate these conversion factors using
equationn (4.18). Recall that the true conversion factors are depicted in table (4.2)
andd this gives us the opportunity to test whether c, equals its conversion factor.
Inn addition, using the values for O2UI.T and o\ we are able to calculate the impact
off different shocks on the ba.sis volatility. We find that the fraction of shocks in
thee order flow contributes to some 20% of the basis volatility (Germany). 6.3%
(France),, 4.3% (Belgium) and 1.5% (Italy). We think that this is an interesting
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resultt for the market maker as he has partial control over his exposure to basis
volatilityy by changing the bid-ask spread. In other words, the controllable part of
thee basis risk is the largest in Germany followed by France. However, some 80% to
98%% of the basis volatility is still out of the market makers control.

4.55

Conclusions

Inn this chapter we explain the yield differentials in European sovereign bonds from
thee perspective of the actively traded bund futures contract. Many strategies involve
aa position in the spot- and futures market and the payoff of these strategies depends
onn a non-diversifiable basis risk. This chapter contributes to the existing literature
inn two ways. First, using a risk-averse framework and simulations, we find that
thee quoted spread is a convex function of basis risk. This convexity implies that a
dealerr will set a higher spread when basis risk increases. If basis risk becomes very
largee however, the increase in the quoted spread is even larger indicating the market
makerss reluctance to trade. This convexity in spreads also reflects the importance
off the futures market for pricing bonds and explains why trading comes to a halt
whenn the futures market faces trading problems. Second, we show that Eurozone
governmentt bonds with higher yields have higher basis volatility. Using a filtering
approachh in combination with quasi-maximum likelihood, we find that the basis risk
inn German and French securities is much lower than those found for the Belgian and
Italiann securities. This provides another explanation for the premium observed in
thesee securities even though Italian securities are heavier traded and more liquid in
thee secondary market. In addition, spot dealers can control a part of their basis risk
byy moving prices in line with the futures contract. The easier it is to control this
basiss risk, the less impact basis volatility has on the market makers position. We
findfind that some 20%: of basis risk can be controlled for in German securities while
lesss than 2% of the basis risk can be controlled for in Italian securities when using
thee bund future.

4.5,4.5,

CONCLUSIONS
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Thee fact that price differences are also related to hedging quality has important
implicationss for policy making. A strong fiscal convergence and operations leading to
ann increase in liquidity are important for convergence of bond yields but measures
thatt can limit the basis risk should be taken into consideration as well. For the
activelyy traded bund futures contract, this can be achieved by cash settlement or
allowingg non-German bonds for delivery. Although these measures do not solve
additionall problems, it would help in lowering the 'natural' advantage incorporated
inn German bonds due to their physical delivery. We think that these measures can
greatlyy improve the efficiency of the Eurozone sovereign bond market.
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4.A.11

Appendix: The Optimal Hedge Ratio

Thee decision to buy or sell h numbers of futures contracts is made at time r when the
markett maker observes the information set ilT — {PT, FT,Qa,Qb}.

The market makers

objectivee function is given by
maxmax EU (WT\QT) = E (WT\ttT)
hh

- -yvar
2

(WT\QT)

(4.37)

and.. in order to find the optimal hedge ratio, we have to calculate its conditional expectationn and variance

E(wE(wTT\n\nTT))

= E (xT\nT) + E (zT\nT) + E {Yr\nT)

E(XE(XTT\tl\tlTT))

-

(Qh - Qa) ET (PT)

E(YE(YTT\Q\QTT))

=

[YU)+Qfl(p

var{Wvar{WTT\ü\üTT))

=

+ a)-QB(p-b)}(l

var {XT\Qr)

+ var

+var+var {YT\nT) + 2cm {XT:
var{Xvar{XTT\Q\QTT))

=

var(Zvar(ZTT\n\nTT))
2cov2cov (XT, ZT)
ass E[ZT\SlT)

=
=

= var{YT\i1T)

b

+ r)T-T

(ZT\nT)
ZT\QT)

a 2

(Q - Q ) var (PT\QT)
h2 (Qb - Qa)2 var (FT\QT)

2/i. (Qh - Qa)2 [cm {Br, FT\QT) + cvar
= cov{XT,YT)

= 2cav{ZT,YT)

(FT\nr)]

= 0. Substituting these

resultss into equation (4.9) and optimize with respect to h yields

h*h* =

cov(Bcov(BTT.F.FTT\n\nTT))
varvar

[

(FT\^T]

wheree h* is the hedge ratio and h* [Qb — Qa) the fraction being hedged by the market
maker. .
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Appendix: The Simulation Process

(a) We start with the following parameter values: F0 =

100, c = 0.95,/? —

0.99,, f0 = ^ b = 50, A ^ = 10, r = 0 and r = 500. We also set af
lett f7,, vary from 1 to 20aƒ (in steps of one), a^y

— 1 and o^n

= 1 and

varies from 1

too LlOfTj^j, (in steps of 0.01).

(b)) Given these standard deviations, we simulate stj.

Et.b, £seu

ail

d Sbuy.

(c)) We calculate the starting values I3Q = (1 — c) 100 = 5 and P0 = BQ + cF0 —
100..

Using these starting values and the residuals simulated in step 2, we

calculatee Ft, Bt and Pt for t = 1,. . . , 100.
(d)) The quoted price is concentrated around the expected bond price at time
TT = 1000 (we set ET (PT) — PT)EQPTEQPT

The market maker chooses a bid-price

— 0 . 5 5 and an ask-price E$PT + 0.5S\ Given these bid and ask prices,

wee can calculate the incoming and outgoing order flows at time t — 1 , . . . r — 1
andd hence the cash position V^-i- Because r = 0, we have YT-\

— YT.

Based

onn the simulated prices from t — r , . . . 1000, we calculate the value of the inventoryy and margin account (i.e. ZT and Xr).

From these 1000 observations,

wee can also calculate the expected wealth and the associated standard deviations.. The utility function is maximized, by choosing the optimal spread S*,
subjectt to the constraints that the expected wealth and the spread are nonnegative.. We also calculate the optimal spread S* under aSf,u — 1.01, . . . , 1.10
(inn steps of 0.01).

(e)) Step (b) to (d) is repeated for ah = 2. 3

20 (in steps of 1).

Wee replicate 200 times step (b) to (e) using different simulation seeds and the resulting
spreadd is averaged out. i.e. S = ^

X ^ = i (^Mb-^scli)

is depicted in figure 4.3.
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4.A.33

Appendix: Relation between Spot and Futures Market:: A Trading Perspective

Too see the relation between t h e spot and futures market, consider a cash-and-carry strategy.. At time /. buy 100.000 Kuro face value of delivery bond i at price Pit while simultaneouslyy selling a futures contract with a price Ft. Finance this transaction using a repo
agreementt with interest rate R and hold this bond until delivery date T. The following
cashh flow arises for t h e short at delivery date:

Receive the invoice price (equation 4.17):
Buy this bond, repo out and receive the Pit + acclt.
reversee t h e repo and pays back

21

At time 7 . t h e short has to

:

{p{puu + at-du) n + R^jp)

( 4 - 38 )

Under a repo, t h e coupon and its accrued interest belongs t o t h e original holder
ratherr than the repo trader. This means that at time T , the original holder receives
/

jvv

T-t*\

11 +

£H

fl

-3ëir)

(439)

wheree /* is t h e date in which coupon couporii is paid back t o t h e original holder of
thee bond.
Thee net profit of this cash and carry strategy must be zero as it is (virtually) risk free
forr default free; bonds. Hence, t h e relationship between t h e spot and t h e futures price is
givenn by equation (4.40):

vvHHFFtt = (Pu + acc,0) (l + R^Pj

~ E 7, (l + R^f)

~ a^r

Thiss tells us t h a t the futures price follows the price of the underlying deliverable bond, its
repoo rate and time until maturity. All t h e parameters needed to calculate the fair price of
22

'In'In this example we assume an actual/365 basis.

(4-40)
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thee futures contracts are known in advance 2 ''. T h e analysis shows that we can calculate
thee fair price of a futures contract given the C T D bond. It does not say anything about
thee stochastics of the fair future price because it does not provide a mechanism to analyze
thee change in the C T D . At any time, we can calculate which bond is the CTD as anyone
whoo conducts this cash and carry strategy will choose a bond such that the net profit
whenn delivering the bond against its short futures position is maximal.

m a xx r ^ ; + a c c i .

T

+è7ifl + ^ ^ ^ V ( ^

+ acci,o)ri +

fl^^l

(4.41)

Inn order to find the cheapest to deliver bond, one can calculate the net profit as given
byy (4.41) for all the deliverable bonds. The bond that gives the highest net profit is the
cheapest-to-deliver.. Using arbitrage arguments, this net profit will be equal or below zero
andd the bond with the lowest fair futures, price is the C T D .

25

Runningg a cash and carry strategy also involves the paying of a repo rate while (at

thee same time) earning interest on the coupons. When the coupon rates are higher than
thee repo rates, we have a positive carry. As a result, future prices with a longer delivery
datee have a lower price as it cost less to conduct the strategy. On the other hand, if we
havee negative carry, the futures price for securities with a longer delivery date is higher.
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Figuree 4.1: Yield differences of 10-year government bonds issued by various Eurozone.. The Y-axis indicates the differences in basis points. The X-axis reflects data
runningg from 3 November 2003 until 3 November 2004 giving a total of 263 daily
observations.. As we can see, the 10-year Dutch State loans are trading (on average)
beloww its French equivalent. The Italian 10-year bond is trading flat against Greece
butt at a yield pick-up against Portugal.
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Figuree 4.2: Snapshot of prices from running benchmark bonds as observed on
Tradewebb in November 2003.

The differences in yields can also be observed in
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Figuree 4.3: Simulation of 200 times 1000 buy and sell orders. The details of this
proceduree can be found in the appendix (point 2). The volatility ratio is given by
(f>(f> = z*su.. We let basis risk run from op to 20 x o> .
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Figuree 4.4: Daily turnover on the Eurex-system in terms of contracts per day. the
numberr of trades, average trading size and volume weighted price for the June 2001
contractt as observed in our dataset. The number of contracts and the number of
tradess per day picks up considerably around day 40 (March 2001) when the June
20011 became the front contract. At the same time, the number of contracts traded
perr day drops.

Figuree 4.5: Daily turnover on the Eurex-system in terms of contracts per day, the
numberr of trades, average trading size and volume weighted price for the September
20011 contract as observed in our dataset. The number of contracts and the number
off trades per day picks up considerably around day 110 (June 2001) when the Septemberr 2001 became the front contract. At the same time, the number of contracts
tradedd per day drops.
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Figuree 4.6: Average absolute sample mean of the Bund Future. Figure shows a
broadd U-shape and is closely linked to the cycle of market activity. Volatility is
graduallyy increasing until 10.00 CET (interval 24) after which volatility drops with
aa low around the lunch hours. Market volatility is relative quiet but starts picking
upp around 14.30 CET (interval 74) in which market makers are preparing themselves
forr the opening of the US markets.
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Figuree 4.7: Plots of the unoberserveable state variables for the 2011 bonds calculated
usingg the Kalman filter. Here. FGBL refers to the efficient futures price.
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Figuree 4.8: Plot of the residuals from the Kalman filter process based on a Choleski
decompositionn of Ff.
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The figures show that the residuals are stationary.
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Chapterr 5
Liquidityy and Inflation Premia in
Eurozonee Bonds
Abstract t
Inn a framework of an equilibrium pricing model, the dynamics of real interest
ratess and expected inflation are estimated using observations on French bonds
off various maturities.
liquidityy premium.

Unlike previous models, we allow the existence of a

In the absence of liquidity, the inflation premium runs

fromm 113 basis points to some 250 basis points across the curve. These results
aree somewhat larger than the premia found for the UK market but comparable
withh US TIPS. The liquidity premium in real bonds equals some 6 basis points
forr bonds maturing in 2009 and is slightly humped shaped with a peak at the
10-yearr bond. The inflation premium is a prominent factor in nominal bonds
ass it account for more than 50% of the total risk premium across the term
structuree for nominal interest rates.

5.11

Introduction and Motivation

T h ee recent c o m m i t m e n t by t h e F r e n c h T r e a s u r y to issue inflation-linked b o n d s alm o s tt every m o n t h in 2004 a n d t h e a n n o u n c e m e n t by t h e Italian a n d G r e e k T r e a s u r y
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agentt to issue more inflation-linked bonds in the coming years reflect the growing
importancee of these instruments for the Eurozone debt market. Interestingly, most
researchh on inflation-linked bonds is conducted for the UK and US market while
littlee has been said about the inflation-linked bond market in the Eurozone. Given
thee attention of issuers and investors on the Eurozone inflation-linked market, this
iss not. justified. According to a survey by RISK magazine, the Eurozone "is now
thethe most advanced (in terms of products and market participants)
(both(both on the bonds and on the derivatives side) inflation-linked
11

world."world."

and most liquid
bond market in the

Nowadays, a reasonable European real yield curve has emerged, containing

maturitiess varying from 2006 to 2032. Along with this real government curve a relativelyy liquid and economically significant Eurozone real swap market has evolved.
Thee yield difference between nominal and index-linked bonds includes an inflation
premiumm because index-linked bonds provide a hedge against unexpected inflation.
Inn this paper we analyze the inflation premium contained in French inflation-linked
governmentt bonds.

Thee real interest rate and expected inflation are the key unobservable variables
inn our analysis. If real interest rates are reflected through index-linked bonds, it is
commonn practice to use a break-even approach to calculate the expected inflation
inn real bonds. The expected inflation is then the yield difference between a nominal
andd an index-linked bond with the same maturity. Albeit simple, this method suffers
fromm a number of problems. Eirst, only the maturities of nominal and real bonds are
takenn into consideration so it does not generate a complete term structure of interest
rates.. More importantly, the method assumes that the Fisher equation holds and
thiss implies that the inflation premium is set to zero. Ang and Bekaert (2003) and
Evanss (1998. 2003) show that the classic Fisher equation does not hold, due to the
existencee of a time-varying inflation premium that is different across maturities. In
orderr to calculate the inflation premium within a break-even framework, expected
'Seee RISK December 2003: special report on index-linked bonds.
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inflationn extracted from survey data is incorporated. The inflation premium is then
thee difference between the nominal yield, real yields and the expected inflation.
Still,, the proposed method assumes that the index-linked curve estimated from
inflation-linkedd price data is equal to the real term structure of interest rates. Barr
andd Campbell (1997) and Evans (1998) showed that there exist differences due to
liquidityy and imperfect indexation. As a result, more advanced methods have been
proposedd to estimate the inflation premium using only nominal price data. Buraschi
andd Jiltsov (2003) calculates the inflation premium using nominal bonds from the US
treasuryy market within a business cycle framework. They find an average monthly
inflationn premium of 15 basis points and an inflation premium of 70 basis points
inn 10-year bonds. Ang and Bekaert (2003) fit nominal data from the US treasury
markett into a real interest regime-switching framework and find an average inflation
premiumm of 100 basis points in 10-year bonds. McCulloch and Kochin (1998) find
ann average annual inflation premium between 160 basis points for 10-year bonds up
too some 230 basis points for 30-year bonds. 2
Thee papers mentioned so far do understand the importance of liquidity but do
nott explicitly model liquidity as a driving factor of bond prices. It is well known (e.g.
Amihudd and Mendelsohn (1986), Warga (1992)) that liquid securities are traded at
aa premium.

Taking liquidity into account allows us to use data on both nomi-

nall and inflation-linked debt in markets where the outstanding amount of inflation
linkedd debt is small. In France for example, the fraction of inflation-linked bonds
standss at 7% of total debt while the Italian treasury estimates that some 1.3% of
itss current debt is inflation-linked. 3 The US treasury market is the worlds largest
inflation-linkedd bond market and the outstanding amount of treasury inflation protectedd securities (or TIPS) equals 150 billion. This is approximately 6% of the total
2

Figuree 1 of McKulloch and Koching (1998) finds an average annual inflation premium between

1600 basis points for 10-year bonds up to some 230 basis points for bonds maturing in 30 years.
:t
Thee amount outstanding in the 1'K as of May 2004. in France as of June 2004 and in Italy as
off Mav 2004.
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outstandingg tradable US treasury debt. To some extent, the problem of liquidity can
bee avoided by analyzing the UK bond market because almost 25% of their tradable
debtt is inflation linked. In addition. Evans (1998) shows that imperfect indexation
duee to an indexation lag is of lesser importance than time-varying risk premium.
Thiss explains why studies combining inflation-linked and nominal debt focus on the
UKK debt market. For example. Remolona. Wiekens and Gong (1998) finds an inflationn premium on the UK market of 100 basis points for 2-year maturities while Shen
(1998)) reports an inflation premium around 75 basis points for bonds with a 10-year
maturityy up to 104 basis points for bonds maturing in 25-years. However, even if the
outstandingg amount is sizeable (like1 in the UK), liquidity is still important. Trading
activityy on the secondary market is small compared to conventional debt because
mostt index-linked bonds are bought and held for the remaining of their life (see e.g.
Elsasserr and Sack (2004) and Shen (1998)).

Thiss objective of this paper is to estimate the inflation premium by taking liquidityy into account. This allows us to study the empirical properties of the term
structuree of real rates in the Eurozone bond market. We use data from French
index-linkedd and nominal bonds and estimate the inflation and liquidity premium
inn a state space framework using the extended Kalman filter and quasi-maximum
likelihood.. In particular, we simultaneously derive the nominal and real term structuree of interest rates and this enables us to calculate the price of any discount bond.
Inn order to fit coupon bearing bonds into an afhne structure, we use the extended
Kalmann filter to linearize the state equations. Our methodology is closely related
too Remolona, Wiekens and Gong (1996), who also use data from nominal and real
bondss to analyze the dynamics of the real curve and to estimate the inflation premiumm for the UK bond market. In contrast to their paper, we take liquidity and
thee coupon effect into account. There are a number of reasons for using a latent
variablee approach. Not only is the Kalman filter a powerful and efficient algorithm,
itt also easily applies to the Cox. Ingersoll and Ross framework of unobservable state
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variabless as expected inflation and liquidity are difficult to observe. For example,
Pennacchii (1991), Evans (1998) and Buraschi and Jiltsov (2003) use proxies for
expectedd inflation.4

In addition, a state space approach is also useful for taking

advantagee of cross-sectional and time series behavior of nominal and real rates and
thiss should reduce the instability of time series.
Ourr findings are as follows: in the absence of liquidity, the inflation premium
runss from 113 basis points to some 250 basis points across the curve. These numbers
impliess that the inflation premium in long-term bonds is more than 2 times larger
comparedd with the short-end of the curve. These results are somewhat larger than
thee findings of Shen (1998) and Remolona, Wickens and Gong (1998) for the UK
markett but comparable with US TIPS as found by Buraschi and Jiltsov (2003) and
McCullochh and Kochin (1998) The liquidity premium in real bonds equals some 6
basiss points for bonds maturing in 2009 and is slightly humped shaped with a peak at
thee 10-year bond. For short-term bonds, the liquidity premium accounts for some 5%
off the total real risk premium. For long-term bonds, this approximates some 10%.
Onn the other hand, the inflation premium is a prominent factor in nominal bonds as
itt account for more than 50% of the total risk premium across the term structure for
nominall interest rates. Although the contribution of the liquidity premium is small,
itt has a large impact on the expected nominal yield spread through the expected
liquidityy level. We find that this yield spread is upward sloping as it runs from 76
basiss points to some 198 basis points for the 2032 bond.

Thiss paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the existence of an inflationflation and liquidity premium in real and nominal bonds. It also introduces the
modell and provides a discussion about the underlying assumptions and equilibrium
conditions.. Section 3 introduces the dataset, the estimation method and reports the
11

Pennacchi (1991) for example, uses the Kalman filter procedure for estimating real rate dynam-

icss using NBER survey data for expected inflation. Evans (1998) uses Barclay data while Buraschi
andd Jiltsov (2003) use survey data from the Philadelphia FED and the University of Michigan.
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estimationn results. Section 4 finally concludes. All proofs are in the appendix.

Inflation and Liquidity in Index-Linked Bonds

5.22

Inn this section, we focus on the existence of an inflation and liquidity premium in
nominall and real bonds. Following closely Fischer's (1975) work on indexed bonds,
wee analyze the inflation and liquidity premium and stress the importance of the
premiumm when conducting strategies involving nominal and real securities.

5.2.11

Inflation and Liquidity and the Performance of Bonds

Lett us assume that the return dynamics of an index-linked bond i (£), nominal bond
BB (t), inflation n (t) and the general price level P(t) are given by
di di
ii
dB_ dB_

(r(r + XA)dt

+ <rAdWi

(5.1)

RdtRdt + aBdWB

(5.2)

d-Kd-K —-k-k (TT - it) dt + a^dW^

(5.3)

~B~ ~B~
dP_ dP_

ivdtivdt + updWp

(5.4)

wheree r is the risk-free real return and R the risk-free nominal return. The parameterr 0 < k < 1 reflects the speed of adjustment of the expected inflation 7T towards
itss long run average price level w and W denotes a standard Brownian motion. For
simplicity,, we assume that the liquidity premium S A contained in real bond is constantt and strictly positive in order to induce the investor to keep this security in his
portfolio.. The inflation TV follows an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process which is a suitable
assumptionn for any issuer whose monetary policy is focused on long and sustainable
growthh around a certain price level.'1 Using Ito's lemma, we find the real return on
°Inn Europe for example, the European inflation is targeted around a long term price level of
fff — 2% per year.
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aa nominal bond
^ i nn

= (R-n

+ al)dt

wheree adW — (asdWfi

+ adiV

— apdWp).

(5.5)

The expected real yield difference between real

andd nominal bonds is therefore
~d{B/P)~d{B/P)
13/P13/P

i

df
[R-ir[R-ir

-r)dt-

(E A -

CTJ)

rfi

(5.6)

andd equals the sum of two terms. The first term reflects the difference between
thee nominal yield, the real yield and the inflation. If the Fisher equation holds,
thenn the expected difference is zero. The second term of equation (5.6) depends
onn the liquidity premium E A and the uncertainty in future price levels a2. Clearly,
thee higher the liquidity premium E A . the smaller the expected spread because it
iss more interesting to enter the real bond market due to the larger compensation
forr liquidity. The same holds for a2 where the spread narrows as more investors
willl enter the real bond market when future inflation uncertainty is large. Under
stochasticc inflation, one can alternatively write the real price dynamics of a nominal
bondd as
d{d{

§jP§jP

= (r + Six) dt + audW

(5.7)

wheree £ n is the inflation premium in nominal bonds. In this case, the expected real
yieldd spread between an nominal and index-linked bond equals
'd(B/P)'d(B/P)
EE

B/PB/P

_ <ti
== ( E n - I l A ) ^

~T

(5.8)

andd is an increasing function of the liquidity premium. Note that a larger liquidity
(inflation)) premium implies a smaller (larger) yield spread which can be explained
usingg the same rationale as above. Using equation (5.5), one can express the nominal
returnn on a nominal bond as a function of this inflation premium:

EE (jp)

= Rdt = (r + n + E n - rx2)dtdt

(5.9)
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Thee Fisher equation in this form shows that the return on a nominal bond equals
thee sum of the real return r. the expected inflation n. an inflation premium Sn and
thee volatility rate in future inflation a2.

5 . 2 . 22

Implications of the M o d e l

Lett us now consider the impact of the inflation and liquidity on the performance
off real and nominal bonds. From equation (5.5). we also know that the real returnn of a nominal bond follows a Brownian motion with drift (R - n + a2) and
volatilityy parameter a.

If we apply Ito's lemma to Y — ln(-^). we find that

2

dYdY = (/? — 7T + a — \(J2\ dt 4- adW and the solution is given by
YYTT

=
==

Yt+

f

11 i
^ '+ a<p--a
)(T-t)-

Yt+[R

wheree ey ~ N (0, a2 (T — t)).
kAt

nn 4- e~

+ a2p- \<r2) dt - f

(R-nt

-

['j

irMds + f odW odW
nsds + ey
irjs

(5.10)

From appendix (point 2) we know that -Kt+&t —

(7Tt — 7r) + et and hence

ds== n (T -t)
K,K, ds[j\.

11 _

e-k(T-t)

(nt - 7f)
kk
Therefore,, the expected log real return on a nominal bond equals
E(r»™)E(r»™)
--

=

+

^ln(^)-ln(f)

A(T-t)-((7Tt-7t)

(5.11)
k(T t]

11 wheree A = [R - 7r 4- a2 - \(T2\ and 0 < ( =

e' -

< k~}. Clearly, equation

KK

(5.11)) shows that inflation has a lowering effect on nominal bond performance. The
samee approach can be taken for the real bond where din (i) — (r 4 S A ~ 9CTA) ^ ^
o\dWo\dW
r r / all

and henceforth
=
==
==

Et\\n(iT)\-\n(it)
f

(r + S A - \a\) dt+

B(T-t)

+ ex

f

aAdW
(5.12)
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and e\ ~ JV {0.a\ (T - t)).

Let us denote the real

returnn difference between a nominal and real bond by A = Et [r£r"m] — Et [r^ al ]
where e
AA

=

{A-B)(T-t)-((-Kt

-ff)

(5.13)

Equationn (5.13) gives us the time £ expectation of the time spread at time T >
tt and this allows us to analyze the expected spread between a nominal and real
bondd over an investment horizon (T — t). The marginal return is given in equation
(5.14).. The spread A depends on {irt — n*) and (A - B).

First, note that A — 0

whenn (7' — /.)—• 0 as the instantaneous real return of a nominal bonds equals the
instantaneouss return of a real bond. This is not a surprise as the devaluation of
moneyy due to inflation is zero under an instant payoff.
Propositionn 6 An actual inflation smaller than the long-run inflation is not sufficientficient to guarantee the outperforming
investmentinvestment

horizon (T — t).

trendtrend in nominal bonds.

of nominal bonds over real bonds over an

The trend in real bonds must also be lower than the

Conversely, an actual inflation larger than the long-run

inflationinflation is not sufficient to guarantee the outpcrformance
nalnal bonds over an investment

of real bonds over nomi-

horizon (T — t). The trend in real bonds must also be

largerlarger than the trend in nominal bonds. The outpcrformance however decreases over
time. time.
Proof.. Let us focus on the first case (the second case is proven in the same
way)..

An actual inflation smaller than the long run inflation level implies that

{•K{•Ktt — 7r) < 0 wThile a smaller trend in real bond implies that {A — B) > 0. Under
thesee restrictions, it follows from (5.13) that A > 0 for T > t. Hence, nominal bonds
aree expected to outperform real bonds over the investment horizon (71 — t). Moreover,, the marginal return is a strict positive but concave function of the investment
horizon..

•
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were (7rt < f) and {A < B), nominal bonds will

onlyonly outperform

on the short-run.

nominalnominal bonds underperfoim
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In the situation were (7i> > 7f) and (A > B).

in the short-run.

Proof.. Lot us denote a function o(r)

= k. \1T

•+ e~k^~^

. An out perfor-

mancee of nominal bonds (A > 0) is equivalent to 0{r) < 1 when (A — B) < 0 and
(n(ntt — 7f) < 0. On the other hand, an underperformance of nominal bonds (A < 0)
iss equivalent to <t>(r) < 1 when (A — B) > 0 and (nt — n) > 0. In both cases,
j ^ f jj > 0 and Ó{T) G (0. oc) for r > 0. If we denote r* such that è{r*) = 1, we
have e
II > Ü when T < r*
A ( A - B ) < 00 awl (7r,-7r)<0

=

\

II < 0 when T > r*

{

<< 0 when r < r*
>> 0 when T > r*

**
Inn the analysis presented above, the parameter k plays an important role in
determiningg r*. To see this, we calculate the derivative of the yield spread with
respectt to the parameter k and this yields
f)A f)A

TT-- ok ok

-k~]
11 _

(TI, - TT) + k-'e-^'-^i^t

- 7t)

p-k{T-t.)

kk2 2
dA dA
wheree lim—
• — (wt — TT). Hence, the smaller k, the larger is the change in the
fc—ofc—o ok
yieldd spread in order to correct for the change of inflation relative to its long-run
inflationn level. Intuitively, if the inflation is larger than the long-run average, nominal
bondss are worse off. However, as long as monetary institutions act accordingly with
measuress to counter inflation (as gauged by the parameter k), one would expect
nominall bonds to perform better on the longer term. Equation (5.13) is also useful
inn calculating the expected break-even inflation n*. This is the required level of
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pricee change such that the expected real return on an inflation-linked bond equals
thee return of a nominal bond. We have

<< = 7t + Ci(^~

^)(T-t)

(5.15)

wheree nominal bonds will underperform inflation-linked bonds when •K(^ctual > JX*.
Equationn (5.15) is important in determining strategies involving real and nominal
bonds.. For issuers, the break-even inflation reflects the inflation at wrhich the costs
off issuing nominal debt equal the costs of issuing real debt. If the actual inflation is
higherr than the break-even inflation, it is more costly to issue real debt compared
too nominal debt. For holders of real debt, having an actual inflation higher than
thee break-even inflation will result in an outperformance of real bonds compared to
theirr nominal equivalent. Clearly, any strategy involving this break-even inflation
mayy be biased as liquidity must be taken into account. As an example, consider an
investorr who finds the break-even inflation too high. He may therefore expect the
inflationn premium S n to fall and therefore is willing to finance a long position in real
bondss through a short position in nominal bonds. If the investor is correct, the yield
spreadd will narrow, resulting in a profit for the investor. However, the break-even
inflationn may also fall due to an increase in EA- In this case, it becomes much more
difficultt to conduct this strategy because an increase in the liquidity premium makes
itt more difficult to establish a long position in real bonds. This means that the repo
costss are larger resulting in higher financing costs and therefore a lower profit for the
investor.. Hence, having a correct understanding of the source of spread movements
iss important in order to make decisions with respect to the appropriate strategy.
Iff profits arise mainly due to a fall in the inflation expectation, the investor may
continuee to hold this strategy. On the other hand, if the source of the profit (or
loss)) is due to a change in liquidity, then liquidity is the key parameter to monitor.
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An Equilibrium Pricing Model

Thee previous section showed the importance of the inflation and liquidity premium
andd its impact on the performance of real versus nominal bonds. Let us now turn
ourr attention to the pricing of these securities using an equilibrium term structure
modell that takes the liquidity and inflation premium into account.

In the past

threee decades, the literature on the estimation of the term structure has grown
tremendously.. Many theoretical models have tried to explain movements in the term
structuree using a small number of factors. Among the most popular are diffusion
processs models for the (instantaneous) spot interest rate models pioneered by Vasicek
(1977).. Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (1985) take a related approach. They assume a set
off unobservable state variables and derive the equilibrium bond prices as a function
off these state variables using no-arbitrage arguments. Instead of using a continuous
timee notation and a discretization at the end, we start directly with a discrete
modell following closely Campbell, Lo and MacKinlay (1997, chapter 11). Let the
one-periodd dynamics for nominal and real bonds in an arbitrage free environment
bee given by
(5.16) )

mm
QÏ1.QÏ1.
= E
tt+lWk-\,t+l t+lWk-\,t+l
'k,t 'k,t

MM{T){T)

0(r)

(5.17) )

wheree Q£t and Q£t are the nominal and real prices of zero-coupon bond maturing
att k periods from time t.6 The real stochastic discount factor is denoted by
andd the nominal stochastic discount factor by M^{.

M^\

As long as the dynamics of the

pricingg kernel and price level are specified, we can solve recursively for the set of bond
pricess as bjT — brfT = 0. The continuously compounded nominal and real yields
aree given by y^
6

= — k~lq^l

and y£\ = —k~lq£\ respectively where q£l =

\i\Q^l

Thee indicator k has a different meaning than in the previous subsection (where it was used to

denotee the error correction parameter). In here, we use k to refer to the number of periods until
maturity. .
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-AIT)

andd qkt = \nQk{.

To keep things tractable, we assume that the distribution of the

pricingg kernel is conditionally normal and heteroskedastic. We also assume that the
factorss and pricing kernel are given by the following dynamics:

-m

f ~ ll

— zl.t + V ^ t ^ l C u - l + 22.f + \/^t^2^2,(-l

-m£\-m£\
zzwlwl

=
=

zi, + y/zTtPitu-i + *-V + V ^ - ^ 3 ^ 1 + /'A^i
( I - e ) / z + 0z, + v/S(Ö6ti

Inn here, we have m ^

(5.18)
(5-19)
(5.20)

= l n M ^ for j — r (real), j = n (nominal). This model

iss closely related to Remolona, Wickens and Fong (1996)) who use a generalized
Cox,, Ingersoll and Ross model with 3 states to estimate the inflation premium for
UKK government bonds. 7 In our model, I, 0 and S (t) are (3 x 3) diagonal matrices
wheree S(t)ij = a, + 7i^,t

and

£t+i =

dia

9 (^i,t+i.?2,t+n^M^i)- The exogenous state

variabless are depicted by a (3 x 1) vector zt — [zi<t, zi,u z^t]' which follows a square
roott process. Here z^tt is the real one-period interest rate, Z2,t is the liquidity state
andd z^t the expected inflation. Clearly, the heteroskedasticity in this model arises
fromm the level dependent volatility. The setup of the model shows the important
differencee between the real and nominal log-pricing kernel. The real log-pricing
kernell does not depend on inflation but only on liquidity. On the other hand, the
log-pricingg kernel for nominal bonds is depending on inflation (both expected and
unexpected).. Later we will show that 3^0

implies a risk premium incorporated in

reall and nominal bonds. We assume that £u ~ N (0. a\) and independent. The third
statee Z3.f. represents expected inflation and the true or total inflation is therefore
givenn by
InfUiti(mInfUiti(mtt+i+i

=

HxpectHi]] inflation

z^t-i

+

s 4 ,^i

unfxpectcd inflation

'Remolonaa el al. (1996) do not take the liquidity prcmia into account. In their model, the
nominall curve was driven by a real rate and an inflation prcmia while the real curve was driven
byy a real rate.
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Thee model tells us that the inflation premium depends on a (stochastic) expected
inflationn and the unexpected inflation, which is captured by £4,-1- The innovation
inn the expected inflation ^ ^ j

has an impact on the nominal log-pricing kernel

throughh the parameter fl3 while the parameter 3A can be interpreted as the price of
unexpectedd inflation. As Evans (2003) pointed out, this impact plays an important
rolee in the interpretation of the model. If the pricing kernel and inflation move
independently,, then the log price of a nominal bond can be priced as the sum of the
logg price of an equivalent real bond minus the inflation. However, this implies that
(1)) no inflation premium exists and (2) real yields are uncorrelated with inflation.
Penacehii (1991) finds a negative correlation between real interest rates and expected
inflation. 88 He also finds that real interest rates follow a slower mean while having a
largerr volatility compared to expected inflation. Barr and Campbell (1995) also find
expectedd inflation being negative correlated with real interest. This correlation effect
weakenss when the maturity of bonds increases. They also find the expected inflation
beingg the dominant factor in explaining long bond returns. The term structure in
ourr model is determined by a total of three factors in which the real interest is the
commonn factor. This implication is consistent with Stambaugh (1988) who showed
thatt one-factor CIR models are not able to describe the excess returns in bonds.
Moree importantly, a two-factor model with expected inflation as one of the states
iss more able to capture the dynamics of nominal bonds. In order to identify the
model,, some parameter restrictions should be imposed.
Daii and Singleton (2000) suggested S (t)u = Q, 4- 7 ^ . ; in order to test whether
thee process is homoskedastic (a ^ 0. 7 — 0) or level dependent (7 / 0). In order to
limitt the number of parameters in the estimation process, we construct a three-factor
independentt square-root process where a — 0, 7 = 1. In other words, we set the
conditionall covariance to be a diagonal matrix and let the correlations enter through
hh

Penacehi (1991) argues that real interest rates and inflation might be jointly dependent due

too technological innovation. This innovation has an impact on output and henceforth an effect, on
thee money demands.
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thee log-pricing kernel. The proposed term structure model can be interpreted as a
two-factorr discrete version of the Cox, Ingersoll and Ross model (1985) where the
logg price in affine form is given by
(n))
?/
Vk.tVk.t

-n{Tl)

- 1 U(ri) ) n(n}-

kJ

~ k

~ ~k, [

k

hk

+ n(n)~ 1
*''

rr. ?n

i

•i,fc 3,(J

(o.ZL)

andd we have to find the structure of A£ . B[ k, B2k and B.^k for real [j — r) and
nominall (j — n) bonds. Our model exhibits a total of 4 prices of risk (31, {i2- 33. 34)
andd theoretically, affine models allows the identification of N — 1 prices of risk using
NN bonds. In our case with one common component and one unexpected inflation
component,, we need at least 4 nominal bonds {for the identification of ,^]../?3 and
pp44)) and 2 real bonds (for the identification j32)- Let us now focus on the equilibrium
conditionss for both term structures.

P r o p o s i t i o nn 8 The difference equations for the parameters
sively.sively.
n)n)

44

can be found

recur-

In our affine structure model these are defined as AQ — Bt-g = A(' —

= B[? = 0 and B?} = 1 -

ffil

A™ = \0fal

4 ? = 1-

. For k > 1

wewe have

i=1.2 2

4 ÏÏ

-

l+OiB$_1-\(0i

+ B%_iyo?andi

= L2

(5.24)

44n)n) = A^-ÏSfö+TTB^il-e^

4ÏÏ

= ] + Wul-i ~ Ï [pi + 4?-i) *? ^ d »=1,3

(5.25)

(5.26)

Proof.. A proof of this expression is outlined in the appendix (point 3). •
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Usingg these equilibrium conditions, we can analyze the yield spread between the
reall and nominal bonds. As noted earlier, it is common practice to use a breakevenn approach to calculate the expected inflation in real bonds. Albeit simple, the
break-evenn method is not innocuous as the following two implications show. First,
applyingg expressions (5.23) and (5.24) gives us also the opportunity to calculate
thee yield spread between a nominal and real bond (as suggested by the break-even
method): :
11 t„\ 1

== J K " + A S H - I K ' + «--,,]

(5.27)

However,, equation (5.27) implies that an increase in the uncertainty of the expected
inflationn (a :i ) results in an decrease in the yield spread. This is incorrect because
conventionall bonds become less attractive when inflation uncertainty increases. As a
result,, the yield spread in equation (5.27) must increase. Clearly, the interpretation
takenn from equation (5.27) is not correct as it reports the difference between a
nominall yield and a real yield. We can however express the real yield in nominal
termss by adding the appropriate risk premia for the different state variables. The
expectedd log excess return of a A;-period bond over a one-period bond is given by:
Propositionn 9 The. log excess return A ^ = Et ( r ^ _ j J - y[J] of a k-period j —
{r,, n} bond over a 1-period bond is given by

i^l,2i^l,2

i=1.2

(5.28) )

(n))

2

A = -E^^M£(^) ^
Proof.. A proof of this expression is outlined in the appendix (point 4). •
Equationn (5.28) shows that the log excess return of a /r-period bond over a 1periodd bond, depends on the sum of risk premia. which is a function of 3 and a
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variancee term that arises from Jensen's inequality because we work with the expectationn of log return. Using the expressions in (5.28). the risk premium for factor i
(i(i = 1.2.3) in a bond maturing k periods from now equals
A,, = - k

l

^

+ \ (B^Lo)2] ZU

(5.29)

Byy calculating the derivative of A with respect to zit one can show that the riskpremiumm is an increasing function of the state variable z\ as long as 3i < — ^B^_}.
AA sufficient negative beta will therefore create an increasing risk premium on kperiodd bonds relative to a one-period bond. If we denote a nominal real yield by
VktVkt • w e

can ex

P r e s s the expected nominal yield spread between nominal and real

bondss as
EE

[yS-yi[yS-yiRRt]t]
--

= (Ai + A3 + / i l + / i 3 ) - ( A 1 + A 2 + / / 1 + / / 2 + /i3)
A3-A2-/x2

(5.30)

Recalll that the inflation volatility had a negative impact on yield spread in the
break-evenn approach and we argued that this is incorrect. The correct way, where
thee different risk premia is taken into account, yields a positive impact on the yield
spread.. This is easy to see as
^3 3

dandan

<9A3

da:i

2 ^ - 1 ^ 3 ++ (/?3Ütl)2*3z-,.tz-,.t

(5.31)

andd this is strict positive under pt < — \BiJl^_1. Another reason why the break-even
methodd is not innocuous lies in the mismatch of yields when the duration between
nominall and real bonds is different. When the duration between nominal and real
bondss arc different, an error will arise as he following proposition shows:
Propositionn 10 The error in yield spread that arises when falsely matching a nominalinal bond with duration k to a real hond with duration k* = k + A > k is a function
ofof the common state, (real interest rate). This error term tends to go to zero if the
volatilityvolatility in the long end of the real curue is small.
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Proof.. A proof of this expression is outlined in the appendix (point 5).

•

Brownn and Schaeffer (1994). McCulloch and Kochin (1998), Barr and Campbell
(1996)) and Ang and Bekaert (2003) indeed find that the long real curve incorporates
aa high degree of persistence compared to nominal interest rates. In other words, the
longg end of the real curve is less volatile than the long end of the nominal term
structuree of interest rates and we therefore expect the error in the yield spread
beingg small. However, Pennacchi (1991) finds that real rate volatility is still larger
thann the volatility in expected inflation.

We have to take the dynamics of real

interestt rates into consideration and therefore estimate yield levels rather than yield
spreads. .
Inn summary, our model has 4 driving factors that generate the term structure of
interestt rates. The first factor is the real interest rate and is a common factor, i.e.
itt drives both the nominal and real curve. The pricing kernel of nominal bonds is
aa function of the expected inflation but also of unexpected inflation. On the other
hand,, because we ignore indexation lags, the pricing kernel of real bonds contains
ann additional liquidity state.

From the theoretical point of view, affine models

alloww the identification of Af — 1 prices of risk using N bonds. In our case, we
needd at least 4 nominal bonds and 2 real bonds. Moreover, it looks appealing to
workk with yield spreads instead of yield levels because the real rate is a common
component.. However, working with yield spread may result in a wrong interpretation
off state sensitivities. Moreover, the mismatch in duration can play a significant role
dependingg on the difference in duration and the volatility of the real curve. We
thereforee estimate yield levels rather than yield spreads.

5.44

Empirical Results

Beforee we start with a description of the estimation procedure, it is useful to introducee the data used to estimate the inflation and risk premium. We use French
securitiess because the French market is the largest inflation-linked bond market with
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thee longest trading history in the Eurozone. France is also regarded to be a reference
inn both issue size and credit rating and is used as a pricing tool for other inflationlinkedd bond markets. Our data reflects the redemption yields of daily closing price
off French inflation-linked bonds for the period September 1998 until July 2004. The
longestt history of observable prices stems from trading in the OAT 2009 and this
bondd was issued in September 1998 totaling more than 1500 observations. Unfortunately,, other bond series do not have the same number of observations because of
laterr issuance.

5.4.11

Data

Thee issuance of French inflation-linked bonds has increased over 500% in the past
yearss from less than 10 billion Euro in 1999 to almost 60 billion Euro in June 2004.
Ass a comparison, total debt grew in the same period with less than 10%. The first
Frenchh issuance of an inflation-linked bond occurred in September 1998 and was a
10-yearr 3% bond followed by a 3.4% 30-year bond the year after.0 Table 5.1 provides
ann overview of French index-linked bonds issued since 1998.
Thee table shows that almost 60 billion Euro is issued since 1998 from which the
largestt share are linked to the French price level. The table also shows us that a
smalll but growing real curve is emerging in the Eurozone with maturity of bonds
rangingg from 5 years to 28 years. 10 To get an impression of the buy-side allocation in
Frenchh real bonds, we provide details of the geographical distribution and the type
off investors participating in the January 2004 auction in table 5.2. l ' The lion's share
off French index-linked debt is located in the Europe followed by the United States.
99

French sovereign bonds linked to the French CPI are known by their abbreviation O ATI. When

thesee securities are linked to the European CPI excluding tobacco, they art1 known as OATFI.
'"Nextt to the French treasury, the Italian and Greece governments have issued inflation-linked
bondss since 2003. In 2003 for example. Italy and CJreece have have issued a 2008 and 2025 bond
respectively. .
111
Cash-outright bought from primary dealers during the .January 2004 auction.
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Tablee 5.1: The French Inflation-Linked Bond Market
Tablee gives an obverview of the amount outstanding in the French inflation-linked Bond
markett as of .June 2004 in billions of Euros. The French OATi are linked to the French
indexx while AOTei are linked to the Kurozone inflation. As a comparison, the total debt
(reall + nominal) during that period was approximately 820bn Euro's (from which 529bn
Euro'ss was long-term debt. i.e. - 2-years).
Bond d

Coupon n Outstandingg amount (bn EUR) Yearr of issue

OATii 2009
OATii 2011
OATii 2013
OATii 2029
Totall OATi

3.00 0
1.60 0
2.50 0
3.40 0

13,8 8
3,40 0
12.4 4
4,50 0
34.1 1

1998 8
2004 4
2003 3
1999 9

OATeii 2012
OATeii 2020
OATeii 2032
Totall OATei

3.00 0
2.25 5
3.15 5

13,8 8
5,10 0
6,80 0
25.7 7

2001 1
2004 4
2002 2

Typicall buyers of these securities are pension funds and asset managers although
thee banking sector also takes a considerable portion of debt into their books. Our
dataa runs from 29 September 1998 until 5 July 2004. The longest time series comes
fromm the July 2009 bond with an annual coupon of 3% and linked to the French
consumerr price index. In contrast, the bond with the shortest time series in our
datasett is a nominal bond (4% April 2014), which started to trade since 11 March
2003.. An overview of the bonds and the date of their first observation is reported
inn table 5.3.
Notee first that indexed bonds are not present all over the curve and we cannot
constructt discount bonds for all maturities. This is especially problematic on the
shortt end of the curve as issuers typically issue indexed bonds at the longer end of
thee curve. As we can see in table 5.3, a full cross-section sample of bonds starts
onn 11 March 2003. which yields a total of 345 observations. Moreover, for every
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Tablee 5.2: Buyers and Location of French Real Bonds
Tablee the geographical ditribution of cash outright buyers during the January 2004 auctions.. Largest share of French real securities are located in the Eurozone within asset
managementt and pensionfunds.
Geographicall allocation

(%) ) Investorr type

{%) {%)

Eurozone e
Europee (ex Euro)
US S
Asia a
Others s

57 7
22 2
13 3
44
44

31 1
29 9
20 0
10 0
10 0

Assett mgt
Pensionfunds s
Banks s
Centrall Banks
Hendgee funds+others

inflation-linkedd bond, we have a nominal "counterpart". The French treasury agent
alsoo uses these nominal bonds to gauge the performance of index-linked bonds. In
orderr to utilize the full sample of our dataset, we assume that all the bonds were
availablee since 29 September 1998 but denote them as missing observations until
theyy start to trade. This gives a total of 11504 observations. In the strictest sense,
thee time series cannot be regarded as missing observations as they were not issued
then.. However, if these bonds were traded, the only thing that would change is the
maturityy of the bond and the dynamics of the term structure for those non-available
maturitiess must still fulfill the equilibrium condition because the states are valid for
alll maturities. For example, a 10-year nominal bond with 4% coupon in 2003 would
behavee as a 15-year nominal bond with 4% coupon in 1998. In the Kalman filter,
wee start with the estimation procedure for the longest observable bond and omit
thee one-step forecast errors for the bonds which were not issued, i.e. set these to
zeroo and let the state update equals its unconditional expectation. See for example
Durbinn and Koopman (2001) for the exact estimation procedure in case of missing
observations.. Table 5.4 reports the mean and standard deviation of nominal and
reall bonds for every trading day using the cross-section sample of 345 observations.
Ass we can see in this sample, the spread between nominal and real bonds is an
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Tablee 5.3: Observations in dataset
Tablee gives an overview of the French bonds in our dataset. OATEI's are linked to the
Eurozonee consumer price index and OATi's are bonds linked to the French consumer Price
index.. Data spans the period 29 September 1998 until 5 July 2004. Full cross section of
bondss available since 11 March 2003 (345 observations).
Bond d

Maturity y Linkage e

OATii 3%
OATT 4%
OATii 2.5%
OATT 4%
OATeii 3%
OATT 5%
OATii 3.4%
OATT 5.5%.
OATeii 3.15%
OATT 5.75%

07-2009 9
04-- 2009
07-2013 3
04-2013 3
07-2012 2
04-2012 2
07-2029 9
04-2029 9
07-2032 2
10-2032 2

Is** Observation

Frenchh CPI
Nominal l
Frenchh CPI
Nominal l
Frenchh CPI
Nominal l
Frenchh CPI
Nominal l
KUU CPI
Nominal l

29-09-1998 8
08-10-1998 8
11-02-2003 3
11-03-2003 3
06-11-2001 1
12-03-2002 2
02-01-2003 3
02-01-2003 3
02-01-2003 3
02-01-2003 3

increasingg function of the maturity. The nominal curve is also steeper at 140 basis
pointss compared to the 90 basis point spread in the real yield. In addition, the
nominall curve is less stable as its volatility is higher than the reported value of the
reall curve.

5.4.22

Estimation Procedure

Inn order to estimate the parameters of the model, we use the Kalman filter in
combinationn with Quasi-Maximum Likelihood.

The empirical work that follows

willl use bonds that pay coupons on a regular basis. As a result, the yield of a
couponn bond is not a linear function of the state variables and we use the extended
Kalmann filter to construct an approximate affine structure using a first order Taylor
approximation.. The reader is referred to Harvey (1993, chapter 4), Hamilton (1994,
chapterr 13) or Durbin and Koopman (2001) for a detailed description of the Kalman
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Tablee 5.4: Summary Statistics of Real and Nominal French Bonds
Tablee reports mean and standard deviation of the bonds used in our anlysis. Calculations
aree based Full cross section of bonds available since 11 March 2003 (345 observations).
Real l
Nominal l
Maturity y Meann St.dev Meann St.dev Avg.spread d
20U9 9
1.657 7 0.205 5 3.483 3 0.228 8
1.83 3
2012 2
1.995 5 0.169 9 4.003 3 0.198 8
2.01 1
2013 3
2.116 6 0.164 4 4.126 6 0.190 0
2.01 1
2029 9
2.573 3 0.167 7 4.868 8 0.174 4
2.30 0
2032 2
2.557 7 0.155 5 4.880 0 0.171 1
2.32 2

filterr together with its applications in econometrics. The study of the term structure
usingg state space models have been applied by e.g. Penacchi (1991) and Duan and
Simonatoo (1997).

Notee that (3Aa4 cannot be identified separately and one can normalize /?4 = 1
andd estimate a4. Unfortunately, this did not work out well as the contribution of a4
too the likelihood function was marginal, i.e. (3AaA could not be identified separately
fromm expected inflation. We therefore estimate the model by setting 0Aa4 — 0 and
assumee that unexpected inflation is non-stochastic and hence does not require a risk
premium.. We calculate the factor loadings (Ax, Bn),.
(5.23)) to (5.26) where T is the maturity date.

.., (AT, DiT) using equations

These values describe the term

structuree for discount bonds. The coupons and the terms structure enables us to
calculatee the theoretical yield y£t of a coupon bond maturing k periods from now.
Notee that ykcj — F (zt) where the function F {•) is non-linear in the state variables.
Iff the model is correct, then by no-arbitrage, the true observable yield y j f ^

must
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equalss its theoretical yield yk t_1 and the state space representation is given by
(c))
__
Vk.t+1Vk.t+1

-(c)
~
Vkd + l

==
z t + ii

F{zt+l)
( I - 0 ) / x + ezt + Z;/2^+1

=

(5.32)

Too deal with the estimation problem, we assume that the observed yield of different
maturitiess y^t+1 are observed with errors £t+\ relative to %t+i-

Note that the errors

eett+i+i have an unknown magnitude. If F (zt~i) is a linear function in the states and
thee errors are normally distributed with constant variance, our method becomes a
maximumm likelihood estimation. However, in our case where zt~i follows a square
roott process, the method yields an approximate quasi-likelihood function. However,
becausee we are working with coupon bonds, one cannot construct an optimal filter
evenn when et+\ and £t+1 are white noise as F ( z t + i ) is a non-linear function in
thee states zt+\.

An approximate filter however can be obtained by linearizing the

modell and applying the usual Kalman filter. If F (•) is sufficiently smooth, it can
bee expanded by a first order Taylor expansion around its conditional mean. More
specifically,, let us denote £ t — E (zt|Yt_i) and we have

y[y[J)J) =
==

F^(zt)
F^(Ct
,.,,.,

+

Zt-tt
dF(j)
dz dz

== vO))
y ^

xx (z* - Ct)
z=£(zt;Yt_i) )

, DB( J^) A
+

forr j — {nominal, real}.

(5.33)

We dropped the subscript k for notational convenience,

(z(ztt - O and B?= ° ——

.

dz'
yieldd of the bond evaluated at E (zt\Yt_i).
definedd as

J
i ^ u n - ; that
1,11^11 yt u_l
Notee
equals the theoretical

dz'z = £ ( z t | Y , _ i ) )

y,,

=

y t . t _ ! + B ( ( z ( - £ ) + £*
/

z£+11 = ( i - e ) / x + ez i + z ; V 1

The state space representation is finally

(5.34)

(5-35)
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wheree yt = [yf \ y i n ) ] \ y t . t - i = [ y ^ , * ^ ] ' and B t =

*

.

Thee above procedure is the so-called extended Kalman filter and is an application
off the standard Kalman filter to non-linear systems (see Harvey 1990, chapter 3). It
iss important to recognize that the /3,/x.tx coefficients are not appearing explicitly.
Specifically,, these parameters appear in the 4

, 4

'^i

an(

^ ^S

functions for

thee discount bonds. This implies that the parameters uses B e , which is the outcome
off a first-order approximation of a non-linear function F(zt).

A description of

thee Kalman filter procedure for this model can be found in the appendix (point
6)) and the optimization procedure is programmed in OX and uses the MaxBFGS
algorithm.. Several remarks are in order as the proposed econometric method has
somee important drawbacks. Most importantly, specific assumption must be made
withh respect to the state dynamics and this will result in an unavoidable increase in
thee number of parameters to estimate. We therefore assume one inflation premium
thatt drives the observable bond prices although French real bonds are either linked
too a French or Eurozone consumer price index. 12 Second, the state variables may be
difficultt to interpret in a state space framework. Deriving a real curve from indexlinkedd bonds is not as straightforward as with the nominal term structure of interest
rates.. Evans (1998) however shows that imperfect indexation in UK bonds due to
ann indexation lag is of lesser importance than time-varying risk premium. Because
Frenchh bonds have an indexation lag of 3 months (instead of the 8 months for UK
bonds),, we omit this problem in our approach.

5.4.33

Estimation Results

Becausee we work with daily data, we have Azt = zt — zt-\ and henceforth is interpretedd as the change in the states from day t — 1 to day t. The estimated parameters
aree therefore the daily driving factors of the state variables. In order to interpret
thesee values, we also calculate the implied annual value. Before we discuss these val12

Strictlyy speaking this implies the modeling of two inflation prcmia.
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ues,, let us first consider the residuals and the state dynamics. Figure (5.1) reports
thee annualized state variables. 13 As we see, the implied real interest rate reached
aa peak around the 1125(/i observation and this corresponds to March 2003 and has
beenn falling since. Moreover, the liquidity factor has been decreasing steadily since
thee 750 t/! observation which corresponds to August 2001. On the other hand, althoughh inflation is relative stable (around a 2% level per annum) it is also slightly
increasingg since May 2003. Plots of the residuals (in basis points) for the real and
nominall bonds are given in figure (5.3) and (5.2) respectively. As we can see in
thesee figures, the average of the residuals is not zero and this implies that the model
containss a mis-specification between the observed yields and the theoretical yields
(calculatedd from the model). Overall, the mis-specification is rather small with the
meann residual around 0.02 basis points for bonds maturing in 2012 to some 0.2 basis
pointss for bonds maturing in 2029. The same conclusion can be drawn from the
residualss of the nominal bonds. In here, the mean residuals runs from 0.03 basis
pointss for the 2013 to some 0.3 basis points for the 2032 bond. Table (5.5) reports
thee estimation results in basis points and their standard errors using the extended
Kalmann filter and quasi-maximum likelihood. With respect to the state variables,
thee annual unconditional expectation of the real interest, the liquidity and expected
inflationn is calculated as (l + ÏQÖ)

and approximates 49, 94 and 188 basis points

perr annum respectively. However, the formula to annualize the unconditional state
expectationss is valid under the assumption of zero expectation for residuals. We
thereforee calculate the expectation as the sample average of the state variables. In
addition,, due to level dependent volatility, the annual variance of the state variables
equals s
365 5

varvar (zt+1) = ^2 &2%var
wheree var ^zt-iEt-i)

{y/zt^l^t-i)

is the variance corresponding to day t-%. Again, we calculate

thee annual variance using the sample standard deviation from the state variables.
1,5

Thiss result is obtained by multiplying the daily state by 365.
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Tablee 5.5: Estimation Results
Tablee reports the quasi-maximum likelihood estimations of the state space model for daily
values.. The associated t-statistics are in parenthesis. For convenience, /i is multiplied
byy 100. For example, the unconditional expectation for the first state is 0.0013 basis
pointss per day. The reported t-statistics tests 0yeariy — 1. The optimization procedure is
programmedd in OX and uses the MaxBFGS algorithm.
Parameters s Valuee
^^

t-statistic Parameters s Valuee

(xlOO)

0.133

8.52

^2(xl00) )

0.266

5.97

,/3(xl00) )

0.511

13.97

0.999966
0.999944

1.98
6.80

0.999899

0.47

0.055

0.21

6>i i
02 2
03 3

°v °v

44
44
44

44n) n)

t-statistic

0.388

8.89

0.388

2.37

0.277
-3.455
-3.488
-3.533

11.07
-14.81
-0.64
-12.11

0.044

1.52

Thee annual unconditional expectation of real interest rate, liquidity and inflation
aree 82 basis points, 94 basis points and 203 basis points respectively with a correspondingg standard deviation equals 43, 41 and 59 basis points per year. The degree
off mean-reversion is a key parameter in determining the patterns of real interest
ratess and the term structure of yield volatility. The annual mean-reversion term can
bee calculated using the annual term by 9yeariy — exp(365 x In ( 0 ^ ^ ) ) and equals
0.986,, 0.979 and 0.961 respectively. Note that the t-statistic reported in the table
testt 9daily = I- The parameter fi enables us to calculate the log-excess return over
ann one-period bond and can be interpreted as a risk premium. We showed that
aa smaller parameter implied a larger risk premium. Based on the estimated daily
values,, we calculate the corresponding risk premium for every bond. In order to
comparee the premia for each bond, we use the observations for which the complete1
cross-sectionn is available, i.e. the last 345 observations. The exact procedure goes
ass follows: given the estimated parameter value and z, (t — T - 345

7'). we can
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Tablee 5.6: Risk Premia in French Inflation-Linked Bonds
Thee real interest (A]), liquidity premium (A2) and inflation (A3) in French bonds in basis
pointss per annum. These premiums are calculated as follows: using the duration values
forr every available bond and the estimated parameters, we can calculate for every time
tt = T — 315..... T the log excess return using the state variables zt.T\\e average of these
excesss return is multiplied by 365 to get an annual value.
Reall Bonds

Aii

A2

Ai + A2

OATii 3% 2009
OATeii 3% 2012
OATii 2.5% 2013
OATii 3.4% 2029
OATeii 3.15% 2032

1055
1111
1211
2199
2199

6
13
24
22
22

113
124
145
241
241

Nominall Bonds

Aii

A:t

Ai + A;j

1066
1122
1222
2199
2199

113
133
158
250
251

219
245
280
469
470

OATT
OATT
OATT
OATT
OATT

4% 2009
5%; 2012
4% 2013
5.5% 2029
5.75% 2032

Contributionn A 2 to
totall risk premium (%)
5% %
11% %
17% %
9% %
9% %

766
899
1033

Contributionn A3 to
totall risk premium (%)
52%
54%
56%

1977

53%

1988

53%

applyy equations (5.23) to (5.29) and calculate the log-excess returns for every day.
Thee average of these excess returns is the daily risk premium for each bond and
wee multiply this value with 365 to get an annual value. The annualized outcome
iss reported in table (5.6) In the absence of a liquidity premium, we find an averagee inflation premium of 113 basis points for bonds maturing in 2009 to some 251
basiss points for bonds maturing in 2032. In other words, the price of inflation risk
forr long-term bonds is more than 2 times higher compared to bonds at the short
endd of the curve. The finding that long end bonds have a larger inflation premium
doess not come as a surprise. Long-term bonds are more sensitive to inflation than
short-endd bond, which are more sensitive to interest rates. The liquidity premium
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inn real bonds equals some 6 basis points for bonds maturing in 2009 and is slightly
humpedd shaped with a peak at the 10-year bond. The second last column in table
(5.6)) reports the contribution of liquidity and inflation on the total log-excess return.
Thee contribution of liquidity on real bonds is relative small and stands at 5% for
short-termm bonds and 10% for long-term bonds with a peak of 17% in the 10-year
bond.. On the other hand, the impact of inflation on bond return is much larger for
nominall bonds as more than 50% of nominal bond return depends on the inflation
premium. .
Finally,, using the estimated value and equation (5.30), we can calculate expected
nominall yield spread A between nominal and real bonds. Because we assumed that
unexpectedd inflation is non-stochastic, we find A ~ A3—A2 — z2 where z2 — 31
basiss points is the average state value for the last 345 observations. Note that A is
depictedd in the last column of the table. 14 Specifically, A runs from 76 basis points
inn the 2009 bonds to some 198 basis points for bonds maturing in 2032. To compare
thiss result with previous studies for the US and UK government bonds, Buraschi
andd Jiltsov find an inflation risk premium of 70 basis points in 10-year bonds and up
too 240 basis points at the long-end of the curve for the US TIPS market. McCulloch
andd Kochin (1998) found comparable results. 15 Ang and Bekaert (2003) fit nominal
dataa from the US treasury market into a real interest regime-switching framework
andd find an average inflation premium of 100 basis points in 10-year bonds. For the
UKK market, Remolona, Wickens and Gong (1998) finds an inflation premium on the
UKK market of 100 basis points for 2-year maturities while Shen (1998) reports an
inflationn premium around 75 basis points for bonds with a 10-year maturity up to
1044 basis points for bond maturing in 25 years. Our results for A;J suggest that the
inflationn premium in the long end of the term structure is larger than the premium
111

Not o that this n u m b e r is not totally correct as we neglect the m a t u r i t y difference between real

andd nominal bonds.
' ' F i g u r ee 4 of McKulloch and Koehing (1998) finds an average annual inflation p r e m i u m bel ween
1600 basis points for 10-year bonds up to some 230 basis points for bonds m a t u r i n g in .'50 years.
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Conclusions

Althoughh inflation-linked bonds offer a hedge against price movements, they are
lackingg in liquidity for two reasons. First, although the activity on the primary
markett has grown over the past number of years, the total size outstanding is still
smalll compared to conventional bonds. Second, and more importantly, inflationlinkedd bonds an; typical buy-and-hold securities as they are kept for the remaining
off their life. Hence, yields on nominal bonds contain an inflation premium while
yieldss on inflation-linked bonds contain an liquidity premium. Having a correct understandingg of the source; of (yield) spread movements is important in order to make
decisionss with respect to the appropriate trading strategy. We therefore estimate
thee liquidity and inflation premium in European sovereign bonds using data from
nominall and inflation-linked French bonds. The estimation method is set within a
statee space framework where the state variables follow a discrete Cox, Ingersoll and
Rosss process. In this framework, the yields of the coupons are a function of the state
variables.. In order to calculate the yields of coupon-bearing bonds, we linearize the
statee equations around its one-step conditional forecast and use the Kalman filter
forr updating the level of the state. This is the so-called extended Kalman filter approach.. Our findings are as follows: in the absence of liquidity, the inflation premium
runss from 113 basis points to some 250 basis points across the curve. These numbers
impliess that the inflation premium in long-term bonds is more than 2 times larger
comparedd with the short-end of the curve. These results are somewhat larger than
thee findings of Shen (1998) and Remolona, Wickens and Gong (1998) for the UK
markett but comparable with US TIPS. The liquidity premium in real bonds equals
somee 6 basis points for bonds maturing in 2009 and is slightly humped shaped with
aa peak at the 10-year bond. If liquidity is taken into consideration, the expected
nominall yield spread between nominal and real bonds equals some 15 basis points
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inn the short end of the curve but increases to 135 basis points in the long end of
thee curve. For short-term (long-term) bonds, the liquidity premium accounts for
somee 5% (10%) of the total real risk premium. On the other hand, the inflation
premiumm is a prominent factor in nominal bonds as it account for more than 50%
off the total risk premium across the term structure for nominal interest rates. As a
finalfinal remark, although the contribution of the liquidity premium to total premium
iss small, it has a large impact on the expected nominal yield spread through the
expectedd liquidity level. We find that this yield spread is upward sloping as it runs
fromm 76 basis points to some 198 basis points for the 2032 bond.
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Appendix to Chapter 5

5.A.11

Appendix: The Real Return on Nominal Bonds

BONDS

Definee the real return on equity by Y — ƒ (X) where X are Ito processes. By Ito"s lemma
wee must have

andd applying this to Y — — yields
(1Y_(1Y_ _ 'BY'BY
1

BY

1 /

cP-Y

%,dB+%-dP+-%,dB+%-dP+~V~V ~ YOBOB
dP
2 V ÖBdP

==
==

dB2

<f-Y

2
24^dBdP+^dB
+^-dP2
2

OP

JdB-§2dp-jndBdP+JHdF*
1LdBdp+A.dp*

==

(Rdt + aBdW)

==

(R-K

- (ndt + opdW) + (ndt + apdW) (ndt +

+ a2p) dt+ (aBdW

-

•AS•AS dBdP = 0, dWdt = 0 and dWidWj =

5.A.22

f)2Y

apdW)
Pijdt

Appendix: Inflation Dynamics

Definee a functional form Yt = ektnt and use Ito"s lemma to find
dYdYtt

=
--

ektdnt+kcht7Ttdt
kekt7tdt +

e^a^dW^

Too solve this stochastic differential equation, one can use
t~Att~At

/

rt + At

eeksksdsds + a„
wheree the latter term is .V (0. av f( ~ c2ksds).

eksdWn.s
Solving this integral yields
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withh vt ~ N ( 0 , f £ (e 2 f c ( f ^ A t ) - e2kt)j.

In order to transform this back to its original

parameter,, we need to post multiply equation (5.36) with e-k^-At)
^t-At^t-At

as Yt^^te~k^^At^

—

and this implies

==

[y; + 7T (^ t + A t > - e*<) + £( ] K -*(^^o
nte-kAt+7T

==

==

Tr.e-^+Tr ( l - e-fcA()

==

7f + erkM

withwith et ~ N (o,&
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/Mt^At)e-k{t^At)

_ (,kt(,-k(t^At)\
+e-
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+e-k(t

+ At)£t

('+A'),(

(irt - TT) + e t

(5.37)

er2h*t)Y
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Appendix: Difference Equations for A(-) and B(-) Functions s

Forr convenience, rewrite the equations for the real term structure dynamics

Becausee we assume an affine structure, we can use a recursive procedure to write the log
pricee of a real discount bond as:

E

Pkl=Pkl=

< [™Ci + Pklu+i]

+\vart

[ r n i ^ + vV-^]

(r) (r)

becausee Plit

= 1 we must have EVw — 0 and hence

p\p\rr}}

=
==

Et [ m ! : \ ]
--i.t-z2,t

t

+ \ (3\z\.ta\

[m^]
+

Z2.t3W2)

(5-38)
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z
r
as sthee moments are given by Et \m{ J_\ — — Z\j — z2j and p^a^Zi^ + $2?\ 2.tthereforee have
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W(

offf = 1-i^f
A<r))

=0

wheree (i = 1,2). Forfc> l,wehavep£] = Et \m\rJ\ +Pfc-i.f*i + 2 T ' a r ' M + i +Pfc-]
wheree the expectations are given by
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Applyingg these results to the recursive equation (5.38) yields
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andd therefore

(( = 1,2

< ïï - i + ö ^ t i - é ^ + fiiï-i)2^
Thee same approach can be applied to nominal bonds. However, due to an additional
elementt in the pricing kernel (unexpected inflation) of the nominal bonds, we have
PutPut

=

&t |mj+ij +^vart

\rn\+\j

(n) (n)

Again,, the affine structure permits us to write the the log price as pn[ = —An — B\nZ\t —
(n))
" i i.11
.11

_
~~

dn) n)n)
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A[A[

11

i

II R2rr2
2A- ,
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a2*2
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Forr k > 1 we have

(») )
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Applyingg these results yields
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Appendix: Log-Excess Returns and Risk Premium

Underr our normality assumption, the equilibria condition is equivalent to
00

==

Et [ m ^ ! + r j g ^ ] +\vart

[m^ + r ^ ]

Et ( m j a ) +£?t ( r ^ ) + i t ; a r t ( m ^ )

(5.39)

++ > H ( r ^ ) +cavt [ m ^ , r ^ V , ]
wheree m ^ = log A ^ and r ^ ,

(5.40)

= logQ^^-loggg

= ?[",,,-£.

Equation

(5.39)) must hold for every maturity and we can therefore write the difference between a
A:-periodd bond and an one-period bond as
00

-

Et ( r i l : - ' f t . ) H

[vart ( r j ^ ) - vart

+cov+covtt [ m S , ^ ^ ] -covllt t+ii't+ii'
[r

(r^)]

i,t+i

Itt is important to realize that

caucautt [m^r^l,]

= vart ( r ^ ) = 0 as Et ( r ==
^ ) Vi.t

andd therefore non-stochastic conditioned on time t. This means that the log excess return
off a ^-period bond over a 1-period bond is given by

EtEt (r^L)

-1,!,= ~\vart ( r ^ ) -covt

[m^.^J

(5-41) )

M) as
Usingg the definitions of the affine structure model we can write M)
rj^^j

whenn j = r

==
k.t~\ k.t~\

(5.42) )

<

whenn j = n
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Thee expressions in equation (5.42) tells us that this excess return is solely depending
BBzz k-iy/zïj£i,t+\-

) )f _, are given by
Therefore, the variances of 0'rjj.
'' E,_i,2(^i-i) 2 ^W
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Hi,) )
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covcovt t

whichh means that the log excess return can be written as
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^^ fëL) -Vi.t= <
——
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whenn j — n

2 Z^i = l,3

Appendix: The Real Interest Rate

Forr notatiorial convenience, we assume that 3A — 0. The result stays the same as the
unexpectedd inflation factor is independent of the real interest rate and only added to the
spreadd and henceforth does not change the interpretation of the argument. To see the error
// that arises when we match two yields with different durations in our case, consider a
nominall bond with duration k and a real bond with duration k*. If we falsely set the?
durationn of a real bond at k (while in reality k* > k), the error equals
//

=

(n) (n) (r) )

(n)(n)

(r)

-Vk't -Vk't

vv{T){T)-u-u-{T) {T)
ifk.t ifk.t
(«•))
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k

(r) (r)

Ï **

j-1.2 2

* • ' • • * ••

k ^

k

~J.t ~J.t

(5.43) )
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Usingg the difference equations (5.24) and (5.26). one can relate this error to the parameters
off the model. If k* — k k + A > k, one can show that
AA

kk

k'k' ''
11

"(rj

Ak

k

! „(r)

VV

_

;

y

j —1,2 h-\
]

( 1 ü2

\

n (r)

andd this is clearly a function of the real rate parameters. The mismatch in duration can
bee ignored however if <7\ —> 0 for a sufficiently large k. For example, let us consider the
limitt case where o\ — 0 and k —> oc. which implies Z\x-\

= Z\.t and hence 0\ = 1. We

have e

( 5 - 46 )

!22 - E ^ i r ^

BB

ass |0| < 1 and the error as depicted in equation (5.45) goes to zero. In addition, the second
termm in equation (5.44) can be written as — 5 Z t = ] Bpk,_t{\

— 9X)(.LX — — (X1^>- 0 while

4"" = ^EE^d-Mn
A: :

== 4 r, + (l-0 2 )/z 2 X;fl£L

M7)

/^i i

Thee total error term is therefore given by

yk'.i-Vk.tyk'.i-Vk.t k*k*
-

A

k T*

'

k'k' ~ZAk

h-1h-1

+ [jpU2.k'

^

~ ^U2.k)

2

2.(

'

andd therefore independent from the real state parameters (fi]. ,i[. 0\. 0\).

The error as

depictedd in equation (5.48) depends solely on the parameters of the second state (liquidity)
andd not on third state (inflation) because a real bond was falsely matched to a nominal
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bondd (k* was fixed at k). If the maturity of a nominal bond was falsely matched to the
maturityy of a real bond (i.e. k was fixed at k*). the error would be described by the third
statee rather than the second state.

5.A.66

Appendix: A State Space Framework

Oncee we linearize the model, we can use the Kalman filter for the Gaussian linear model as
depictedd in equations (5.34) and (5.35). The Kalman filter recursion is a set of equations
thatt allows an estimator to be updated once a new observation becomes available. The
Kalmann filter gives an optimal prediction of the (unobserved) state variables using the
previouslyy estimated values. The estimates for these state variables are then updates
usingg the information from the observed yields.

The by-product of this procedure is

thee prediction error and can be used to evaluate the likelihood-function. For notational
convenience,, let us restate the model in here as
YtYt
z ^ jj
wheree et

=
-

yt\t-i+Bt

{zt - £t)+£t

(5.49)

(I - Q) /x + © Z t + R ^ i

~ 7V(0,H),& + 1

E(zE(ztt\Y\Ytt-\).-\).

~

N(0,Qt),Rt

(5.50)
= ^It,Zl

-

JV(/*,P,) and Q =

In here we set the initial values of the state to its expectation. Because we are

workingg with normal distributed residuals, the subsets of variables given the information
sett Yf_i — (yi,. . . , yj-i) is also normal distributed and we have to find the conditional
distributionn of z ^ i given Yt which is determined by £(_j and Pt-i

= mr(z<_i|Y ( ) =

varvar (C(-i)- Since

v^fi-ej/zz + e ^ V i
Wee have
C^!!

=
==

PUii

=
==

E(zt^\Yt)
( I - 0 ) / / + 9£(z;|Y,)
var

(5.51)

(zt+i\Yt)

®vwc(zt\Yt)&+RtQtR't

(5.52)
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Thee one-step forecast of yt given Yt-\ is given by vt and equals

v,, =

yt-EfydY^!)

==

(5-5:*)

yt-9t\t-i

Thee first key recursion for the Kalman filter is given by
E(zE(ztt\Y\Ytt))

=

E(zt\Yt_uvt)

==

£(z t |Y f _!) + con (z,, v t ) [var ( v t ) ] _ 1 v,

==

Ct + KtF^Vt

(5.54)

where e
K,,

=

cov(zt.vt)

== E [E{zt(yt-yt,_,)')

FFtt

\Yt^

==

E[E (z, (zt - Ct)' B;|Y t _!) + E

==

E [E (zt (zt - O ' B;|Y t _!)] = P t B ;

=
==

(zte't\Yt^)}
(5.55)

var(vt)
B(PfB; + Ht

(5.56)

Substitutingg equation (5.54) into (5.51) gives us
C^ii

=
==

( I - e ) , z + 0£(zt|Yt)
( I - e ) / x + © C f + 0KtF(-]v(

(5.57)

Moreover,, the second key recursion in the Kalman filter tells us that
varvar (zt\Yt)

=

var(zt\Yt-Uvt)

==

?;ar(z(|Y,_i) + a w ( z t , v t ) [var (v ( )] _ 1 cov (z t , v,}'

--

P, - K ^ F ^ K ;

(5.58)

andd substituting this equation back into (5.52) yields
P ^ ,, = 0 P t 0 ' - e K t F ^ K ' t © ' + R , Q t R ;

(5 59)

Inn here, equations (5.53).(5.55).(5.56).(5.57) and (5.59) constitutes the Kalman filter which
wee estimate in combination with the quasi-maximum likelihood procedure.
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Graphs Chapter 5

Figuree 5.1: The state dynamics of the model. Recall that real interest is a common
factorr driving the pice kernel of both nominal and real bonds. A liquidity premium
drivess the price kernel of real bonds while an inflation premium drives the price
kernell of nominal bonds.
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Figuree 5.2: Graphics reports the residuals of the nominal bonds in basis points.
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Figuree 5.3: Graphics reports the residuals of the real bonds in basis points.
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Chapterr 6
Summary y
Thiss dissertation focused on a number of issues that are of importance in the current
Europeann bond market. In the past years, the fiscal policy of the Eurozone members,
advancess in the technology of trading platforms and the introduction of a single
currencyy have reshaped the fixed income markets in Europe. These developments
havee resulted in a far going integration of Eurozone capital markets. Moreover, the
massivee amounts of debt issued by Japan and the United States combined with
thee deteriorating stock markets in 2000-2002 have also resulted in an increased
assett allocation to European bonds. Currently, the Eurozone bond market is the
thirdd largest market in the world with the German Schatze, Bobl and Bund futures
amongg the heaviest traded financial contracts. In recent years, the empirical work
onn the microstructure of financial markets has received considerable attention in the
academicc literature. Most of the substantial empirical work in this area pertains
too stock markets.

Given the emphasis on stock markets in the theory and the

availabilityy of data, this is understandable. On the other hand, in terms of both
capitalizationn and trading volume, bond markets are bigger than stock markets.
Researchh on bond markets is also interesting because of their special structure.
Thesee markets are centered around a large number of professional dealers. Outside
customerss trade with the dealer of their choice. Volume is high and interdealer
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tradingg is frequently being observed. This work could be divided into two parts.
Thee first part focused on the microstructure of European bond markets. The second
partt focused on the growing European inflation-linked bond market. Notice that
throughoutt this dissertation, we distinguished between market participants who can
sett new prices (market makers or dealers) and market participants that can only
takee prices (traders).
Inn the first part, we turned our attention to the microstructure of Eurozone bond
marketss by studying the Belgian. French. German, and Italian bonds. We started
withh a review of microstructure literature in chapter 2 and studied inventory and
informationn models. For inventory models, the equilibrium price formed by dealers
compensatess for non-optimal inventory positions while the equilibrium price in informationn models protects against adverse selection. Because a competitive market
structuree prevails in the Eurozone bond market, interdealer trading is important.
Wee therefore provided a discussion about interdealer trading and its impact on the
formationn of prices. We showed that in these interdealer models, inventory and
informationn asymmetry are still important because order flows are sources of privatee information. This private information, combined with risk-averse speculation
amongg dealers, will result in strategic interdealer behavior. We ended chapter 2
withh a discussion about some variables that could be observed by an econometrician
andd therefore useful for testing market microstructure topics. We turned our attentionn to the bid-ask spread, price volatility and order flow. The bid-ask spread is
ann important instrument for dealers because it controls the incoming and outgoing
orderr flow, it compensates dealers for their market making activity and it serves as
a.. protection against adverse selection. Based on quote data, one can calculate the
average,, effective and realized spread. Based on transaction data, one can calculate
implicitt trading costs. An important role is also put aside for price volatility. Accordingg to theory, the more informed traders we have, the more price volatility will
occurr as market makers will change their quotes more often to protect themselves
againstt adverse selection. The empirical papers indeed support this idea and show
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thatt the arrival of information is an important contributor to intraday price volatility-- Monitoring order flow is also crucial in financial markets. Even if markets are
drivenn by publicly available news, there exist information asymmetry in the form of
privatee order flow as it can observed only by the parties involved in the transaction.
Inn addition, the impact of order flow is time-varying. Not only does it depend on
thee size and its direction, but also on the arrival of information in the market.
Inn chapter 3, we turned our attention to the trading activity of the MTS Global
Markett system, which is the most important European interdealer fixed income
tradingg system.

This system is composed of a number of trading platforms on

whichh designated bonds can be traded. The trading system is fully automated and
effectivelyy works as an electronic limit order market. The first interesting feature
off the MTS trading platform is its organizational setup. Fixed income securities
cann be traded on a domestic and an European (EuroMTS) platform. The range of
securitiess being traded on the domestic platform is however much larger than on the
EuroMTSS trading platform. A dealer on the domestic trading platform can therefore
tradee a much wider range of bonds. However, the existence of both trading platforms
suggestss differences and we therefore asked ourselves the following question: Why
wouldd a market maker with entrance to the local platforms also operate on the
EuroMTSS trading platform? To answer this question, a detailed study on the costs
andd the dynamics of price formation is needed. Throughout the paper, we provided
aa comparison of the trading costs and price dynamics on the domestic MTS markets
andd the EuroMTS by calculating comparative measures of liquidity, such as the
quotedd and effective spread. We showed that despite the apparent fragmentation of
tradingg on domestic platforms and EuroMTS. the markets are closely connected in
termss of liquidity. The second interesting feature of the MTS Global Market system
iss its pure interdealer platform. This allowed us to study the price and order flow
dynamicss under competitive market making. We asked ourselves: What are the
dynamicss of prices in the Eurozone fixed income market under competitive market
makingg and interdealer trading'.'' What is the role of trading intensity? Interestingly.
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thee study of trading intensity and its relation to price and order flow dynamics do
nott explicitly take the role of interdealer trading into consideration. Single dealer
modelss argue that there exist a positive relation between information and trading
intensityy as more informed traders arc active during large market activity.

This

meanss that any unexpected trade during active trading has a higher impact on
prices.. Some authors also documented the same empirical results. We think that
interdealerr trading may shed a different light on these results. Dealers use interdealer
tradingg to control their inventory position but interdealer trading is more costly
comparedd to outside customer trading because dealers have to pay a fee (to the
otherr dealer) rather than receiving a fee (from an outside customer). In addition,
theree is less need to adjust the spread as traders enter the market on a frequent basis,
whichh by definition occur during high market activity. Next to these searching costs,
interdealerr trading can also result in a repeated passing of inventory among dealers as
theyy have the moral obligation to quote prices. The repeated passing of inventory is
calledd "hot-potato" trading and this creates noise in the pricing process when dealers
aree risk averse and speculative. In other words, a dealer's decision to conduct an
interdealerr trade depends on his ability to offset his inventory using customer order
flow.. Not only is this cheaper compared to interdealer trading; it also avoids the
"hot-potato"" process. This implies that the price impact of a trade is much larger
duringg periods where trading intensity is low because customer flows are scarce.
Ourr data provided an opportunity to test this. We documented the following: order
flowss are strongly correlated but the correlation gradually decreases over time. We
alsoo found the impact of a trade in a low trading intensive environment having a
largerr impact on price than in a high trading intensive environment. This contrasts
thee findings for stock markets but confirms the dealer's preference to trade with
outsidee customers rather than the more costly interdealer trading. When we took
announcementt effects into consideration, we found the overall price sensitivity to
orderr flow being stronger and this reflects the information asymmetry in order flow.
However,, this price sensitivity is magnified when trading activity is low. The latter
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confirmedd the important role of order flows to determine the true impact of economic
news. .
Inn chapter 4. we analyzed the impact of basis volatility on the pricing of Eurozone
sovereignn bonds. Hedging and speculative motives of market makers often require
strategiess involving positions in both the futures and spot market. These are socalledd basis strategies and arise from the market makers need to hedge incoming
orderr flow. The payoff of these strategies depends on the basis volatility or basis risk
andd we argued that basis risk is a relevant factor in determining the price of a fixed
incomee security. We showed that the basis risk (or basis volatility) is relevant as it
determiness the final payoff of a trader's hedged position. Basis risk is also important
duee to costs associated with managing inventory and holding a position. These costs
aree mostly operational costs, waiting costs or a deviation from an optimal (meanvariancee efficient) portfolio. The more difficult it is to hedge, i.e. the larger the basis
volatility,, the more difficult it is to manage these costs and the higher the required
compensationn for offering liquidity. Using simulations, we found a convex relation
betweenn the quoted spread and basis risk. More specific, an increase in the basis risk
resultss in a more than proportional widening of the quoted spread. This non-linearity
inn spread dynamics suggests that a market maker requires a higher compensation
forr his services when his exposure to basis risk increases by quoting a larger bidaskk spread. When the basis risk becomes problematic however, he widens his spread
evenn more and this indicates his reluctance to trade. We also estimated the basis risk
forr some Eurozone government bonds using transaction data from the MTS trading
systemm and bund future data from EUREX. Although the bund future requires the
deliveryy of German bonds, there exist a relation between the futures and the cash
markett even if the cash instruments cannot be delivered because the futures and spot
markett are driven by the same interest rates. We showed that bonds with larger basis
volatilityy are traded at a premium. This provides an alternative explanation for the
yieldd differences in the Eurozone besides credit risk or liquidity premium. The fact
thatt yield differences are also related to hedging quality has important implications
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forr policy making. A strong fiscal convergence and operations leading to an increase
inn liquidity are important for convergence of bond yields but any measures that can
limitt the basis risk should be taken into consideration as well. This can be achieved
byy e.g. cash settlement or allowing non-German bonds for delivery. Although these
measuress do not solve additional problems, it would help in lowering the 'natural'
advantagee incorporated in German bonds due to their physical delivery. We think
thatt these measures can greatly improve the efficiency of using futures to hedge
Eurozonee fixed income securities.
Thee recent commitment by the French Treasury to issue inflation-linked bonds almostt every month in 2004 and the announcement by the Italian and Greek Treasury
agentt to issue more inflation-linked bonds in the coining years reflect the growing
importancee of these instruments for the Eurozone debt market. We studied the
Frenchh inflation-linked bond market in chapter 5. Most research on inflation-linked
bondss is conducted for the UK and US market while little has been said about the
inflation-linkedd bond market in the Eurozone. Given the attention of issuers and
investorss on the Eurozone inflation-linked market, this is not justified. Nowadays,
aa reasonable European real yield curve has emerged, containing maturities varyingg from 2006 to 2032. Along with this real government curve a relatively liquid
andd economically significant Eurozone real swap market has evolved. In chapter
5,, we analyzed the inflation premium contained in French inflation-linked governmentt bonds. The real interest rate and expected inflation are the key unobservable
variabless in our analysis. If real interest rates are reflected through index-linked
bonds,, it is common practice to use a break-even approach to calculate the expected
inflationn in real bonds. The expected inflation is then the yield difference between
aa nominal and an index-linked bond with the same maturity. Albeit simple, this
methodd suffers from a number of problems. First, only the maturities of nominal
andd real bonds are taken into consideration so it does not generate a complete term
structuree of interest rates. More importantly, the method assumes that the Fisher
equationn holds and this implies that the inflation premium is set to zero. In order
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too calculate the inflation premium within a break-even framework, expected inflationn extracted from survey data is incorporated. The inflation premium is then the
differencee between the nominal yield, real yields and the expected inflation. Still,
thee proposed method assumes that the index-linked curve estimated from inflationlinkedd price data is equal to the real term structure of interest rates.

There is

howeverr a difference due to liquidity and imperfect indexation. Most papers focusingg on the liquidity premium do understand the importance of liquidity but do not
explicitlyy model liquidity as a driving factor of bond prices. It is well known howeverr that liquid securities are traded at a premium. Taking liquidity into account
allowedd us to use data on both nominal and inflation-linked debt in markets where
thee outstanding amount of inflation linked debt is small. In France for example,
thee fraction of inflation-linked bonds stands at 7% of total debt while the Italian
treasuryy estimates that some 1.3% of its current debt is inflation-linked. The US
treasuryy market is the worlds largest inflation-linked bond market and the outstandingg amount of treasury inflation protected securities (or TIPS) equals 150 billion.
Thiss is approximately 6% of the total outstanding tradable US treasury debt. To
somee extent, the problem of liquidity can be avoided by analyzing the UK bond
markett because almost 25% of their tradable debt is inflation linked. The objective
chapterr 5 is to estimate the inflation premium by taking liquidity into account. This
allowedd us to study the empirical properties of the term structure of real rates in
thee Eurozone bond market. We used data from French index-linked and nominal
bondss and estimate the inflation and liquidity premium in a state space framework
usingg the extended Kalman filter and quasi-maximum likelihood. In particular, we
simultaneouslyy derived the nominal and real term structure of interest rates and this
enabledd us to calculate the price of any discount bond. In order to fit coupon bearingg bonds into an affine structure, we used the extended Kalman filter to linearize
thee state equations. A state space approach is also useful for taking advantage of
cross-sectionall and timeseries behavior of nominal and real rates and this should
reducee the instability of timeseries. Our findings are as follows: in the absence of
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liquidity,, the inflation premium runs from 113 basis points to some 250 basis points
acrosss the curve. These numbers implies that the inflation premium in long-term
bondss is more than 2 times larger compared with the short-end of the curve and
comparablee with US TIPS. The liquidity premium in real bonds equals some 6 basis
pointss for bonds maturing in 2009 and is slightly humped shaped with a peak at the
10-yearr bond. If liquidity is taken into consideration, the expected nominal yield
spreadd between nominal and real bonds equals some 15 basis points in the short end
off the curve but increases to 135 basis points in the long end of the curve. For shorttermm (long-term) bonds, the liquidity premium accounts for some 5% (10%) of the
totall real risk premium. On the other hand, the inflation premium is a prominent
factorr in nominal bonds as it account for more than 50% of the total risk premium
acrosss the term structure for nominal interest rates. As a final remark, although
thee contribution of the liquidity premium to total premium is small, it has a large
impactt on the expected nominal yield spread through the expected liquidity level.
Wee find that this yield spread is upward sloping as it runs from 76 basis points to
somee 198 basis points for the 2032 bond.
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Economic

Re-

Samenvattingg (Dutch Summary)
Inn dit proefschrift beschrijf ik een aantal ontwikkelingen die zich op dit moment
afspelenn in de Europese obligatiemarkten. Met Europese obligatie markten bedoel
ikk de landen die deelnemen aan het Europese monetaire stelsel en dit wordt ook de
Eurozonee genoemd. Mijn dissertatie kan grofweg opgedeeld worden in 2 delen. Het
eerstee gedeelte van mijn proefschrift omvat hoofdstuk 2, 3 en 4 en richt zich op de
marktmicrostructuurr van Europese obligatie markten. Hoofdstuk 5 wijkt af van het
marktmicrostructuurr concept en richt zich op de groeiende infiatie-linked obligatie
marktt in de Eurozone.
Allereerstt beschrijf ik in hoofdstuk 2 een aantal belangrijke theoretische conceptenn binnen de microstructuur van financiële markten. Deze concepten zijn niet
noodzakelijkk gericht op obligatiemarkten maar als inleiding geschikt. Van belang
hierbijj is het onderscheidt tussen een dealer en een handelaar. Een dealer heeft het
rechtt om een prijs te bepalen (hij is dus een price maker) terwijl een handelaar dit
rechtt niet heeft (hij is dus een price taker). Het grootste verschil tussen een dealer en
eenn handelaar is dat de eerste groep investeerders direct liquiditeit aanbiedt ('immediacy').. Allereerst richten we ons op de prijsvorming van financiële producten vanuit
hett oogpunt van de dealer. We analyzeren twee klassieke concepten, namelijk de
voorraad-modellenn en informatie-modellen. De eerste klasse van modellen beargumenteertt dat de prijs gevormd door een dealer afhankelijk is van zijn positie. Omdat
eenn dealer liquiditeit aanbiedt, kan dit leiden tot een niet-optimale positie voor een
dealer.. Een bied- en laatprijs kan daarom gezien worden als een vergoeding voor de
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dealerr omdat hij een positie in zijn boeken opneemt. Volgens informatie-modellen
kann het aanbieden van liquiditeit ook leiden tot een transactie met een handelaar die
meerr informatie heeft over de toekomstige eigenschappen van een financieel product.
Omdatt een dealer geld verliest wanneer hij geconfronteerd wordt met geïnformeerde
handelaarss zal een dergelijke transactie ten koste gaan van niet-geïnformeerde handelaarss in de vorm van een bied- en laat prijs. Rationele modellen laten echter zien
datt de gevormde prijs niet louter gedreven kan worden door informatie. Immers,
eenn prijs die anders is dan wat publiekelijk informatie voorschrijft is een indicatie
vann asymmetrische informatie. Als gevolg zullen handelaars hun prijs aanpassen wat
leidtt tot een zogenaamde "fully revealing" evenwicht. Om een dergelijk evenwicht
tee vermijden, zullen er ook deelnemers bestaan die niet louter handelen op basis
vann informatie. Deze handelaars worden noise traders genoemd. Daarnaast kennen
Europesee obligatie markten een competitieve marktstructuur waarbij meerdere dealerss het recht hebben om een prijs te bepalen. Deze marktstructuur zorgt ook voor
interdealerr handel en we bekijken de rol van interdealer handel op de prijsvorming.
Inn de afgelopen jaren heeft de introductie van een gezamenlijke munt. de efficiëntiee van elektronische handelssystemen en een gezamenlijk fiscaal beleid geleid
tott een verregaande integratie van Europese kapitaalmarkten. Toch heeft deze integratiee niet geleid tot dezelfde rente en overheden lenen tegen verschillende tarieven
omm hun overheidsuitgaven te financieren. Er zijn een aantal belangrijke redenen
waaromm yields tussen overheden verschillen. Allereerst bestaat er een kans dat overhedenn hun obligatieschuld niet (of gedeeltelijk niet) kunnen terugbetalen. Dit wordt
kredietrisicoo genoemd en verschilt per land. Hoe hoger het kredietrisico, hoe hoger
dee yield ter compensatie. Daarnaast verschillen obligaties in liquiditeit. Hoe lager
dee liquiditeit, des te moeilijker wordt het om te handelen op de secundaire markten.. Een belangrijke maatstaf voor liquiditeit is de hoeveelheid obligaties uitgegeven
doorr de overheid. Een groter uitstaand bedrag in een bepaalde overheidsobligatie
impliceertt een grotere liquiditeit. Echter, uit ons dataset blijkt dat overheden met
eenn laag krediet risico en weinig liquiditeit niet altijd een hogere yield betalen dan een
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overheidd met dezelfde krediet risico en hogere liquiditeit. Het yield verschil tussen
Nederlandsee en Franse staatsleningen is een voorbeeld hiervan. Hetzelfde kan wordenn opgemerkt voor het yield verschil tussen Italiaans en Portugese obligaties. Dus.
hoewell kredietrisico en liquiditeit belangrijke maatstaven zijn voor yield, geeft het
geenn waterdichte garantie voor de rente verschillen tussen verschillende leningen.
Inn hoofdstuk 2 en 3 richten we ons op twee alternatieve redenen waarom er
renteverschillenn bestaan tussen de Eurozone landen. Hoofdstuk 3 beargumenteert
datt er verschillende transactiekosten kunnen bestaan tussen de verschillende staatsobligaties..

Indien deze transactiekosten hoger zijn voor bijvoorbeeld Italiaanse

staatsleningen,, zal elke investeerder die actief belegt in deze leningen een hogere internn rendement (yield) vragen ter compensatie. We berekenen de transactie kosten
voorr het MTS handelssysteem, het grootste elektronische handelssysteem voor Europesee staatsobligaties. We analyseren een aantal maatstaven van transactiekosten
zoalss de bied-laat spread en het volume gewogen prijs. We vinden dat er verschillen
bestaann in de transactiekosten tussen verschillende landen maar deze verschillen
zijnn echter zeer klein. Echter, de toegepaste berekeningen van transactiekosten zijn
statischh en houdt geen rekening houdt met de dynamische aspecten van handelen.
Daaromm kijken we ook naar de invloed van een transactie op de prijsdynamiek.
Hett analyseren van transactie data brengt echter additionele problemen met zich
mee.. Allereerst moeten wre rekening houden met de handelsintensiteit omdat prijsdynamiekk afhankelijk is van het moment van handelen. Men kan een verschil in
prijsdynamiekk verwachten wanneer een transactie plaatsvindt in een drukke periodee vergeleken met een minder drukke periode.

Daarnaast vinden de grootste

prijsschommelingenn plaats op momenten waarbij macro-economische cijfers bekend
wordenn gemaakt. We moeten dus rekening houden met het zogenaamde "announcementt " effect van macro-economisch nieuws. MTS is ook een interdealer systeem en
ditt betekent dat alleen dealers toegang hebben tot dit systeem. Dit geeft ons de
mogelijkheidd om de prijsdynamiek in een interdealer systeem te onderzoeken. Vanuitt het oogpunt van informaliemodellen kan men beargumenteren dat een hogere
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handelsintensiteitt leidt tot een grotere impact van een order op de prijs. Immers,
geïnformeerdee handelaars zullen eerder handelen wanneer het druk is omdat dan
dee kans op detectie minder groot is. Anders gezegd, een geïnformeerde handelaar
kann zich makkelijker schuilhouden tussen het deelnemersveld wanneer het druk is
opp de markt. Echter in een (gesloten) intcrdealer systeem is de rest van het deelnemersveldd bekend. Hoewel ex-ante de tegenpartij in een transactie niet bekend is,
iss de invloed van een transactie op de prijs minder groot dan wanneer het systeem
openn is. Vanuit het oogpunt van voorraadmodellen zullen handelaren een grotere
vergoedingg vragen voor een onverwachte transactie wanneer het moeilijker is om de
voorraadd te beheren. In een interdealer systeem is het echter makkelijker om een
voorraadd te beheren omdat er altijd een tegenpartij te vinden is om een positie op te
nemenn in zijn boeken. In hoofdstuk 3 vinden we dat de prijsreactie op een transactie
minderr groot is wanneer de handelsintensiteit hoog is. Dit is in tegenstelling tot een
aantall andere bevindingen op aandelenmarkten. Ook vinden we dat een transactie
opp een dag waarbij belangrijk economisch nieuws verwacht wordt een grotere invloed
heeftt op de prijs dan op dagen waar geen nieuws te verwachten is. Indien we echter
rekeningg houden met een tijdsvariërende handelsintensiteit, dan vinden we dat een
transactiee op een druk moment tijdens een announcement day een grotere invloed
heeftt op de prijs.
Hoofdstukk 4 richt zich op de relatie tussen Europese staatsleningen en de Bund
futuress contract. Dit contract is een van de meest verhandelde termijncontracten
terr wereld. Investeerders in obligaties nemen vaak een simultane positie in een spot
instrumentt en (meerdere) futures contracten. Een dergelijke positie wordt ook wel
eenn basis strategie genoemd en het risico dat hierbij hoort heet basis risico. Basis
risicoo kan niet worden weggediversificeerd. Een basis strategie wordt gebruikt om
risicoo te dekken (hedgen) maar ook voor speculatieve doeleinden. Hoe hoger de basis
strategie,, hoe moeilijker het wordt om het risico van handelspositie te beheren met
futuress contracten. Dit betekent dat handelaren een hogere prijs zullen vragen voor
obligatiess met een lagere basis risico omdat dergelijke obligaties minder risicovol
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zijn.. In hoofdstuk 4 stellen we ons twee belangrijke vragen. Ten eerste vragen we
onss af wat de relatie is tussen basis risico en de bied- laat spread. We laten zien
datt er een convexe relatie bestaat tussen basis risico en de spread. Dit betekent
datt een dealer zijn spread meer dan evenredig laat toenemen met het basis risico.
Ookk vragen we ons af wat het basis risico is van Europese staatsleningen. Om deze
vraagg te beantwoorden bekijken we de relatie tussen staatsleningen en de Bund
futuress contract door middel van een cash-and-carry strategie. We laten zien dat
staatsleningenn met een lagere yield (zoals Frankrijk en Duitsland) ook een lagere
basiss risico hebben. De belangrijkste conclusie uit hoofdstuk 4 is dat basis risico een
belangrijkee factor is voor een dealer in Europese staatsleningen. Hoe hoger de basis
risico,, hoe hoger de vergoeding voor een dealer in termen van een hogere bied-laat
spread.. Daarnaast zal een lagere basis risico ook leiden tot een hogere prijs omdat
eenn dealer een simpel te hedgen instrument van de hand doet.
Hoofdstukk 5 richt zich op de groeiende inflatie-linked markt. De groeiende belangstellingg van investeerders overheden in dit product en het groeiende aanbod van
inflatie-linkedd leningen in Europa laten zien dat dit product een steeds belangrijkere
roll gaat spelen op de Europese kapitaalmarkt. Inflatie-linked producten betalen hun
couponss en eindbedrag terug in reële termen en hierdoor zijn deze producten nagenoegg gevrijwaard van inflatie. Echter, deze producten zijn minder liquide om een
aantall redenen. Allereerst zijn deze producten minder liquide omdat een maar een
fractiee is van het totale aanbod staatsobligaties. In de Verenigde Staten en Frankrijk
iss de totale inflatie-linked schuld ongeveer 7% van de totale langlopende staatschuld.
Dee grootste inflatie-linked markt is de UK waar inflatie-linked schuld ongeveer 25%
vann de totale langlopende staatschuld is. Daarnaast houden investeerders inflatielinkedd obligaties langer vast in hun boeken waardoor het moeilijker is voor de dealer
omm een markt te onderhouden in dit product. Met andere woorden, inflatie-linked
productenn zijn nagenoeg gevrijwaard van inflatie maar hebben wel een liquiditeitspremie.. Aan de andere kant. conventionele obligaties zijn extreem liquide maar zijn
onderhevigg aan toekomstige inflatie en hebben dus een inflatiepremie.

Hoofdstuk
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55 probeert de inflatie- en liquiditeitspremie in Europese staatsleningen te schatten
doorr gebruik te maken van inflatie-linked en nominale staatsleningen uit Frankrijk.
Wee gebruiken een state space proces met de Kalman filter om de risico premies te
berekenenn voor inflatie, liquiditeit en reële rente. Deze methode is geschikt om de
dynamiekk van latente processen (states) in kaart te brengen. Echter, de Kalman
filterr veronderstelt dat de yield van een obligatie een lineaire functie is van de states
(affinee modellen) maar dit is niet het geval wanneer we te maken hebben met. coupon
betalendee obligaties. Om de Kalman filter te gebruiken, lineariseren we de yield to
maturityy door middel van een eerste orde Taylor benadering. Dit wordt ook wel de
extendedd Kalman filter genoemd. Het totale risico premie voor reële obligaties is de
somm van de reële rente premie plus de liquiditeitspremie. Het totale risico premie
voorr nominale obligaties is de som van de reële rente premie plus de inflatie premie.
Wee vinden dat de inflatie premie over de gehele yield curve oploopt van 113 basis
puntenn tot ongeveer 250 basis punten. Dit resultaat impliceert dat de inflatie premie
voorr langlopende leningen bijna 2 keer hoger is dan voor kortlopende leningen. De
liquiditeitt premie loopt op van 6 basis punten tot ongeveer 22 basis punten in het
langee eind van de curve. De contributie van liquiditeit op het totale risico premie
inn reële obligaties is ongeveer 5% voor kortlopende leningen tot maximaal 17% voor
obligatiess die in 2013 aflopen. Aan de andere kant, de contributie van inflatie op het
totalee risico premie in nominale obligaties is meer dan 50%. Met andere woorden,
liquiditeitt is minder belangrijk voor het risico in reële obligaties terwijl inflatie een
veell grotere risico is voor nominale obligaties. Met deze premies kunnen we ook
berekenenn wat het nominale yield verschil is tussen reële en conventionele obligaties.
Ditt verschil loopt op van 76 basis punten tot ongeveer 198 basis punten
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Inn the past years, the fiscal policy of the Eurozone members, advances in the
technologyy of trading platforms and the introduction of a single currency
havee reshaped the fixed income markets in Europe. Currently, the Eurozone
bondd market is the third largest market in the world with the German futures
contractss among the heaviest traded financial contracts. These developments'
havee resulted in a far going integration of European capital markets.
Thiss Ph.D. dissertation "Essays on European Bond Markets" focuses on
aa number of issues which are of importance in the current Eurozone bond
market.. The first part of this work, which is also the lion's share of this
dissertation,, focuses on the microstructure of European bond markets.
Usingg transaction data, we study the costs of trading Eurozone government
bondss and the price dynamics of interdealer markets (chapter 3). We also
analyzee the cost of carry when trading Eurozone bonds in combination with
thee heavily traded bund futures contract (chapter 4). We show that basis
volatilityy is an important price factor for bond traders. The second part of
thiss work (chapter 5) focuses on the growing European inflation-linked bond
market.. We analyze the yield spread between nominal and real bonds and we
proposee a method for estimating the inflation and liquidity component in
thesee securities.
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